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"The Mafia's Greatest Hits - Volume One" includes TWO FREE BONUS BOOKS: "Mob Rats -
Bald Jack Rose," and "Snakeheads - A Screenplay," making it THREE books for the price of
ONE!!*****Parts of this book originally appeared in “Mobsters, Gangs, Crooks, and Other
Creeps – Volumes 1, 2 & 3.”"The Mafia's Greatest Hits - Volume One" has been ranked:Ebook
Library/USA #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "True Crime - Hoaxes &
Deceptions"Ebook Library/USA #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "Law Enforcement
Biographies"Ebook Library/UK #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "True Crime -
Hoaxes & Deceptions"Ebook Library/UK #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "Law
Enforcement Biographies"Ebook Library/Australia #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of
"True Crime"Ebook Library/USA #1 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "Legal
History"Ebook Library/UK #1 BEST SELLER IN "True Crime - Hoaxes & Deceptions"Ebook
Library/UK #2 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "Perspectives on Law"Ebook Library/
USA #2 BEST SELLER IN "Hot New Releases - Law Enforcement Biographies"Ebook Library/
USA #2 BEST SELLER IN "Hot New Releases - True Crime - Hoaxes & Deceptions"Ebook
Library/UK #2 BEST SELLER IN "Perspectives on Law"Ebook Library /USA #3 BEST SELLER
IN "Legal History"Ebook Library/USA #3 BEST SELLER IN "CRIMINAL PROCEDURE""Ebook
Library/UK #4 BEST SELLER IN "Law Enforcement Biographies""Ebook Library/UK #6 BEST
SELLER IN "Police Biographies"Ebook Library/USA #7 BEST SELLER in "Law Enforcement
Biographies"Ebook Library/USA TOP 10 BEST SELLER IN "True Crime - Hoaxes &
Deceptions"Ebook Library/Denmark #10 BEST SELLER IN the FREE category of "True Stories -
English"Nothing excites the public more than a front-page newspaper spread showing the
bloody, bullet-riddled body of a mobster, after he had been freshly whacked, by his former
associates or by his deadly enemies. In "The Mafia’s Greatest Hits – Volume One," you’ll read
about the life and brutal murders of such Mafia notables as Albert “The Lord High Executioner”
Anastasia, Lilo “The Cigar” Galante, and Paul “Big Paul” Castellano, plus the assassinations of
many other influential mob figures.Some mobsters were murdered because they were trying to
horn in on another gangster's territory, and some were whacked because they stood in the way
of another gangster's ascension to the upper echelons of organized crime. In some cases, they
were set-up by close relatives, who were instructed to do the job right or have the job done on
themselves instead.Yet, all of these mobsters had one thing in common: they all thought they
were invincible, and they never suspected their lives would prematurely end until a barrage of
bullets suddenly sent them to the hereafter; while they were sitting in a barbershop, dining in a
backyard patio of a restaurant, or strolling along the streets of New York City.Like they say in the
sacred Mafia induction ceremony: “You live by the gun and the knife, and you die by the gun and
the knife.”"The Mafia’s Greatest Hits – Volume One" will show you how these hits went down.To
purchase "The Mafia’s Greatest Hits – Volume One," scroll to the top of this page and hit the
“BUY” button!



"“Christy's updated text includes some of today's most current dances. The directions and
illustrations aid both the veteran as well as the rhythmically challenged educator.”Bud Turner,
M.Ed.Seattle Public Schools K-12 physical education coordinator“Christy Lane is a dedicated
professional who is a great inspiration to the beginner as well as the professional dancer. Her
ability to simplify and keep in step with the new dances makes this book a must for
everyone.”Henno ChrissProfessional dancer, singer, actress“A good resource for beginning line
dance instructors with plenty of resources listed to help you tap into this popular form of
recreational dance.”Susan McGreevy-Nichols, B.S.Former president of the National Dance
Association“Christy Lane's new line dance book is an informative resource for teachers with
easy to follow instructions and illustrations. It is recommended for anyone who is a serious
teacher of line dances.""Barbara L. Hernandez, Ph.D.Executive DirectorNational Dance
Association"About the AuthorChristy Lane is a highly acclaimed professional dance instructor,
choreographer, educator, and performer. Her work has been recognized by U.S. News and
World Report, Washington Post, American Fitness, USA Today, and Shape magazine. Lane has
written five dance books, 28 instructional dance videos, and dozens of articles.Labeled as one
of America's most popular and respected dance instructors, Lane tours nationally, teaching at
conventions and workshops. She is certified by the American Sport Education Program and the
American Council on Exercise and is a member of the National Dance Association, National
Wellness Association, National Speakers Association, and International Dance Exercise
Association.Lane is also an experienced private dance studio owner and artistic director for the
Christy Lane Dance Company. She resides in Palm Springs, California.
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The Mafia’s Greatest Hits – Volume 1By Joe BrunoEdited by:Lawrence VenturatoPublished
By:Knickerbocker Publishing Company© 2015, Joe Bruno(jbruno999@aol.com)ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. This book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright
Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this
book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without
express written permission from the author / publisher.*****Anastasia, Albert – (The Lord High
Executioner)He was a violent killer, and along with Louis “Lepke” Buchalter, the co-head of
Murder Incorporated. The way he lived his life, Albert Anastasia must have thought he was
bulletproof, which he may have been, until he made one trip too many to his barbershop.Albert
Anastasia was born Umberto Anastasio on September 26, 1902 in Calabria, located in the
southern part of Italy. When he was 15, Albert and his brother Tony hopped on an Italian ship
and snuck off illegally onto the docks of Brooklyn, New York. It was said that Albert was so poor,
he arrived in America with no shoes. Albert lived with a relative in Brooklyn until he finally found
work on the Brooklyn docks as a longshoreman, alongside his brother “Tough Tony.”Anastasia
had a violent temper, and it was manifested in 1920 when he was arrested for killing fellow
longshoreman Joe Torino. Anastasia strangled and stabbed Torino to death, over whom had the
right to unload ships with the most precious cargo. Anastasia was tried, convicted, and
sentenced to death in the Sing Sing electric chair. It was at this time that he changed his last
name from Anastasio to Anastasia, he said, “not to sully his family's name.” His brother Tony,
who later ruled the Brooklyn docks, kept the last name of Anastasio.Anastasia spent 18 months
waiting to be executed, when his lawyer somehow obtained a new trial. At Anastasia's second
trial, several witnesses to Torino's murder changed their statements as to who the killer was, and
four more witnesses disappeared from the face of the earth. With no evidence against
Anastasia, the prosecutors had no choice but to drop their case, and Anastasia became a free
man. Anastasia would use this tactic of “eliminating witnesses” several more times throughout
the years to avoid prosecution for murder.Upon his release from prison, Anastasia joined the
gang of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, considered the top Mafioso in America. As a member of
Masseria's crew, Anastasia became tight with fellow mobsters Charles “Lucky” Luciano and
Frank Costello. It became clear during this period that Anastasia was more of a follower than a
leader.In 1930, Luciano formulated a plan to get rid of his boss, Masseria, and then dispose of
Masseria's successor, Salvatore Maranzano. Luciano's ultimate goal was to unite all the crime
families in America: Italian Mafia members, Irish gangsters like Owney Madden, and Jewish
gangsters like Meyer Lansky, into one National Crime Commission.When Luciano told
Anastasia about his plans, Anastasia was ecstatic. He told Luciano, “Charlie, I've been waiting
for this day for at least eight years. You're going to be on top, if I have to kill everyone for you.
With you up there, that's the only way we can have any peace and make real money.”With



Anastasia's help, Luciano did what he set out to do. Anastasia, along with Bugsy Siegel, was
one of the four gunmen, who in 1931, shot Masseria to death in a Coney Island restaurant. With
Masseria out of the way and his successor Salvatore Maranzano also eliminated by Luciano,
Luciano formed the remaining Mafia bosses into five separate crime families. As a reward for his
good work, Luciano made Anastasia the underboss in the family of Vincent Mangano.After
Luciano's takeover, things ran smoothly for the National Crime Commission. The Commission
made bushels of money running illegal liquor during prohibition and from old mob standards like
bookmaking, gambling, hijacking, and the distribution of drugs. Of course, in order to keep the
cash flowing in, sometimes people had to be killed. As a result of Anastasia's loyalty, Luciano,
along with Meyer Lansky, put Anastasia and Louie “Lepke” Buchalter in charge of what the press
called “Murder Incorporated,” or “Murder Inc.”With Anastasia being the exception, Murder Inc.
was comprised of mostly Jewish killers, which included Abe “Kid Twist” Reles, Allie
Tannenbaum, Harry “Pittsburgh Phil” Strauss, and Gurrah Shapiro. It was estimated that under
Anastasia and Buchalter's direction, anywhere from 500-1,000 murders were committed
throughout the country and only a handful were ever solved. While bodies were piling up all over
America, Anastasia was ostensibly working an honest job. The business card he always carried
in his breast pocket said he was a "sales representative" for the Convertible Mattress
Corporation in Brooklyn.In the late 1930's, Murder Inc. dissolved when its top killers were
arrested, tried, and convicted on numerous murder charges. With Reles and Tannenbaum
agreeing to testify in exchange for lighter sentences, several Murder Inc. perpetrators were fried
in the Sing Sing electric chair, including Buchalter, who was the only crime boss ever executed
by the government.Anastasia avoided prosecution for a while, until it was discovered that Reles
was set to testify about Anastasia's and Bugsy Siegel's involvement with Murder Inc. Reles was
under 24-hour police surveillance at the Half Moon Hotel in Coney Island. Police were stationed
inside and outside Reles's room to guard Reles, even when he was sleeping.On the night of
November 12, 1941, Reles was supposedly under police protection and sleeping in his room,
when he inexplicably fell to his death from the 6th-story window. The official report said Reles
died while “attempting to escape.” Years later, Luciano said that Frank Costello, in order to save
Anastasia’s and Siegel's hide, paid the police $50,000 to look the other way while Costello's
men flung Reles out the window. Other stories said that the cops did the flinging of Reles
themselves. Either way, according to District Attorney William O'Dwyer, “His case (against
Anastasia and Siegel) went out the window with Reles.”In 1936, Luciano was arrested, tried, and
convicted on a trumped-up charge of prostitution and given a 30-year prison sentence. Luciano
claimed he had been set up by Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, and there's evidence that
Luciano may have been right. The witnesses against Luciano were all pimps and prostitutes,
who later said they lied on the witness stand rather than being thrown in jail by Dewey.In 1942,
with Luciano languishing in jail, Anastasia, with the help of his brother Tony, devised a scheme to
spring Luciano. It was in the middle of World War II, and the plan Anastasia hatched was based
on the old mob “protection racket.” With Tony controlling the docks, it was quite easy for his men



to sabotage ships on the New York waterfront. And that's exactly what they did.After several
ships were torched and bombed (the most famous being the French Luxury Liner S.S.
Normandie, which was being converted into a troopship when it was sunk in New York Harbor),
Anastasia offered assistance to the United States government, to protect the waterfront from
saboteurs (from themselves, of course). The payback from the government to Luciano was,
when the war ended, Luciano was to be released from prison as payment for waterfront-
protection services he supposedly rendered. In 1946, Luciano was released from prison and
deported to Italy, where he ran his crime family until his death from a heart attack in
1962.Anastasia had worked successfully as Vincent Mangano's underboss for 30 years, when
in 1951, Anastasia suddenly got ambitious. Over the years, Mangano had grown resentful of
Anastasia's closeness to Luciano and Frank Costello. Many times, Anastasia bypassed his boss
Mangano and had, for one reason or another, gone directly to Luciano or Costello. Several
times, Mangano physically attacked Anastasia, which was a foolhardy move, since Anastasia
was younger and stronger, leading to Anastasia beating up his own boss in self-defense.Things
in the Mangano family were not going well for Anastasia, when Anastasia asked permission from
Costello, now the big boss with Luciano in exile in Italy, to whack Mangano. On April 19, 1951,
Mangano's brother Philip was riddled with bullets and dropped in a swamp in Sheepshead Bay.
Later that same day, Vincent Mangano disappeared, and his body was never found. In a few
days, after he was sure Mangano was definitely dead, Costello appointed Anastasia as the head
of the former Mangano crime family, thereby making Anastasia part of the five-man
Commission.Costello had his own personal reasons for wanting Anastasia on the Commission.
After fleeing to Italy because he was being sought on a murder charge, Vito Genovese had
returned to the United States. Genovese was angry because he thought that he and not Costello
should be the head of the Commission. (Before escaping to Italy, Genovese was the
Commission boss. With Genovese out of the country and Luciano still in jail at the time, Luciano
then appointed Costello as top man on the Commission.) Genovese was known as a brutal man,
who killed first and asked questions later. With Anastasia on Costello's side, Costello felt they
had someone just as tough as Genovese who could protect Costello's high ranking.What
Costello did not envision was that Anastasia was a bloodthirsty, homicidal maniac, who would
kill anyone, for any reason, real or imagined. Anastasia's madness manifested itself one day
when he was watching television. On the news, a 24-year-old Brooklyn salesman named Arnold
Schuster was basking in the limelight as the person who was the main witness in the arrest of
legendary bank robber Willie Sutton. Schuster had been riding the subway, when he spotted
Sutton. Schuster followed Sutton after Sutton had left the subway, and he tracked Sutton to a
nearby garage. After Sutton slipped inside the garage, Schuster called the police, and Sutton
was arrested.Seeing Schuster being treated like a hero by the press, Anastasia freaked out.“I
can't stand squealers,” Anastasia told one of his killers, Fredrick J. Tenuto. “Hit that guy!”And
Tenuto did just that, gunning down Schuster on a Brooklyn street not far from where Schuster
lived.Realizing that Tenuto was the only person who knew Anastasia had ordered Schuster's



murder, Anastasia took care of Tenuto himself, filling Tenuto with lead before Tenuto could spill
the beans about Anastasia's orders.However, word was already out that Anastasia, now called
“The Mad Hatter,” had gone overboard and had disobeyed one of the Commission's biggest
rules: “We only kill each other.”As far as Genovese was concerned, Anastasia had made fatal
mistake No. 1. From this point on, Genovese began plotting Anastasia's demise.Besides
Costello, one of Anastasia's closest allies was Jewish mobster Meyer Lansky, who for a while,
turned a deaf ear to Genovese's pleas to kill Anastasia. Lansky was big into the gambling
industry on the island of Cuba. And as all good mob bosses should, Lansky was cutting in the
other Commission bosses for a piece of the pie on what he was making in Cuba.However,
Anastasia wanted more. He approached Lansky about giving him a bigger slice, and when
Lansky refused, Anastasia began plotting to open up his own gambling operation in Cuba.That
was a big miscalculation on Anastasia's part. As Anastasia knew well, Lansky had agreed to the
killing of his childhood friend Bugsy Siegel when it was discovered Siegel had been skimming
off the top at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. Money was sacrosanct to Lansky, and Anastasia
was threatening to take money out of Lansky's pocket.That was fatal mistake No. 2 for
Anastasia.Anastasia's fatal mistake No. 3 materialized when Genovese found out that
Anastasia, in order to induct new made members into his family, was charging proposed
members $50,000 apiece for induction into the their honored society. This was a definite no-no
in the Mafia. Men had waited years, sometimes even decades, to “get their buttons.” In addition,
the rule at the time was that each proposed member had to have been involved in at least one
murder to even be considered for induction. Genovese said Anastasia had devalued the entire
Mafia organization by taking cash payments from men who were not qualified to be inducted into
the “La Cosa Nostra,” as mob informer Joe Valachi later said insiders called their sacred
group.On October 25, 1957, Anastasia's chauffeur parked Anastasia's car in the underground
garage of the Park Sheridan Hotel in midtown Manhattan. Instead of waiting inside the garage
for his boss to return, the chauffeur decided to take a little stroll out of the building. Anastasia
took a little stroll of his own, and he wound up sitting in chair No. 4 in the Park Sheridan Hotel
barbershop. Sitting next to Anastasia in chair No. 5 was his old friend Vincent “Jimmy Jerome”
Squillante. Anastasia sat with his eyes closed, appearing to have nary a care in this world.Soon
he would be right.Suddenly, two men walked into the barbershop. One was carrying a .38-caliber
pistol; the other a .32 caliber pistol. One of the men told barbershop owner Arthur Grasso, “Keep
your mouth shut if you don't want your head blown off.”Then the two men commenced firing. One
bullet lodged in the back of Anastasia's head and two shots hit him in the left hand. Another
bullet hit him in the back and another blasted through the right side of his hip.Anastasia
staggered to his feet, facing the barbershop mirror. Seeing the reflections of his two killers in the
mirror, Anastasia mistakenly lurched towards the mirror. The killers kept firing until their guns
were empty, and Anastasia fell on his back between two barber chairs, quite dead.Squillante
didn't know whether to shit, or go blind. Seeing Anastasia dead on the floor, Squillante
screamed to no one in particular, “Let me out of here!” Then he exited stage right into the lobby



of the Park Sheridan Hotel, and he disappeared.According to manicurist Jean Wineberger, one
shooter was a white male, around 40-years-old, 5-feet-10-inches, with a slight built and a blond
pompadour haircut. The second shooter was also a white male, around 45-years-old, stockily
built and about 5-feet-7. Wineberger thought the shooters looked Italian, but she said they could
have been Jewish too.No one was officially charged with Anastasia's murder, and about a dozen
people over the years have claimed they had been involved in Anastasia's hit. The most likely
scenario was that mob boss Joe Profaci was given the hit by the other Commissioner members.
Profaci subcontracted the actual shooting to his underling, the unpredictable “Crazy” Joe Gallo,
from the Red Hook section of Brooklyn.Gallo was not shy about taking the credit for the
Anastasia hit. Soon after Anastasia was gone, Gallo was talking to crime associate Sidney
Slater. Gallo told Slater that he, Sonny Camerone, Ralph Mafrici, Joe “Joe Jelly” Gioelli, and
Frank “Punchy” Illiano comprised the Anastasia hit-team.The buttons on his shirt bursting with
pride, Gallo told Slater, “You can call the five of us the barbershop quintet.”The most telling
comment about Anastasia's murder was uttered by Anastasia's brother “Tough Tony”
Anastasio.“Tough Tony” told a mob associate, “I ate from the same table as Albert and I came
from the same womb. But I know he killed many men and he deserved to die.”*****Castellano,
Paul (Big Paul)He was one of the most disliked mob bosses ever, with a superiority complex
second to none. However, if Paul Castellano had been street-smart like most Mafia bosses, he
might not have been executed so easily and so publicly.Paul Castellano was born Constantino
Paul Castellano on June 26, 1915, in Brooklyn, New York. Castellano did not like his given first
name, so he insisted that everyone call him Paul instead. Castellano's parents were born in
Sicily, and his father was a butcher, with a little illegal numbers business on the side.
Castellano's father was also an early member of the Mangano Crime Family, which was created
by Salvatore Maranzano after the killing of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, which ended the
Castellammarese War.Castellano dropped out of the school after the eighth grade, and he went
to work in both of his father's businesses. In 1934, when Castellano was only 19-years-old,
Castellano and two of his buddies committed an armed robbery of a local business. However,
things went awry, and when the police arrived at the scene, his two friends had escaped. Big
Paul, as he was called (Castellano was six-foot-three and in his prime weighed over 275
pounds), was caught by the police. But he refused to rat on his colleagues, and as a result, he
was hit with a three-month bit in the slammer. When he returned to the mean streets of Brooklyn,
Castellano's reputation had been enhanced by his refusal to cooperate with the police.In 1937,
at the age of 22, Castellano married his childhood sweetheart Nina Manno, who was the sister-
in-law of Carlo Gambino. They eventually had three sons: Paul, Philip, Joseph, and a daughter
Connie.In 1940, Castellano was inducted as a made member of the Mangano Crime Family, the
same crime family in which his first cousin Carlo Gambino was already a captain. In fact,
Castellano and Gambino were so close, Gambino even married Castellano's sister Catherine
(marrying first cousins was not uncommon amongst the Sicilians).After Mangano was knocked
off in 1951 by his Underboss, Albert Anastasia, Anastasia took control of the Mangano Family,



and he changed the name to the Anastasia Family. Anastasia also bumped up Big Paul to the
rank of captain. In 1957, when Anastasia was killed by rival Vito Genovese, Gambino took over
the Anastasia Family. He changed the name to the Gambino Family, and he inserted his cousin
Paul Castellano as one of his right-hand men.On November 17, 1957, Genovese called for a
huge summit of all the Mafia bigwigs in America scheduled to take place in Apalachin, New
York, at the home of Mafia member Joseph Barbara. There were several items on Genovese's
agenda, the most important of which was to declare himself “Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of All
Bosses.”However, the wily Gambino knew that the local state police would be tipped off to the
meeting, so he stayed away, and instead he sent his cousin Paul to take the heat. When the
state police raided the Barbara residence, dozens of mobsters tried to escape by jumping out of
windows and running through the woods in their expensive suits and patent leather shoes. But
not Castellano. Big Paul surrendered without a fight, and he was sentenced to a year in prison
for refusing to tell the police the purpose of the meeting.After his marriage to Nina, Paul
prospered in the family meat businesses, and by the 1950s, he owned several businesses,
including Blue Ribbon Meats, Ranbar Packing Inc., and The Pride Wholesale Meat and Poultry
Corporation.According to Jonathan Kwitney's book Vicious Circles, “The Castellanos owned
many meat stores and distributorships in Brooklyn and in Manhattan. They had a long record of
welching on debts; of suffering suspicious hijackings, which can lead to insurance claims; of
selling goods that were later found to have been stolen off the docks or trucks, and of cheating
other firms by receiving the assets of companies about to go into bankruptcy
proceedings.”Whereas Castellano gave the airs of a successful businessman, issuing a death
warrant was certainly not beneath his character. Castellano once ordered the death of an
underling, because the man had the audacity to say Castellano looked like chicken magnate
Frank Perdue. (Perdue was famous for his chicken-like face splashed across the screen in his
TV commercials, where he pronounced, “It takes a tough man to make a tender chicken.”)In the
mid 70s, Perdue was having trouble getting his chickens into the New York City weekly
supermarket advertisement circulars. Someone whispered in Perdue's ear, and soon he signed
a distribution deal with Dial Poultry, owned by two of Castellano's sons. From that point on,
Perdue had no trouble advertising and selling his chickens in the New York market.To show he
would not allow anyone in his blood family to be abused in any way, Castellano's son-in-law
Frank Amato disappeared from the face of the earth after Castellano discovered Amato was
beating Castellano's pregnant daughter Connie and cheating on her on the side. As a display of
familial compassion, Castellano did wait for his daughter's divorce to become final before he
gave the order to vaporize Amato.Castellano, with the blessing of his cousin Carlo Gambino,
was also heavy into the shylocking business. Unfortunately, in 1973, one of his street “lenders,”
Arthur “Fat Artie” Beradelli, free on bail while appealing convictions for fraud and selling
counterfeit securities, was pinched by the Feds, again for fraud. The FBI, led by field agents
James Kallstrom and Frank Frattolillio, put the screws to Beradelli, and they convinced him if he
didn't cooperate with the Feds he would spend big time in the slammer. Beradelli, who was



represented by a legal aid attorney, listened to his attorney's advice, and he became a stool-
pigeon.After giving the Feds a list of those in charge of the loansharking enterprise he was
involved with, Beradelli finally agreed to wear a wire. And he did so while speaking with “Little
Paul” Castellano, the younger cousin of Big Paul and one of the chief loansharking operators
who answered to Big Paul.Even though Little Paul was fluently versed in “mob-speak” (a mob
dialect when they speak vaguely about everything and constantly refer to items called “that
thing”), it was obvious from the taped conversations that Beradelli had borrowed large amounts
of money from Little Paul and that Little Paul was to continue to receive his “vig payments,” even
after Beradelli went to prison. Little Paul also made it clear (in mob-speak) that his older cousin
Big Paul was overseeing the entire operation.In March 1975, Beradelli wore a wire while
speaking with Big Paul Castellano. But Big Paul was excellent in mob-speak himself. Even
though everything that was captured on tape was consistent with the notion that Big Paul
Castellano was indeed the big cheese in the loansharking operation, Big Paul said nothing on
tape that could conclusively connect him to any wrongdoings; at least nothing the Feds could
take Big Paul to court with.While Beradelli was wearing a wire and speaking to friends,
Beradelli's wife found out that her husband was also speaking to the Feds. Beradelli's wife was a
Gambino cousin (isn't everyone?), and she immediately berated her husband; calling him a “rat.”
This left Beradelli no choice but to refuse to testify in court against any mob figures that might be
indicted in the loansharking case.Beradelli later said, “If I had gone against her, I would have lost
her and the children forever.”As a result of his failure to see the deal though until the end, instead
of getting no prison time, Beradelli was sentenced to two years in prison on the original fraud
charges. Because he did garner some very important information on the tapes he did make, the
second fraud charge against Beradelli was dropped.On June 30, 1975, the Feds indicted nine
alleged organized crime figures for loansharking. These men included Big Paul Castellano, Little
Paul Castellano, and another cousin Joseph Castellano. Before the trial began, Little Paul
Castellano pleaded guilty. Because he was a relatively small fish in a big pond, Little Paul got
only four months in the slammer and a $5,000 fine. The government tried to force Beradelli to
testify at the trial, which included their intended target, the Big Fish himself: Big Paul Castellano,
but Beradelli refused. Judge Bartels then ordered Beradelli to testify, giving him immunity from
prosecution. Beradelli still refused, and as a result of Beradelli's non-cooperation, all the
defendants walked scot-free, including Big Paul Castellano. Judge Bartels then threw the book
at Beradelli, sentencing him to five years in prison for contempt-of-court.But at least Beradelli
still had his faithful wife and lovely children to visit him in prison.By 1975, Carlo Gambino was
obviously very ill from a severe heart condition. When Gambino died, the favorite on the streets
to take over the Gambino Family was Aniello Dellacroce, a hardened criminal and Gambino's
second-in-command. Dellacroce was a respected man in the mob, and had allegedly taken part
in several “pieces of work,” or murders. And according to Mafia rules, Dellacroce was, in fact,
supposed to be promoted to boss instead of Castellano. Dellacroce had the backing of all the
major Gambino street crews, including Carmine Fatico's men at the Bergin Hunt and Fish Club



in Queens.However, Gambino wanted to keep things in the family, and to the consternation of
many, he anointed Paul Castellano to be his successor as the head of the Gambino Family. As a
result, there was outrage amongst the street soldiers, who saw Castellano as nothing more than
a greedy snob who thought he was stratospherically above the common street soldiers who
were kicking up all the money to the bosses on top. Whereas most captains demanded 10
percent of the street soldier's take, Castellano wanted 15 percent of any schemes his men were
involved with.Things came to a head, when on October 15, 1976, Carlo Gambino finally died
and Castellano was officially inducted as the Gambino boss. Street men, like tough John Gotti,
bristled at the choice and were hardly placated when Dellacroce, as a consolation prize, was
given control of all the lucrative Manhattan Gambino street rackets. Dellacroce, an old school
Mafioso, who went by the credo that a boss’s word should never be challenged, was the only
person who kept his crew from a devastating and bloody mutiny against Castellano and his
allies.Whereby Gambino had lived in an inconspicuous house in Brooklyn, Castellano built
himself a mansion on the trendy Todt Hill on Staten Island. Todt Hill (which in Dutch meant
“Death Hill”) was the highest track of land in the entire borough of Staten Island. The 17-room
house was built with stone and stucco, and was painted entirely white, with two white columns
majestically standing out front, looking suspiciously like the White House in Washington, D.C.
(The Gambino street crews snidely referred to Castellano's home as “The White House.”) The
house was completely surrounded by tall wrought-iron fences and armed with the most
sophisticated burglar alarms. If this wasn't enough to discourage intruders, Castellano had
ferocious Dobermans patrolling inside the perimeter, viciously leaping at the fences if anyone,
including the mailman, came near the house.In late 1978, Castellano further infuriated the men
who were loyal to Dellacroce when he set up a meeting between himself, his top captains, and
the two bosses of the violent Irish “Westies” gang from Manhattan's Hell’s Kitchen: Jimmy
Coonan and Mickey Featherstone. The intermediary who arranged the meeting was Roy
DeMeo, the most proficient killer under the flag of Gambino captain Anthony “Nino” Gaggi.The
meeting took place at Tommaso's, a Bay Ridge eatery frequented by a veritable who's-who of
the mob. When Coonan and Featherstone were escorted by DeMeo into the private back room
of Tommaso's, they could hardly believe their eyes. Seated at a horseshoe-shaped table were
Nino Gaggi, Carmine Lambardozzi, Joseph N. Gallo, Aniello Dellacroce, and Funzi Tieri. Seated
at the head of the table was the sire of the Staten Island “White House”: Big Paul Castellano
himself.At this point, Coonan and Featherstone thought they had a very big problem and were
going to leave the restaurant in body bags. It seemed that just a few weeks earlier, Coonan had
taken part in the murder of Castellano's top bookie/shylock Ruby Stein. Coonan had owed Stein
$70,000 in gambling debts, and Coonan figured it made more economic sense to kill Stein
rather than to pay Stein. So that he did, in a Hell's Kitchen bar, along with a few of Coonan’s
accomplices, all of whom Coonan made shoot Stein as a sign of solidarity after Stein was
already dead. After the deed was done, they cut Stein up into little pieces, and they deposited
Stein's body parts into several garbage bags and threw them into the waters near Ward's



Island.The only problem was, Coonan forgot to slit open Stein's torso to let out all the gases, and
Stein's torso was soon found floating in the waters near Rockaway Beach in Queens.After
Castellano made a few inquiries, he found out the last man Stein had been seen with alive was
Jimmy Coonan.In addition, there was the slight problem of Ruby Stein's little black book, which
contained the names and the exact figures of the money out on the streets owed to Stein, and
thereby owed to Castellano and his captains. Coonan had taken that black book off Stein's dead
body, but at this particular time he didn't know exactly what to do with it. If he commenced
making collections, Castellano would have known for sure who had killed his very valuable asset
– Ruby Stein.According to T.J. English's book – The Westies, Coonan, as a sign of good will,
presented Castellano with a box of the finest Cuban cigars. After Castellano passed the box
around the table so his captains could see the value of the present, the men began eating with a
vengeance; first the salads, then the dishes of seafood with pasta, then some of the best
lasagna known to man. After the last morsel had been devoured, and the men were waiting for
their espresso and Anisette, Tieri whispered something into Castellano's ear.Big Paul cleared
his throat, and then he said directly to Coonan, “Jimmy,” then he hesitated and said, “You don't
mind if I call you Jimmy?”Coonan had a huge frog in his throat. “No, of course not.”Castellano
went into a dissertation as to why Ruby Stein was such a valuable member of his organization
and why Stein’s death was such a terrible blow to all the men seated at this table. Then
Castellano looked right into Coonan's eyes and said, “Jimmy, did you or any of your people have
anything to do with this terrible thing; this murder of our good friend Ruby Stein?”Coonan tried to
look sincere.“No,” he quickly said. “We didn't have nuthin' to do with that.”“Are you sure?”
Castellano said.“Yes sir, without a doubt.”Castellano then got to the meat of the conversation. He
asked Coonan if he knew the whereabouts of Stein's little black book.Coonan said, “I don't even
know what youse are talking about.”Castellano raised his voice just a bit.He said, “That book has
millions of dollars’ worth of loans in it; shylock loans. There are people here who need that
book.”Coonan shrugged, “Wish I could help you, Mr. Castellano. But I don't know nuthin' about
Ruby's death, or no black book.”Coonan then heard from Castellano's lips what he had dreamed
about for years. “Alright Jimmy, this is our position. From now on, you boys are going to be with
us; which means you got to stop acting like cowboys - like wild men. If anybody is to be removed,
you have to clear it with us. Capisch? Everything goes through Nino or Roy. You have our
permission to use our family name in your business dealings on the West Side. But whatever
monies you make, you will cut us in 10 percent.”After dinner, Castellano and his crew took
Coonan and Featherstone to the nearby Vets and Friends Social Club. There Castellano told
them the real reason he wanted their alliance.“If you are ever called to Brooklyn, you come, no
questions asked,” Castellano told them.Coonan and Featherstone correctly understood this to
mean that they and their Irish crew from Hell's Kitchen would be a secret hit-squad for
Castellano; especially when non-Italian shooters were needed. Again, this did not go over well
with Dellacroce, who was old-school enough to know that Italian Mafiosi do not associate with
Irish criminals, whom they felt were overly violent and not trustworthy. The man Dellacroce was



grooming for further advancement in his crew, John Gotti, did not like this Irish liaison too much,
either.In 1979, 35-year-old Columbian Gloria Olarte went to work for the Castellanos as a
housemaid. At the time, Paul Castellano was 64-years-old and his wife Nina was a very
attractive 60-years-old. But that didn't stop Paul Castellano from having roving eyes. Soon, he
started an affair with Olarte right in front of his wife's eyes and also in front of his daughter
Connie who was living nearby. Whenever his wife and Connie went out shopping, Castellano
made sure they had enough cash to spend so that they wouldn't return home anytime soon.At
first, Castellano's advances were just petting and simple kissing, and soon Olarte began to
wonder why Big Paul had not consummated their relationship. It seemed that at the time Olarte
made her way into the Castellano household, Castellano, due to a diabetes condition, had not
had an erection in four years. That problem was taken care of when Castellano had “the
operation”: a penile implant that would make him able to have intercourse with his young
housemaid.His affections for Olarte were obvious to the crew members who visited Castellano
for business meetings and were also obvious to his wife. Gambino family members began
talking about Castellano behind his back; about how he was disgracing his wife by prancing his
young housemaid in front of them at their “White House” meetings.The FBI had wanted to plant
a bug in Castellano's house for many years. Through conversations they overhead from bugs
planted in other mob hangouts, the FBI had ascertained that when men came to visit Castellano
to discuss family business, these meetings always took place in a little dining nook in the
kitchen. There is some dispute as to whether Olarte herself, realizing that Castellano's affections
for her were waning, told the FBI where to plant the bug. But on March 17, 1983, while
Castellano was on a Florida vacation with Olarte and his trusted aide Tommy Bilotti, the FBI
decided the time was ripe to plant the bug. The only problem was, Castellano's wife was still on
the premises.When Nina Castellano finally left the house at around 5 p.m., a team of FBI agents
disguised as gardeners, sanitation workers, and telephone installers went to work.The
“gardeners” drugged the Dobermans who were standing guard inside the fence, by throwing
drugs-infested steaks over the fence for the dogs to consume. Then FBI “techies” disabled the
burglar alarm, allowing three more “techies” to pick the door locks and then enter the Castellano
residence. Two Sanitation trucks blocked the entrance to the street, and the FBI agents in the
trucks disguised as sanitation workers were under orders to stop Nina Castellano, by any means
necessary, from returning to the house until the bug was planted and the FBI agents were safely
out of the house.Once inside the house, the agents went directly to the kitchen nook. By the
kitchen table sat a chrome lamp near Castellano's high-backed chair, which he always sat in
during mob meetings. The agents removed the base of the lamp, and replaced it with an
identical base that contained a microphone and a power pack. They placed the lamp back in its
original position and quickly exited the house. Their stay inside the Castellano residence lasted
only 12 minutes. Once safely outside, the FBI “techies” re-activated the burglar alarm, so that
when she returned to her home, Nina Castellano would be none the wiser.This bug became a
treasure trove of information for the FBI.(The FBI was, under law, supposed to stop listening



when the conversations being recorded involved inane personal matters. But that was not
always the case.)Within a few days, the Feds heard Castellano boasting to one of his
associates, “No one comes to Staten Island unless I say so.”For many years, the FBI suspected
that the Gambino Crime Family had their greedy tentacles deep into labor racketeering,
especially in the construction business. Castellano confirmed this fact when he was recorded
saying to one of his captains, “Our job is to run the unions.”However, the most incriminating
conversation was recorded when Castellano was at a sit-down with his chauffeur and right-hand
man Tommy Bilotti, and Gambino “collection agent” Alphonse “Funzi” Mosca. Gloria Olarte could
be heard hovering in the background, certainly listening, and sometimes interjecting innocent
remarks into the conversation. According to the book Mafia Dynasty, by John H. Davis, the
conversation went like this:Castellano: He gotta pay. And he gotta be clued in. Over two, forget
about it. He sits out. That's club. Under a deuce, we talk. Maybe he gets some. But he pays the
two points. First. None of this “you'll have it in a few days” bullshit.Mosca: You want I should talk
to the fat guy? (Genovese Family Boss Fat Tony Salerno)Castellano: Talk to the fuckin’ president
for all I care. Just get me my money.Bilotti: I don't see where this fuckin’ guy should get nothing.
We set it up. We did all the work.Castellano: If you're calling the fat guy, call the Chin (Salerno's
Underboss Vincent “The Chin” Gigante).Gloria: Mister Tommy. You finish all the cookies?Mosca:
So he takes it for six-million-nine. Cody says take it for six-seven-fifty. Something like that. Plus
some jobs.Castellano: Twelve men. Fifteen days.Bilotti: Yeah, twelve. Fifteen.Castellano: And the
money comes up thirty percent. We do things on our own. We gotta think of our own. Tell it to the
fat guy. Tell Chin.Mosca: It might get a little raw.Castellano: It does, it does. What are they going
to do, sue me?The FBI was able to decipher exactly what this conversation meant. The subject
of discussion was the construction of a midtown Manhattan skyscraper. Castellano was
instructing his men to approach Salerno and Gigante to make sure Castellano got his proper cut
of the money being skimmed off the top, and to confirm the number and duration of the no-show
jobs his men would get.The bug in the Castellano residence lasted four months. During this time
Castellano was heard discussing how he was controlling the construction business, the meat
packing business, and the labor unions; specifically the Teamsters, the painters union, and
various unions related to the restaurant business. Castellano let the Feds know he was also
involved in the pornography business, as well as stock frauds, and insurance frauds.These
tapes decisively revealed to the Feds that there were two factions within the Gambino Family,
each of which had no use for the other. Castellano had the support of Bilotti and his cousin
Tommy Gambino, who controlled the garment center in Manhattan. While the other faction was
led by Dellacroce, and Dellacroce's “favorite son” - John Gotti.One of Gotti's underlings was
Angelo “Quack Quack” Ruggiero, a rotund, boisterous man who got his nickname because he
couldn't stop talking; on the phone, or in places that were most likely bugged by the FBI. When
Ruggiero was arrested in a big heroin deal, Castellano was incensed that any of his men would
dare to sell “babania,” which was forbidden in the Gambino Family and supposedly throughout
the American Mafia.Castellano immediately called Gotti on the carpet, and he reamed Gotti a



new one, saying, “Listen Johnny, you got to prove you weren't involved.”Gotti knew this meant if
Ruggiero was indeed guilty of selling dope, and if Gotti knew about Ruggiero's involvement, it
was a death sentence for both men.Soon, Castellano discovered from lawyers involved in the
case that Ruggiero had been caught on secret recordings bragging about several drug deals.
Castellano demanded that Ruggiero turn over the tapes to him, and when Ruggiero refused,
Castellano (on tape) went berserk, threatening to do bad things to both Ruggiero and Gotti. This
is when the FBI decided to lower the boom on “Big Paul.”On March 25, 1985, FBI agents Andris
Kurins and Joseph O'Brien made a trip to Castellano's “White House,” and the told Castellano
he was being arrested on RICO charges (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).
Castellano seemed quite confused when he heard the charges, because he fully didn't
understand the implications of RICO.Under the RICO Act, a person who is a member of an
enterprise and has committed any two of 35 crimes—27 federal crimes and 8 state crimes—
within a 10-year period, can be charged with racketeering. The RICO Act “allows for the leaders
of a crime syndicate (family) to be tried for the crimes which they ordered others to do or
assisted them to do, closing a perceived loophole that allowed someone who told a man to, for
example, commit murder, to be exempt from the trial because they did not actually do it
themselves.”Those found guilty under the RICO Act can be fined up to $25,000 and sentenced
to 20 years in prison per racketeering count.So Castellano, at the moment of his arrest, oblivious
to the fact that his house had been bugged for more than four months, did not realize the scope
of the indictment he was about to face. According to Kurins and O'Brien, Castellano first heard of
the taped conversations recorded in his house on the federal car radio, while the two Feds were
transporting Castellano from the “White House” to the “Big House.”After hearing the news on the
radio, Castellano told the two Feds he suddenly felt ill, and would they please stop the car at a
drug store to buy him some Tums and a candy bar for his diabetes, which was suddenly making
his head swim.However, Castellano was not the only mob bigwig arrested that day.Under the
direction of Rudolph Giuliani, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, as the cuffs
were being put on Castellano, they were simultaneously putting the cuffs on Gambino
Underboss Aniello Dellacroce, Fat Tony Salerno, the head of the Genovese Crime family,
Lucchese boss Tony “Ducks” Corallo, Columbo boss Carmine Persico, and Rusty Rastelli, the
acting boss of the Bonanno Crime Family.Giuliani went so far as to arrest 82-year-old Bonanno
Family patriarch Joseph Bonanno at his home in Tucson, Ariz. It seemed that Giuliani was
astounded and overjoyed after reading Bonanno's recent autobiography “A Man of Honor,” in
which Bonanno admitted things about the “Sacred Society” that no made man had ever dared
utter.In addition to the RICO charges, Giuliani hit Castellano with an additional 51 charges
stemming from the murders and stolen car ring perpetrated by Roy DeMeo's crew. (Rumors
were that before Castellano was arrested on RICO charges, he heard from his law enforcement
moles about the impending DeMeo-related indictments. Feeling that DeMeo, facing life in prison,
was not the type of man to do his time quietly, Castellano ordered the murder of his most
proficient murderer. DeMeo's own crew did the honors; stuffing DeMeo’s frozen body into the



trunk of a car for the police to find.)Through an FBI informant close to John Gotti (code name
Wahoo – later discovered to be longtime Gotti pal Willie Boy Johnson), the Feds found out that
Castellano, because of the internal strife in the Gambino Family, was planning to whack Gotti
and his entire crew. Gotti, cognizant of this fact, started to make plans to do away with
Castellano first. The only person stopping Gotti from doing what he wanted was Gotti's boss
Dellacroce, again an old-schooler, who would never sanction a hit on his own boss. This
obstacle was removed on December 2, 1985, when Dellacroce finally succumbed to the
ravages of cancer.With the coast now clear for him, Gotti sought permission from the other mob
bosses to whack Castellano before Castellano whacked him. Vincent “The Chin” Gigante issued
a firm “No” to Gotti. But the other mob bosses, not liking Castellano too much, shrugged their
shoulders and basically said, “Do what you got to do.”On December 16, 1985, after finishing a
2:30 p.m. appointment in Manhattan with his lawyer James LaRosa, Castellano decided to kill a
little time Christmas shopping with his chauffeur Tommy Bilotti, before they went to their 5 p.m.
appointment at Sparks Steakhouse at 210 East Forty-Fifth Street. At Sparks, Castellano and
Bilotti were supposed to meet with Gotti and three other men. A table for six had already been
reserved for 5 p.m. under the name “Mr. Bell.”What Castellano didn't know was that Gotti had no
plans to show up inside Sparks Steakhouse, but was, in fact, at this time in the passenger’s seat
of a Mercedes driven by Salvatore “Sammy the Bull” Gravano. Gravano had parked the car at the
corner of 46th Street and Third Avenue, where he and Gotti had one eye trained on the entrance
to Sparks and the other eye on Third Avenue, waiting for Castellano's black Lincoln to make its
appearance. On the street surrounding Sparks were anywhere from eight to 10 of Gotti's men;
armed with guns and walkie-talkies, ready to take action.At approximately 5:30 p.m., with
Castellano now fashionably late, Castellano's Lincoln made the turn from Third Avenue onto
46th Street and parked in front of Sparks. As soon as Bilotti exited the driver's side, he was met
by a hail of bullets, allegedly fired by Gotti henchman Tony “Roach” Rampino, rendering Bilotti
quite dead.As Castellano was exiting on the passenger side, he turned toward the street to see
what all the commotion was about. Before Castellano could decipher he was soon to be a dead
man, another Gotti shooter, allegedly John Carneglia, pumped six bullets into Big Paul, thereby
ending the reign of Paul Castellano as the head of the Gambino Crime Family.*****Galante, “Lilo”
Carmine - “The Cigar”He was as vicious a Mafia boss as Vito Genovese, as ambitious as
Genovese, and as deeply involved in the heroin business as Genovese.However, Carmine “The
Cigar” Galante would not die of natural causes as did Genovese (albeit in prison). Instead,
Galante was murdered in one of the most memorable mob hits of all time. After his body was
filled with lead, he lay sprawled on his back in the tiny backyard patio of a Brooklyn restaurant,
his trademark cigar clenched tightly between his teeth.Camillo Galante was born on February
21, 1910, at 27 Stanton Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Because both of his
parents, Vincenzo, a fisherman, and his wife (maiden name Vingenza Russo), had been born in
the seaside village of Castellammarese del Golfo in Sicily, Galante was a pure first generation
Sicilian/American. Galante had two brothers and two sisters, and when he was in grade school,



Galante ditched his given name Camillo, and he insisted he be called Carmine instead. Over the
years it was shortened to “Lilo,” which was the name most of his associates called Galante. At
least to his face.Galante first got into trouble for petty theft from a store counter when he was 14
years old. But since he was a juvenile at the time, an account of this arrest is not in his official
police record.At various times, Galante attended Public High Schools 79 and 120, but he
dropped out of school for good at 15. Galante was in and out of reform school several times, and
he was considered an “incorrigible delinquent.”From 1923 to 1926, Galante was ostensibly
employed at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company at 270 West Broadway. But this was a ruse to
satisfy the law that Galante was gainfully employed, when, in fact, he was engaged in a very
lucrative criminal career.In December 1925, Galante was arrested for assault. However, money
changed hands between Galante's people and crooked policemen, and as a result, Galante was
released without serving any prison time.In December 1926, Galante was arrested again, but
this time he was found guilty of second degree assault and robbery, and sentenced to two-to-
five years in prison. Galante was released from prison in 1930, and in order to satisfy his parole
officer, he got another sham “job” at the O'Brien Fish Company at 105 South Street in the Fulton
Fish Market.It was not Galante's nature to stay on the right side of the law.On March 15, 1930,
five men entered the Martin Weinstein’s shoe factory on the corner of York and Washington
Streets in Brooklyn Heights. On the fifth floor of the building, Mr. Weinstein was in the process of
getting his weekly payroll together, under the protection of police officer Walter De Castillia of
the 84th Precinct.The five men took the elevator to the sixth floor. While one man stood guard at
the elevator, the other four men burst into Mr. Weinstein’s office. They ignored the $7,500 sitting
on the table, and they opened fire on Officer De Castillia, nine years on the force and a married
father of a young girl. Officer De Castillia was hit six times in the chest, and he died instantly.The
four men walked calmly back to the elevator and joined their cohort, who was guarding the
elevator operator, Louis Sella. Sella took the five men to the ground floor. He later told the police
that the men had exited the building, walked calmly to a parked car, got into the car and fled the
scene. When the police arrived minutes later from the station house just two blocks away, the
killers were nowhere to be seen. Sella described the five men as “early to mid-twenties, with
dark skin and dark hair.” Sella said the men were all “very well-dressed.”The police figured that
since no money had been taken, this was a planned hit on Officer De Castillia. On August 30,
1930, Galante, along with Michael Consolo and Angelo Presinzano, were arrested and indicted
for the murder of Officer De Castillia. However, all three men were soon released due to lack of
evidence.On December 25, 1930, four suspicious men were sitting in a green sedan on Briggs
Avenue in Brooklyn. Police Detective Joseph Meenahan just happened to be in the area. He
spotted the men in the sedan, drew his gun, and he approached the sedan cautiously.One of the
men shouted at Meenahan, “Stop right there copper, or we'll burn you.”Before Meenahan could
react, the firing commenced from the green sedan. Meenahan was shot in the leg, and a six-
year-old girl walking nearby with her mother was seriously wounded. The driver of the sedan had
trouble starting the car, so the four men leaped from the sedan and tried to escape on foot.



Three of the men managed to flee the area by jumping on a passing truck. But the fourth man
slipped as he tried to get onto the truck, and he was apprehended by the wounded
Meenahan.That man was Carmine Galante.When Meenahan brought Galante to the station
house, a group of detectives, angry that one of their own had been wounded, started to give
Galante the “police station tune-up.” Despite getting his lumps, Galante refused to give up the
identities of the three men who had escaped.Galante was subsequently tried and convicted as
one of the four men who had robbed the Lieberman Brewery in Brooklyn. On January 8, 1931,
Galante was remanded to Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, New York. He was later transferred to
the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, New York, where he remained until his release
on May 1, 1939.While Galante was in prison, he was given an IQ test that revealed he had an IQ
of only 90, which, even though Galante was well into his 20s, equated to the mental age of a 14-
year-old. It was also noted that Galante was diagnosed as having a “neuropathic psychopathic
personality.” A physical evaluation showed that he had a head injury contracted in a car accident
when Galante was 10-years-old, a fractured ankle when he was 11, and that Galante was
showing the early signs of gonorrhea, probably incurred at one of the many brothels controlled
by the mob.In 1939, after he was released from prison, Galante was again given sham
employment at his old job at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company. In February of 1941, Galante
obtained membership in Local 856 of the Longshoreman’s Union, where he ostensibly worked
as a “stevedore.” However, Galante very rarely showed up for work; one of the perks of being
connected to the Mafia.There is no record of the exact date, but Galante was inducted as a
made member of the Bonanno Crime Family in the early 1940s. Despite the fact his boss was
Joe Bonanno, at the time the youngest Mafia boss in America, Galante, all throughout the
1940s, performed many hits for Vito Genovese.While Genovese was in self-imposed exile in
Italy (he was wanted on a murder charge and flew the coop before he could be arrested),
Genovese became fast pals with Italian fascist dictator Benito Mussolini. Mussolini had a stone
in his shoe in America called Carlo Tresa. Tresa was causing Mussolini much agita by
incessantly writing anti-fascist sentiments in his radical Italian-language newspaper, IL Martello,
which was sold in Italian communities throughout America.Genovese sent word back to America
to Frank Garofalo, underboss to Joseph Bonanno, that Tresa had to go. Garofalo gave the Tresa
contract to Galante, who shadowed Tresa for a few days to determine the best time and place to
whack him.On January 11, 1943, Tresa was walking along Fifth Avenue near 13th Street, when
a black Ford sedan pulled up alongside him. The Ford stopped and Galante jumped out, with a
hot gun in his hand. Galante blasted Tresa several times in the back and in the head, killing the
newspaper editor instantly. Amazingly, Galante was seen by his parole officer fleeing the scene,
but due to the wartime rationing of gasoline, the parole officer was unable to follow the black
Ford containing Galante and the smoking gun.No arrest was ever made in the Tresa slaying.In
1953, Bonanno sent Galante to Montreal, Canada to take control of the Bonanno Family’s
interests north of the border. Besides the very-lucrative Canadian gambling rackets, the
Bonannos were heavy into the importation of heroin, from France into Canada, and then into the



United States – the infamous French Connection.Galante supervised the Canadian drug
operation for three years. But in 1956, the Canadian police caught wind of Galante's
involvement. Not having enough evidence to arrest Galante, they instead deported Galante back
to the United States, classifying Galante as “an undesirable alien.”In 1957, Genovese called for
a big summit of all the top Mafioso in America, to take place at the upstate New York Apalachin
residence of Joseph Barbara, a captain in the Buffalo crime family of Stefano Magaddino. In
preparation for this meeting, on October 19, 1956, several New York crime bigwigs were
summoned to Barbara's home to go over the guidelines of the proposed meeting; the prime
purpose of which was to anoint Genovese as the Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of all
Bosses.”After the meeting ended, Galante, driving back to New York City, was nabbed for
speeding near Birmingham, New York. Because his driver's license had been suspended,
Galante gave the police a phony license. He was immediately arrested and sentenced to 30
days in prison.However, the tentacles of the Mafia also reached right into the police department
in upstate Birmingham. After a few mobbed-up New York City lawyers made the right phone
calls to upstate New York, Galante was released within 48 hours.However, a state policeman,
Sergeant Edgar Roswell, took note of the fact that Galante had admitted to the police that he
had stayed the night before at the Arlington Hotel as a guest of a local businessman named
Joseph Barbara. This prompted Roswell to pay special attention to the Barbara residence in
Apalachin, New York.On November 17, 1957, at the insistence of Don Vito Genovese, Mafia
members from all over America made their way to the Barbara residence. These men included
Sam Giancana from Chicago, Santo Trafficante from Florida, John Scalish from Cleveland, and
Joe Profaci and Tommy Lucchese from New York City. Galante's boss Joe Bonanno decided not
to attend, and he sent Galante instead.Sergeant Roswell took note of the fact that, on the day
before, the nearby Arlington Hotel had been booked to the rafters with suspicious-looking out-of-
towners. Roswell asked the right questions at the hotel, and he was able to confirm that the man
who made the reservations for these men was Joseph Barbara himself. Roswell drove to the
Barbara residence, and he spotted dozens of luxury cars parked outside, some with out-of-town
plates.Roswell called for back-up, and in minutes, dozens of state troopers arrived with guns
drawn. The troopers raided the Barbara residence and chaos ensued.Men wearing expensive
suits, hats, and shoes bolted from the house. Some were immediately arrested, and others
made it to their cars and drove off the property before roadblocks could be put in place by the
police.Several Italian gangsters jumped out of the house windows, and they hightailed it through
the thorny woods. One of these men was Carmine Galante, who hid in a cornfield until the police
had left the Barbara residence. Then Galante made his way back to Barbara's home, and he
made arrangements for safe passage back to New York City.The next day, when the news of the
raid on Barbara's house hit American newspapers blowing the lid off the misguided idea that the
Mafia was a myth, Galante went into the wind, or in mob terms, he “pulled a lamski.”On January
8, 1958, the New York Herald Tribune wrote that Galante had run to Italy to hook up with old pal
Salvatore “Lucky” Luciano, who was in exile in Italy after serving nine years in an American



prison on a trumped-up prostitution charge. Another report said that it was not Luciano Galante
was with, but rather Joe “Adonis” Doto, another mob boss in exile. On January 9, the New York
Journal American said Galante was not in Italy, but in Havana, Cuba, with Meyer Lansky, a
longtime member of the National Crime Commission who had numerous casino interests in
Cuba.In April 1958, it was somehow leaked that Galante was now back in the United States and
living somewhere in the New York area. The local law went to work, and in July, Galante was
arrested by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics while he was driving near Holmdale, New Jersey.
He was charged with taking part in a major heroin deal, one of many drug deals Galante had
been involved with throughout the years. Also arrested in the case were Vito Genovese, John
Ormento, Joe Di Palermo, and Vincent Gigante.Galante, again making use of his cadre of New
York attorneys, was released on $100,000 bail. Galante's lawyers were able to delay further legal
proceedings for almost two years. It wasn't until May 17, 1960, that Galante was formally
indicted, and again released on bail.On January 20, 1961, Galante's trial finally began. The
judge, Thomas F. Murphy, revoked Galante's bail, ordering Galante to be put right into the
slammer.However, Galante's luck held up when, on May 15, a mistrial was declared. It seemed
the foreman of the jury, a poor chap named Harry Appel, a 68-year-old dress manufacturer, had
the misfortune of falling down a flight of stairs in a building on 15th Street in Manhattan. After the
medics arrived and Appel was taken to a nearby hospital, it was determined that Appel had
suffered a broken back. No one had seen Appel fall, nor did the hurt and frightened Appel say
that anyone had pushed him.However, although they had no definite proof, law enforcement
believed that Appel had been pushed by a cohort of Galante's, with a warning not to say
anything to anybody, and they would allow Appel and members of his family to live.Galante, now
feeling alive and chipper, was released from prison, secured by a bond of $135,000.Alas, all
good things must come to an end.In April 1962, Galante's second trial commenced.At the trial,
there was a bit of mayhem in the courtroom, when one of Galante's co-defendants, a nasty
creature named Tony Mirra (who was said to have killed 30-40 people) became so unhinged that
he picked up a chair and flung it at the prosecutor. Luckily for the prosecutor, the chair missed
him and landed in the jury box, forcing the frightened jurors to scatter in all directions. Order was
restored to the court, and the trial proceeded, which was bad news for Galante and for
Mirra.Both men were found guilty, and on July 10, 1962, Galante was sentenced to 30 years in
prison. Mirra also was sent to prison for a very long time. It is not clear if any additional time was
tacked onto Mirra's sentence for the chair-throwing incident.Galante first was sent to Alcatraz
Prison, which was located on an island fortress in San Francisco Bay. He was then moved to the
Lewisburg Penitentiary, in Leavenworth, Kansas, before serving the final years of his prison term
in the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia. Galante was finally released from prison on
January 24, 1974, full of fire and brimstone and ready to get back into business. However,
Galante was to be on parole until 1981, so he had to be careful not to keep a high
profile.Unfortunately, being in the background was not in Galante's makeup.While in prison,
Galante made it known that when he got out he was going to take control of the New York Mafia



by the throat.The accepted head of the five New York City Mafia families at the time was Carlo
Gambino, the head of the Gambino crime family. Gambino was shrewd, and generally quiet and
reserved. Gambino was well-respected for his business acumen and for his ability to keep peace
amongst his own family, as well as the other Mafia families. However, Galante had no use for
Gambino or his method of doing business. Galante told a cohort in jail, that when he hit the
streets again, he would “make Carlo Gambino shit in the middle of Times Square.”By the time of
Galante's release, his boss Joe Bonanno had been forced to “retire” and was living in Tucson,
Ariz. The new Bonanno boss was Rusty Rastelli. But since Rastelli was in the slammer at the
time, Galante took over as the “street boss” of the Bonannos. Still, Rastelli was considered the
boss of the Bonannos, and he was none too happy about how Galante was strutting his stuff on
the streets of New York City.Galante took the unusual step, and not appreciated by other
Bonanno crime family members, of surrounding himself with Sicilian-born Mafioso, like Caesar
Bonventre, Salvatore Catalano, and Baldo Amato. These men were derisively called “zips” by the
American Mafia because of the quick way they zipped through the Italian language. These zips
were heavily involved in the drug trade and in direct competition with those in the Genovese
Crime Family, which was run by Funzi Tieri, every bit as cunning and vicious as Galante.Galante
had a minor setback, when in 1978, he was arrested by the Feds for “associating with known
criminals,” which was a violation of his parole. While Galante stewed in prison, he began
ordering his men to kill mobsters in the Genovese and the Gambino crime families who were
cutting in on Galante's worldwide drug operation. With Carlo Gambino now dead (from natural
causes), Galante figured he had the muscle to push the other crime family bosses into the
background.From prison Galante sent out the message to the other bosses, “Who among you is
going to stand up against me?”On March 1, 1979, Galante was released from prison and
walking on air because he truly believed the other crime bosses were afraid of him. Like Vito
Genovese, Galante envisioned himself as “Boss of All Bosses,” and it was only a matter of time
before the other bosses cowered before Galante and handed him the title.However, Galante
underestimated the might and the will of the other Mafioso bosses in New York City.While
Galante swaggered around the streets of New York City, the other bosses held a meeting in
Boca Raton, Florida, deciding Galante's fate. At this meeting were Funzi Tieri, Jerry Catena,
Paul Castellano, and Florida boss Santo Trafficante. These powerful men voted unanimously, if
mob peace was to exist on the streets of New York City, Galante had to go. Rastelli, who was still
in jail, was consulted. And even the aged Joe Bonanno, living in Arizona, was asked if he had
any reservations at his former close associate being hit. Both Rastelli and Bonanno signed off on
Galante's murder contract and Galante's days were numbered.On July 12, 1979, it was a hot
and sticky summer afternoon, as the 69-year-old Carmine Galante's Lincoln pulled up at 205
Knickerbocker Avenue in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn. For more than 50 years,
Knickerbocker Avenue had been the turf of the Bonanno crime family, and over the years
numerous mob sit-downs had taken place in one of several storefronts on the block.Carmine
Galante stepped out of the Lincoln, and then he waved goodbye to the driver, his nephew James



Galante. Carmine Galante was wearing a white short-sleeved knit shirt, and as was his custom,
he was sucking on a huge Churchill cigar.Galante strutted inside the tiny restaurant, and he was
greeted by Joe Turano, the owner of Joe and Mary’s Restaurant. Galante had made this visit to
meet with Turano and with Leonard “Nardo” Coppola, a close associate of Galante’s, over some
undetermined mob business.At approximately 1:30 p.m., Coppola strolled into the restaurant,
accompanied by zips Baldo Amato and Cesare Bonventre, who were cousins and from the
same village as Galante's parents, Castellammarese del Golfo.By this time, Galante and Turano
had already finished their meal, so while the three newcomers sat inside and ate their lunch,
Galante and Turano slipped outside into the backyard patio, and they sat under a yellow-and-
turquoise checkered umbrella. After Coppola, Bonventre, and Amato finished dining, they joined
the other two men outside. Galante and Turano were smoking cigars and drinking espresso
coffee laced with Anisette (only tourists and non-Italians drink Sambuca).Galante was sitting
with his back to a small garden, while Amato sat to his left and Bonventre to his right. Turano and
Coppola sat on the opposite side of the table, their backs to the door leading to the restaurant.At
approximately 2:40 p.m., a four-door, blue Mercury Montego double-parked in front of Joe and
Mary's Restaurant. The car had been stolen about a month earlier. The driver, wearing a red-
striped ski mask, stepped out of the car and stood guard, holding a .3030 M1 carbine rifle
menacingly in his hands. Three other men, also wearing ski masks, jumped out of the car, and
they jogged into the restaurant. The killers sped past the few startled diners who were still eating
lunch, and they rushed into the patio area.As they entered the patio, one masked man said to
the other, “Get him, Sal!”The gunman called “Sal” began firing a double-barrel shotgun several
times at Galante, propelling Galante, as he was rising from his chair, onto his back. Galante was
hit by 30 pellets, one knocking out his left eye. Galante was probably dead before he hit the
ground, but his cigar was still stuck tightly between his teeth.As Galante was being shot, Joe
Turano yelled, “What are you doing?”The same gunman turned to Turano, and with the shotgun
pressed against Turano's chest, he blasted Turano into eternity.Coppola jumped up from the
table, and either Amato, or Bonventre (it's not clear which one did the shooting) shot Coppola in
the face, then five times in the chest. Coppola landed face down, and the killer with the shotgun
blasted off the back of Coppola's head.The three masked men hurried from the restaurant and
into the waiting getaway car.According to witnesses outside the restaurant, the car sped up
Knickerbocker Avenue to Flushing Avenue, and then disappeared around the corner. Bonventre
and Amato, who were both wearing leather jackets despite the stifling heat, soon followed the
three gunmen out of the restaurant. They calmly walked down the block, got into a blue Lincoln
and then drove away, like they hadn’t a care in the world.Galante’s body was laid out in the
Provenzano-Lanza Funeral Home at 43 Second Avenue on the Lower East Side of Manhattan.
The crowds that usually accompany a Mafia wake of this kind were notably absent.Galante was
buried on July 17 at Saint John’s Cemetery in Queens. With the Feds doing the counting, only
59 people attended Galante's funeral mass and burial. The Feds also reported that not one
Mafia made man was captured on surveillance cameras, either at the wake or at the funeral.One



Fed, commenting at the sparse turnout, said, “Galante was so bad, people didn’t want to see
him, even when he was dead.”Even though the newspapers played up the killing with gruesome
front page photos, the general public seemed impervious to the magnitude of the event. A young
boy strolled up to a police officer standing guard at the wake.“Was he an actor?” the kid asked
the cop.The cop replied, “No, he was a gangster.”*****Greenberg, HarryHe was a mob insider
whom his pal, Louie “Lepke” Buchalter, decided knew too much to live. As a result, Harry “Big
Greenie” Greenberg became the victim of the first mob hit ever in the sunny state of
California.Harry Greenberg, who also went under the names of Harry Schacter and Harry
Schober, grew up on the Lower East Side of Manhattan with Lepke and Lepke's longtime partner
Jacob “Gurrah” Shapiro, who were affectionately known as the “Gorilla Boys,” and then as they
became more prosperous, the “Gold Dust Twins.” Greenberg was tight with the two murderers,
and was their partner in various garment center schemes and swindles. Apparently a few
murders were involved, and while there is no evidence that Greenberg participated in any of
these murders, he definitely knew about the murders and why they had been committed. It’s
possible Greenberg even knew who had committed those murders.Greenberg palled out with
Lepke and Shapiro, and he even spent the better part of his summers with the two gangsters at
the Loch Sheldrake Country Club in the Catskills in upstate New York, owned by a legitimate
businessman named Sam Tannenbaum. Sam Tannenbaum had a teenage son named Allie,
who worked at the hotel, either waiting tables or setting up beach chairs by the lake. Sam had
hoped that Allie would be his heir apparent at the hotel when Sam decided to retire.But Allie felt
he was destined for bigger and better things.At the end of the summer in 1931, Allie
Tannenbaum was strolling down Broadway in Manhattan when he bumped into
Greenberg.Greenberg asked Tannenbaum, “Do you want a job?”“I could use one, if it pays,”
Tannenbaum said.Greenberg smiled. “This one is for Lepke. You know what kind of a job it will
be.”Unwittingly, Greenberg had just helped hire one of his future killers.As time passed,
Tannenbaum rose up the ladder in Lepke's “Murder Incorporated,” a mob subsidiary whose only
purpose was to kill anyone that the top mob bosses in New York City, and later, mob bosses all
over America, said needed to be killed.In 1936, things started to go south for Lepke when
Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, who had already put Lucky Luciano, Lepke's partner in
the National Crime Syndicate, in jail for a 30-year bit, set his sights on Lepke. Dewey went after
Lepke's garment center rackets and Lepke's shakedown “Bakers Union.”However, these
swindles were small potatoes compared to what Dewey really had in mind for Lepke.Convicted
drug dealers always did substantial time in prison, so Dewey convinced the Federal Narcotics
Bureau to build a case against Lepke in a massive drug-smuggling operation. Figuring he was
facing big-time in the slammer, Lepke went on the lam. Lepke was hidden in several Brooklyn
hideouts by his Murder Incorporated co-leader, Albert Anastasia, while Lepke's rackets were
tended to by other Syndicate leaders.While Lepke was in hiding, he started thinking about who
knew enough about his rackets to put him in jail for a very long time; if not right into the electric
chair. Lepke got word to all his killers and anyone in the know to either “Get out of town, or



die.”Lepke's thinking was, if any of his men got arrested, they might squeal on him in order to
work out a better deal for themselves. It turned out that Lepke was right to worry about this, and
that's why in the spring of 1939, Lepke sent word to “Big Greenie” Greenberg to “lam it” out of
town.Greenberg took Lepke's advice to heart. After hastily packing a suitcase, Greenberg
jumped in his car and sped up to Montreal, Canada.While in Montreal, Greenberg started
thinking, “Hey, I'm up here in nowhere Canada, and I can't even earn a decent dime. These guys
better start taking care of me good.”As a result, “Big Greenie” Greenberg did something very
stupid. He sent a letter to Mendy Weiss, who was Lepke's second-in-command in Murder Inc.,
saying, “I hope you guys aren’t forgetting about me. You better not.”Then he asked Weiss for a
reported $5,000 to help him fight the cold weather in Canada.Greenberg waited for a response,
or the money, or for both.When he got neither, he got to thinking again. “Hey maybe, sending
that letter wasn’t such a great idea.”By this time, Weiss, after conferring with Lepke, had already
given the order to Tannenbaum to go up to Canada and erase Big Greenie from Lepke's list of
“people to worry about.” But when Tannenbaum arrived in Montreal, Big Greenie had already
flown the coop and was officially a “lamster,” not only from the law, but from the guys he thought
were his best friends.Greenberg figured he'd hightail it to Detroit, where the Purple Gang,
another subsidiary of the National Crime Syndicate, might be nice enough to stake him a few
bucks and maybe even give Greenberg a safe place to hide. The Purple Gang, run by Sammy
Coen, whose nickname was Sammy Purple, was very nice to Greenberg; too nice Greenberg
thought.While he waited for some stake money, Big Greenie started thinking again. He came to
the conclusion that the Purple Gang was stalling him so that killers from New York City could
travel up there to do the big job on Big Greenie.“They must have checked the New York office,”
Greenberg figured. “The New York boys must have told them, 'Keep him in tow until we get a
couple of the boys up there.' ”Greenberg was right. Tannenbaum and two other gunsels were in
route to Detroit at the precise moment Greenberg decided to take Horace Greeley's advice and
“Go west, young man.”Greenberg went as far west as he could without swimming, and he
stopped in Hollywood, California, the new hometown of Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel, a top boss in
Murder Incorporated and one of the few killers who thoroughly relished doing his job. Siegel had
been sent out to California in 1937 by the National Crime Syndicate to take control of all the
illegal activities in the state, which was considered open territory by the East Coast mob. After
organizing the syndicate's gambling interests, Siegel decided there was big money to be made
by unionizing the Hollywood extras.You could have the biggest movie stars, the best scripts, and
the finest producers and directors, but without extras most movies could never get made. Siegel
unionized the extras, and he collected tidy sums from each and every one of these extras for the
privilege of appearing, if only a few seconds, in a Hollywood production. Showing he was just
one of the guys, Siegel even became a movie extra himself.However, that was chump change
compared to what Siegel really had in mind for his Hollywood pals.Tall and Hollywood-
handsome, Siegel inveigled himself into the upper reaches of the Hollywood elite. He dated
starlets two at a time, and he even had a hot and heavy affair with an Italian Countess. The top



actors and actresses of that time were Siegel's best friends, but they learned fast being chums
with a man known as Bugsy (no one ever called him “Bugsy” to his face) was an easy way to put
a dent in your bank account.Using the same technique he had learned from Lepke with the labor
unions, Siegel approached the biggest stars with his smooth line of patter. He would romance
the female stars, and then scare the hell out of them with his reputation and a few pointed
words.But with male stars, Siegel got straight to the pointWith a notebook and pen in Siegel's
hands, the conversation would go something like this: “Hey look buddy, I'm putting you down for
$10,000 for the extras.”“What kind of deal is this?” the actor would say. “What have I got to do
with the extras?”Siegel would then shake his head like a father disgusted at an ignorant child,
and say, “I don't think you understand. Take your new picture, for example. Everything's ready to
go. But what happens if the extras go out on strike? That means the stagehands go out on strike
too, because they're all union. So there goes your picture.”Without blinking an eye, every
Hollywood star Siegel approached, without exception, paid up, and they paid up good. In 1940,
when the Feds got a warrant for Siegel's thirty-five room Holmby Hill's mansion, they found in an
upstairs safe a detailed accounting of the “loans” Siegel had received from all the top Hollywood
stars. In one year alone, Bugsy Siegel had shaken-down actors and actresses to the tune of
$400,000. And no one dared complain to the cops. These frightened Hollywood suckers even
palled out with Siegel while he was sticking his hands deep into their pockets.So when the word
came from back east that Greenberg was in Hollywood, of course Siegel was given the contract.
Now, usually a man of Siegel's stature would just give out the orders and maybe help with the
planning. But Siegel insisted, against the advice of Lepke, on getting in on the actual Greenberg
murder himself.Bugsy just loved a good killing.“We all begged Bugsy to keep out of the
shooting,” Lepke's pal Doc Stracher said years later. “He was too big a man by this time to
become personally involved. But Bugsy wouldn’t listen. He said Greenberg was a menace to all
of us, and if the cops grabbed him he could tell the whole story of our outfit back to the 1920s.”At
Newark Airport, just before he boarded a flight to Hollywood, Allie Tannenbaum was given a
small doctor's instrument bag by the boss of New Jersey mob himself: Abner “Longie” Zwillman.
Inside this bag were several “clean” guns, which were to be used in the Greenberg Hollywood
hit.In the meantime, Siegel was assembling his “hit team,” which included Whitey Krakow,
Siegel's bother-in-law from New York City. Siegel also enlisted Frankie Carbo, a Lower East Side
thug and Murder Inc. operative who had already been arrested 17 times and charged with five
murders, but none of the charges had resulted in Carbo doing any significant prison time. Carbo
was also a big-time fight promoter and manager, and many of his top-notch fighters were
suspected of not giving their best efforts when their boss and his pals had bet big money on the
other guy.Now came the issue of obtaining a getaway car.Sholem Bernstein, an independent
operator from New York City, just happened to be vacationing in Hollywood when he decided to
visit his old pal, Benny Siegel. Soon, Bernstein would be sorry he ever made that visit.Before
even the small talk began, Siegel got right to the point.“Clip a car,” Siegel barked at Bernstein.
“Leave it in the parking lot down the street.”Bernstein, a veteran of these sorts of things, looked



perplexed. Usually, when he clipped a car, he hid it in a private garage where the police wouldn't
be able to see it.“A parking lot?” Bernstein said.“That's right,” Siegel snapped. “Just do as I
say?”So, Bernstein clipped a car, and he parked it in the open parking lot, just as Siegel had
demanded.Almost immediately, the owner of the stolen car filed a police report. Because they
were on the lookout for the stolen car, the cops spotted the car right out in the open, and they
returned it to its rightful owner.Despite this misfortune, Siegel told Bernstein to steal another car.
Bernstein said he would, and he then told Siegel how he usually operated.“Then you get license
plates off another car that you case to see the owner only uses it once in a while, like a Sunday
driver,” Bernstein said. “By the time the guy finds out, you got the job done, and the cops are
looking for him – why are his plates on a hot car? Then you...”Siegel cut Bernstein off in mid-
sentence. The veins bulging in his neck, Siegel said, “Who the hell are you, coming in and telling
me how to do a job? Out here it goes my way. And don't you forget it.”Even though Bernstein was
in Hollywood on vacation, the mob rules were when a mob boss tells you to do something, you
do it or you're dead. But Bernstein figured, when he was back in New York City and asked to do
a job, the mob bosses, because Bernstein was such a capable freelancer, let him handle things
his own way. Now, since Siegel was dictating terms, Bernstein felt he was under no obligation to
continue with the job.So, Bernstein jumped in his car and headed back to New York City, which
displeased Siegel to no end and caused him to find someone else to pilfer a car for the
Greenberg caper. Fuming, Siegel now wanted Bernstein dead.But more on that later.By this
time, the surveillance on Greenberg's residence at 1804 N. Vista De Mar Drive revealed that
Greenberg was little more than a recluse. He never left home, except for his nightly 15-minute
drive, each way, to get a newspaper in nearby Bel Air.Greenberg told his wife that his little nightly
excursion “Kept him from blowing his top.”On November 22, 1939, Thanksgiving Eve, a gunman
blew Greenburg’s top for him.Just after dark, Tannenbaum picked up the stolen car from the
parking lot. Then he drove Siegel and Carbo to Siegel's home to pick up Siegel's Cadillac, which
was to be used as a crash car in case the cops, or a nosey bystander, decided to chase them
after the deed was done.The two cars, with Carbo in Siegel's car, then drove to a spot several
houses down from Greenberg's residence. They watched, as a few hours later Greenberg
emerged from his house, looked carefully both ways (somehow missing the two cars parked
down the block), got into his car, and sped away. Carbo then emerged from Siegel's car,
slithered down the block and hid in the bushes near Greenberg's house.The Mafia’s Greatest
Hits – Volume 1By Joe BrunoEdited by:Lawrence VenturatoPublished By:Knickerbocker
Publishing Company© 2015, Joe Bruno(jbruno999@aol.com)ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. This
book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties.
Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without express
written permission from the author / publisher.*****Anastasia, Albert – (The Lord High
Executioner)He was a violent killer, and along with Louis “Lepke” Buchalter, the co-head of



Murder Incorporated. The way he lived his life, Albert Anastasia must have thought he was
bulletproof, which he may have been, until he made one trip too many to his barbershop.Albert
Anastasia was born Umberto Anastasio on September 26, 1902 in Calabria, located in the
southern part of Italy. When he was 15, Albert and his brother Tony hopped on an Italian ship
and snuck off illegally onto the docks of Brooklyn, New York. It was said that Albert was so poor,
he arrived in America with no shoes. Albert lived with a relative in Brooklyn until he finally found
work on the Brooklyn docks as a longshoreman, alongside his brother “Tough Tony.”Anastasia
had a violent temper, and it was manifested in 1920 when he was arrested for killing fellow
longshoreman Joe Torino. Anastasia strangled and stabbed Torino to death, over whom had the
right to unload ships with the most precious cargo. Anastasia was tried, convicted, and
sentenced to death in the Sing Sing electric chair. It was at this time that he changed his last
name from Anastasio to Anastasia, he said, “not to sully his family's name.” His brother Tony,
who later ruled the Brooklyn docks, kept the last name of Anastasio.Anastasia spent 18 months
waiting to be executed, when his lawyer somehow obtained a new trial. At Anastasia's second
trial, several witnesses to Torino's murder changed their statements as to who the killer was, and
four more witnesses disappeared from the face of the earth. With no evidence against
Anastasia, the prosecutors had no choice but to drop their case, and Anastasia became a free
man. Anastasia would use this tactic of “eliminating witnesses” several more times throughout
the years to avoid prosecution for murder.Upon his release from prison, Anastasia joined the
gang of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, considered the top Mafioso in America. As a member of
Masseria's crew, Anastasia became tight with fellow mobsters Charles “Lucky” Luciano and
Frank Costello. It became clear during this period that Anastasia was more of a follower than a
leader.In 1930, Luciano formulated a plan to get rid of his boss, Masseria, and then dispose of
Masseria's successor, Salvatore Maranzano. Luciano's ultimate goal was to unite all the crime
families in America: Italian Mafia members, Irish gangsters like Owney Madden, and Jewish
gangsters like Meyer Lansky, into one National Crime Commission.When Luciano told
Anastasia about his plans, Anastasia was ecstatic. He told Luciano, “Charlie, I've been waiting
for this day for at least eight years. You're going to be on top, if I have to kill everyone for you.
With you up there, that's the only way we can have any peace and make real money.”With
Anastasia's help, Luciano did what he set out to do. Anastasia, along with Bugsy Siegel, was
one of the four gunmen, who in 1931, shot Masseria to death in a Coney Island restaurant. With
Masseria out of the way and his successor Salvatore Maranzano also eliminated by Luciano,
Luciano formed the remaining Mafia bosses into five separate crime families. As a reward for his
good work, Luciano made Anastasia the underboss in the family of Vincent Mangano.After
Luciano's takeover, things ran smoothly for the National Crime Commission. The Commission
made bushels of money running illegal liquor during prohibition and from old mob standards like
bookmaking, gambling, hijacking, and the distribution of drugs. Of course, in order to keep the
cash flowing in, sometimes people had to be killed. As a result of Anastasia's loyalty, Luciano,
along with Meyer Lansky, put Anastasia and Louie “Lepke” Buchalter in charge of what the press



called “Murder Incorporated,” or “Murder Inc.”With Anastasia being the exception, Murder Inc.
was comprised of mostly Jewish killers, which included Abe “Kid Twist” Reles, Allie
Tannenbaum, Harry “Pittsburgh Phil” Strauss, and Gurrah Shapiro. It was estimated that under
Anastasia and Buchalter's direction, anywhere from 500-1,000 murders were committed
throughout the country and only a handful were ever solved. While bodies were piling up all over
America, Anastasia was ostensibly working an honest job. The business card he always carried
in his breast pocket said he was a "sales representative" for the Convertible Mattress
Corporation in Brooklyn.In the late 1930's, Murder Inc. dissolved when its top killers were
arrested, tried, and convicted on numerous murder charges. With Reles and Tannenbaum
agreeing to testify in exchange for lighter sentences, several Murder Inc. perpetrators were fried
in the Sing Sing electric chair, including Buchalter, who was the only crime boss ever executed
by the government.Anastasia avoided prosecution for a while, until it was discovered that Reles
was set to testify about Anastasia's and Bugsy Siegel's involvement with Murder Inc. Reles was
under 24-hour police surveillance at the Half Moon Hotel in Coney Island. Police were stationed
inside and outside Reles's room to guard Reles, even when he was sleeping.On the night of
November 12, 1941, Reles was supposedly under police protection and sleeping in his room,
when he inexplicably fell to his death from the 6th-story window. The official report said Reles
died while “attempting to escape.” Years later, Luciano said that Frank Costello, in order to save
Anastasia’s and Siegel's hide, paid the police $50,000 to look the other way while Costello's
men flung Reles out the window. Other stories said that the cops did the flinging of Reles
themselves. Either way, according to District Attorney William O'Dwyer, “His case (against
Anastasia and Siegel) went out the window with Reles.”In 1936, Luciano was arrested, tried, and
convicted on a trumped-up charge of prostitution and given a 30-year prison sentence. Luciano
claimed he had been set up by Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, and there's evidence that
Luciano may have been right. The witnesses against Luciano were all pimps and prostitutes,
who later said they lied on the witness stand rather than being thrown in jail by Dewey.In 1942,
with Luciano languishing in jail, Anastasia, with the help of his brother Tony, devised a scheme to
spring Luciano. It was in the middle of World War II, and the plan Anastasia hatched was based
on the old mob “protection racket.” With Tony controlling the docks, it was quite easy for his men
to sabotage ships on the New York waterfront. And that's exactly what they did.After several
ships were torched and bombed (the most famous being the French Luxury Liner S.S.
Normandie, which was being converted into a troopship when it was sunk in New York Harbor),
Anastasia offered assistance to the United States government, to protect the waterfront from
saboteurs (from themselves, of course). The payback from the government to Luciano was,
when the war ended, Luciano was to be released from prison as payment for waterfront-
protection services he supposedly rendered. In 1946, Luciano was released from prison and
deported to Italy, where he ran his crime family until his death from a heart attack in
1962.Anastasia had worked successfully as Vincent Mangano's underboss for 30 years, when
in 1951, Anastasia suddenly got ambitious. Over the years, Mangano had grown resentful of



Anastasia's closeness to Luciano and Frank Costello. Many times, Anastasia bypassed his boss
Mangano and had, for one reason or another, gone directly to Luciano or Costello. Several
times, Mangano physically attacked Anastasia, which was a foolhardy move, since Anastasia
was younger and stronger, leading to Anastasia beating up his own boss in self-defense.Things
in the Mangano family were not going well for Anastasia, when Anastasia asked permission from
Costello, now the big boss with Luciano in exile in Italy, to whack Mangano. On April 19, 1951,
Mangano's brother Philip was riddled with bullets and dropped in a swamp in Sheepshead Bay.
Later that same day, Vincent Mangano disappeared, and his body was never found. In a few
days, after he was sure Mangano was definitely dead, Costello appointed Anastasia as the head
of the former Mangano crime family, thereby making Anastasia part of the five-man
Commission.Costello had his own personal reasons for wanting Anastasia on the Commission.
After fleeing to Italy because he was being sought on a murder charge, Vito Genovese had
returned to the United States. Genovese was angry because he thought that he and not Costello
should be the head of the Commission. (Before escaping to Italy, Genovese was the
Commission boss. With Genovese out of the country and Luciano still in jail at the time, Luciano
then appointed Costello as top man on the Commission.) Genovese was known as a brutal man,
who killed first and asked questions later. With Anastasia on Costello's side, Costello felt they
had someone just as tough as Genovese who could protect Costello's high ranking.What
Costello did not envision was that Anastasia was a bloodthirsty, homicidal maniac, who would
kill anyone, for any reason, real or imagined. Anastasia's madness manifested itself one day
when he was watching television. On the news, a 24-year-old Brooklyn salesman named Arnold
Schuster was basking in the limelight as the person who was the main witness in the arrest of
legendary bank robber Willie Sutton. Schuster had been riding the subway, when he spotted
Sutton. Schuster followed Sutton after Sutton had left the subway, and he tracked Sutton to a
nearby garage. After Sutton slipped inside the garage, Schuster called the police, and Sutton
was arrested.Seeing Schuster being treated like a hero by the press, Anastasia freaked out.“I
can't stand squealers,” Anastasia told one of his killers, Fredrick J. Tenuto. “Hit that guy!”And
Tenuto did just that, gunning down Schuster on a Brooklyn street not far from where Schuster
lived.Realizing that Tenuto was the only person who knew Anastasia had ordered Schuster's
murder, Anastasia took care of Tenuto himself, filling Tenuto with lead before Tenuto could spill
the beans about Anastasia's orders.However, word was already out that Anastasia, now called
“The Mad Hatter,” had gone overboard and had disobeyed one of the Commission's biggest
rules: “We only kill each other.”As far as Genovese was concerned, Anastasia had made fatal
mistake No. 1. From this point on, Genovese began plotting Anastasia's demise.Besides
Costello, one of Anastasia's closest allies was Jewish mobster Meyer Lansky, who for a while,
turned a deaf ear to Genovese's pleas to kill Anastasia. Lansky was big into the gambling
industry on the island of Cuba. And as all good mob bosses should, Lansky was cutting in the
other Commission bosses for a piece of the pie on what he was making in Cuba.However,
Anastasia wanted more. He approached Lansky about giving him a bigger slice, and when



Lansky refused, Anastasia began plotting to open up his own gambling operation in Cuba.That
was a big miscalculation on Anastasia's part. As Anastasia knew well, Lansky had agreed to the
killing of his childhood friend Bugsy Siegel when it was discovered Siegel had been skimming
off the top at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. Money was sacrosanct to Lansky, and Anastasia
was threatening to take money out of Lansky's pocket.That was fatal mistake No. 2 for
Anastasia.Anastasia's fatal mistake No. 3 materialized when Genovese found out that
Anastasia, in order to induct new made members into his family, was charging proposed
members $50,000 apiece for induction into the their honored society. This was a definite no-no
in the Mafia. Men had waited years, sometimes even decades, to “get their buttons.” In addition,
the rule at the time was that each proposed member had to have been involved in at least one
murder to even be considered for induction. Genovese said Anastasia had devalued the entire
Mafia organization by taking cash payments from men who were not qualified to be inducted into
the “La Cosa Nostra,” as mob informer Joe Valachi later said insiders called their sacred
group.On October 25, 1957, Anastasia's chauffeur parked Anastasia's car in the underground
garage of the Park Sheridan Hotel in midtown Manhattan. Instead of waiting inside the garage
for his boss to return, the chauffeur decided to take a little stroll out of the building. Anastasia
took a little stroll of his own, and he wound up sitting in chair No. 4 in the Park Sheridan Hotel
barbershop. Sitting next to Anastasia in chair No. 5 was his old friend Vincent “Jimmy Jerome”
Squillante. Anastasia sat with his eyes closed, appearing to have nary a care in this world.Soon
he would be right.Suddenly, two men walked into the barbershop. One was carrying a .38-caliber
pistol; the other a .32 caliber pistol. One of the men told barbershop owner Arthur Grasso, “Keep
your mouth shut if you don't want your head blown off.”Then the two men commenced firing. One
bullet lodged in the back of Anastasia's head and two shots hit him in the left hand. Another
bullet hit him in the back and another blasted through the right side of his hip.Anastasia
staggered to his feet, facing the barbershop mirror. Seeing the reflections of his two killers in the
mirror, Anastasia mistakenly lurched towards the mirror. The killers kept firing until their guns
were empty, and Anastasia fell on his back between two barber chairs, quite dead.Squillante
didn't know whether to shit, or go blind. Seeing Anastasia dead on the floor, Squillante
screamed to no one in particular, “Let me out of here!” Then he exited stage right into the lobby
of the Park Sheridan Hotel, and he disappeared.According to manicurist Jean Wineberger, one
shooter was a white male, around 40-years-old, 5-feet-10-inches, with a slight built and a blond
pompadour haircut. The second shooter was also a white male, around 45-years-old, stockily
built and about 5-feet-7. Wineberger thought the shooters looked Italian, but she said they could
have been Jewish too.No one was officially charged with Anastasia's murder, and about a dozen
people over the years have claimed they had been involved in Anastasia's hit. The most likely
scenario was that mob boss Joe Profaci was given the hit by the other Commissioner members.
Profaci subcontracted the actual shooting to his underling, the unpredictable “Crazy” Joe Gallo,
from the Red Hook section of Brooklyn.Gallo was not shy about taking the credit for the
Anastasia hit. Soon after Anastasia was gone, Gallo was talking to crime associate Sidney



Slater. Gallo told Slater that he, Sonny Camerone, Ralph Mafrici, Joe “Joe Jelly” Gioelli, and
Frank “Punchy” Illiano comprised the Anastasia hit-team.The buttons on his shirt bursting with
pride, Gallo told Slater, “You can call the five of us the barbershop quintet.”The most telling
comment about Anastasia's murder was uttered by Anastasia's brother “Tough Tony”
Anastasio.“Tough Tony” told a mob associate, “I ate from the same table as Albert and I came
from the same womb. But I know he killed many men and he deserved to die.”*****Castellano,
Paul (Big Paul)He was one of the most disliked mob bosses ever, with a superiority complex
second to none. However, if Paul Castellano had been street-smart like most Mafia bosses, he
might not have been executed so easily and so publicly.Paul Castellano was born Constantino
Paul Castellano on June 26, 1915, in Brooklyn, New York. Castellano did not like his given first
name, so he insisted that everyone call him Paul instead. Castellano's parents were born in
Sicily, and his father was a butcher, with a little illegal numbers business on the side.
Castellano's father was also an early member of the Mangano Crime Family, which was created
by Salvatore Maranzano after the killing of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, which ended the
Castellammarese War.Castellano dropped out of the school after the eighth grade, and he went
to work in both of his father's businesses. In 1934, when Castellano was only 19-years-old,
Castellano and two of his buddies committed an armed robbery of a local business. However,
things went awry, and when the police arrived at the scene, his two friends had escaped. Big
Paul, as he was called (Castellano was six-foot-three and in his prime weighed over 275
pounds), was caught by the police. But he refused to rat on his colleagues, and as a result, he
was hit with a three-month bit in the slammer. When he returned to the mean streets of Brooklyn,
Castellano's reputation had been enhanced by his refusal to cooperate with the police.In 1937,
at the age of 22, Castellano married his childhood sweetheart Nina Manno, who was the sister-
in-law of Carlo Gambino. They eventually had three sons: Paul, Philip, Joseph, and a daughter
Connie.In 1940, Castellano was inducted as a made member of the Mangano Crime Family, the
same crime family in which his first cousin Carlo Gambino was already a captain. In fact,
Castellano and Gambino were so close, Gambino even married Castellano's sister Catherine
(marrying first cousins was not uncommon amongst the Sicilians).After Mangano was knocked
off in 1951 by his Underboss, Albert Anastasia, Anastasia took control of the Mangano Family,
and he changed the name to the Anastasia Family. Anastasia also bumped up Big Paul to the
rank of captain. In 1957, when Anastasia was killed by rival Vito Genovese, Gambino took over
the Anastasia Family. He changed the name to the Gambino Family, and he inserted his cousin
Paul Castellano as one of his right-hand men.On November 17, 1957, Genovese called for a
huge summit of all the Mafia bigwigs in America scheduled to take place in Apalachin, New
York, at the home of Mafia member Joseph Barbara. There were several items on Genovese's
agenda, the most important of which was to declare himself “Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of All
Bosses.”However, the wily Gambino knew that the local state police would be tipped off to the
meeting, so he stayed away, and instead he sent his cousin Paul to take the heat. When the
state police raided the Barbara residence, dozens of mobsters tried to escape by jumping out of



windows and running through the woods in their expensive suits and patent leather shoes. But
not Castellano. Big Paul surrendered without a fight, and he was sentenced to a year in prison
for refusing to tell the police the purpose of the meeting.After his marriage to Nina, Paul
prospered in the family meat businesses, and by the 1950s, he owned several businesses,
including Blue Ribbon Meats, Ranbar Packing Inc., and The Pride Wholesale Meat and Poultry
Corporation.According to Jonathan Kwitney's book Vicious Circles, “The Castellanos owned
many meat stores and distributorships in Brooklyn and in Manhattan. They had a long record of
welching on debts; of suffering suspicious hijackings, which can lead to insurance claims; of
selling goods that were later found to have been stolen off the docks or trucks, and of cheating
other firms by receiving the assets of companies about to go into bankruptcy
proceedings.”Whereas Castellano gave the airs of a successful businessman, issuing a death
warrant was certainly not beneath his character. Castellano once ordered the death of an
underling, because the man had the audacity to say Castellano looked like chicken magnate
Frank Perdue. (Perdue was famous for his chicken-like face splashed across the screen in his
TV commercials, where he pronounced, “It takes a tough man to make a tender chicken.”)In the
mid 70s, Perdue was having trouble getting his chickens into the New York City weekly
supermarket advertisement circulars. Someone whispered in Perdue's ear, and soon he signed
a distribution deal with Dial Poultry, owned by two of Castellano's sons. From that point on,
Perdue had no trouble advertising and selling his chickens in the New York market.To show he
would not allow anyone in his blood family to be abused in any way, Castellano's son-in-law
Frank Amato disappeared from the face of the earth after Castellano discovered Amato was
beating Castellano's pregnant daughter Connie and cheating on her on the side. As a display of
familial compassion, Castellano did wait for his daughter's divorce to become final before he
gave the order to vaporize Amato.Castellano, with the blessing of his cousin Carlo Gambino,
was also heavy into the shylocking business. Unfortunately, in 1973, one of his street “lenders,”
Arthur “Fat Artie” Beradelli, free on bail while appealing convictions for fraud and selling
counterfeit securities, was pinched by the Feds, again for fraud. The FBI, led by field agents
James Kallstrom and Frank Frattolillio, put the screws to Beradelli, and they convinced him if he
didn't cooperate with the Feds he would spend big time in the slammer. Beradelli, who was
represented by a legal aid attorney, listened to his attorney's advice, and he became a stool-
pigeon.After giving the Feds a list of those in charge of the loansharking enterprise he was
involved with, Beradelli finally agreed to wear a wire. And he did so while speaking with “Little
Paul” Castellano, the younger cousin of Big Paul and one of the chief loansharking operators
who answered to Big Paul.Even though Little Paul was fluently versed in “mob-speak” (a mob
dialect when they speak vaguely about everything and constantly refer to items called “that
thing”), it was obvious from the taped conversations that Beradelli had borrowed large amounts
of money from Little Paul and that Little Paul was to continue to receive his “vig payments,” even
after Beradelli went to prison. Little Paul also made it clear (in mob-speak) that his older cousin
Big Paul was overseeing the entire operation.In March 1975, Beradelli wore a wire while



speaking with Big Paul Castellano. But Big Paul was excellent in mob-speak himself. Even
though everything that was captured on tape was consistent with the notion that Big Paul
Castellano was indeed the big cheese in the loansharking operation, Big Paul said nothing on
tape that could conclusively connect him to any wrongdoings; at least nothing the Feds could
take Big Paul to court with.While Beradelli was wearing a wire and speaking to friends,
Beradelli's wife found out that her husband was also speaking to the Feds. Beradelli's wife was a
Gambino cousin (isn't everyone?), and she immediately berated her husband; calling him a “rat.”
This left Beradelli no choice but to refuse to testify in court against any mob figures that might be
indicted in the loansharking case.Beradelli later said, “If I had gone against her, I would have lost
her and the children forever.”As a result of his failure to see the deal though until the end, instead
of getting no prison time, Beradelli was sentenced to two years in prison on the original fraud
charges. Because he did garner some very important information on the tapes he did make, the
second fraud charge against Beradelli was dropped.On June 30, 1975, the Feds indicted nine
alleged organized crime figures for loansharking. These men included Big Paul Castellano, Little
Paul Castellano, and another cousin Joseph Castellano. Before the trial began, Little Paul
Castellano pleaded guilty. Because he was a relatively small fish in a big pond, Little Paul got
only four months in the slammer and a $5,000 fine. The government tried to force Beradelli to
testify at the trial, which included their intended target, the Big Fish himself: Big Paul Castellano,
but Beradelli refused. Judge Bartels then ordered Beradelli to testify, giving him immunity from
prosecution. Beradelli still refused, and as a result of Beradelli's non-cooperation, all the
defendants walked scot-free, including Big Paul Castellano. Judge Bartels then threw the book
at Beradelli, sentencing him to five years in prison for contempt-of-court.But at least Beradelli
still had his faithful wife and lovely children to visit him in prison.By 1975, Carlo Gambino was
obviously very ill from a severe heart condition. When Gambino died, the favorite on the streets
to take over the Gambino Family was Aniello Dellacroce, a hardened criminal and Gambino's
second-in-command. Dellacroce was a respected man in the mob, and had allegedly taken part
in several “pieces of work,” or murders. And according to Mafia rules, Dellacroce was, in fact,
supposed to be promoted to boss instead of Castellano. Dellacroce had the backing of all the
major Gambino street crews, including Carmine Fatico's men at the Bergin Hunt and Fish Club
in Queens.However, Gambino wanted to keep things in the family, and to the consternation of
many, he anointed Paul Castellano to be his successor as the head of the Gambino Family. As a
result, there was outrage amongst the street soldiers, who saw Castellano as nothing more than
a greedy snob who thought he was stratospherically above the common street soldiers who
were kicking up all the money to the bosses on top. Whereas most captains demanded 10
percent of the street soldier's take, Castellano wanted 15 percent of any schemes his men were
involved with.Things came to a head, when on October 15, 1976, Carlo Gambino finally died
and Castellano was officially inducted as the Gambino boss. Street men, like tough John Gotti,
bristled at the choice and were hardly placated when Dellacroce, as a consolation prize, was
given control of all the lucrative Manhattan Gambino street rackets. Dellacroce, an old school



Mafioso, who went by the credo that a boss’s word should never be challenged, was the only
person who kept his crew from a devastating and bloody mutiny against Castellano and his
allies.Whereby Gambino had lived in an inconspicuous house in Brooklyn, Castellano built
himself a mansion on the trendy Todt Hill on Staten Island. Todt Hill (which in Dutch meant
“Death Hill”) was the highest track of land in the entire borough of Staten Island. The 17-room
house was built with stone and stucco, and was painted entirely white, with two white columns
majestically standing out front, looking suspiciously like the White House in Washington, D.C.
(The Gambino street crews snidely referred to Castellano's home as “The White House.”) The
house was completely surrounded by tall wrought-iron fences and armed with the most
sophisticated burglar alarms. If this wasn't enough to discourage intruders, Castellano had
ferocious Dobermans patrolling inside the perimeter, viciously leaping at the fences if anyone,
including the mailman, came near the house.In late 1978, Castellano further infuriated the men
who were loyal to Dellacroce when he set up a meeting between himself, his top captains, and
the two bosses of the violent Irish “Westies” gang from Manhattan's Hell’s Kitchen: Jimmy
Coonan and Mickey Featherstone. The intermediary who arranged the meeting was Roy
DeMeo, the most proficient killer under the flag of Gambino captain Anthony “Nino” Gaggi.The
meeting took place at Tommaso's, a Bay Ridge eatery frequented by a veritable who's-who of
the mob. When Coonan and Featherstone were escorted by DeMeo into the private back room
of Tommaso's, they could hardly believe their eyes. Seated at a horseshoe-shaped table were
Nino Gaggi, Carmine Lambardozzi, Joseph N. Gallo, Aniello Dellacroce, and Funzi Tieri. Seated
at the head of the table was the sire of the Staten Island “White House”: Big Paul Castellano
himself.At this point, Coonan and Featherstone thought they had a very big problem and were
going to leave the restaurant in body bags. It seemed that just a few weeks earlier, Coonan had
taken part in the murder of Castellano's top bookie/shylock Ruby Stein. Coonan had owed Stein
$70,000 in gambling debts, and Coonan figured it made more economic sense to kill Stein
rather than to pay Stein. So that he did, in a Hell's Kitchen bar, along with a few of Coonan’s
accomplices, all of whom Coonan made shoot Stein as a sign of solidarity after Stein was
already dead. After the deed was done, they cut Stein up into little pieces, and they deposited
Stein's body parts into several garbage bags and threw them into the waters near Ward's
Island.The only problem was, Coonan forgot to slit open Stein's torso to let out all the gases, and
Stein's torso was soon found floating in the waters near Rockaway Beach in Queens.After
Castellano made a few inquiries, he found out the last man Stein had been seen with alive was
Jimmy Coonan.In addition, there was the slight problem of Ruby Stein's little black book, which
contained the names and the exact figures of the money out on the streets owed to Stein, and
thereby owed to Castellano and his captains. Coonan had taken that black book off Stein's dead
body, but at this particular time he didn't know exactly what to do with it. If he commenced
making collections, Castellano would have known for sure who had killed his very valuable asset
– Ruby Stein.According to T.J. English's book – The Westies, Coonan, as a sign of good will,
presented Castellano with a box of the finest Cuban cigars. After Castellano passed the box



around the table so his captains could see the value of the present, the men began eating with a
vengeance; first the salads, then the dishes of seafood with pasta, then some of the best
lasagna known to man. After the last morsel had been devoured, and the men were waiting for
their espresso and Anisette, Tieri whispered something into Castellano's ear.Big Paul cleared
his throat, and then he said directly to Coonan, “Jimmy,” then he hesitated and said, “You don't
mind if I call you Jimmy?”Coonan had a huge frog in his throat. “No, of course not.”Castellano
went into a dissertation as to why Ruby Stein was such a valuable member of his organization
and why Stein’s death was such a terrible blow to all the men seated at this table. Then
Castellano looked right into Coonan's eyes and said, “Jimmy, did you or any of your people have
anything to do with this terrible thing; this murder of our good friend Ruby Stein?”Coonan tried to
look sincere.“No,” he quickly said. “We didn't have nuthin' to do with that.”“Are you sure?”
Castellano said.“Yes sir, without a doubt.”Castellano then got to the meat of the conversation. He
asked Coonan if he knew the whereabouts of Stein's little black book.Coonan said, “I don't even
know what youse are talking about.”Castellano raised his voice just a bit.He said, “That book has
millions of dollars’ worth of loans in it; shylock loans. There are people here who need that
book.”Coonan shrugged, “Wish I could help you, Mr. Castellano. But I don't know nuthin' about
Ruby's death, or no black book.”Coonan then heard from Castellano's lips what he had dreamed
about for years. “Alright Jimmy, this is our position. From now on, you boys are going to be with
us; which means you got to stop acting like cowboys - like wild men. If anybody is to be removed,
you have to clear it with us. Capisch? Everything goes through Nino or Roy. You have our
permission to use our family name in your business dealings on the West Side. But whatever
monies you make, you will cut us in 10 percent.”After dinner, Castellano and his crew took
Coonan and Featherstone to the nearby Vets and Friends Social Club. There Castellano told
them the real reason he wanted their alliance.“If you are ever called to Brooklyn, you come, no
questions asked,” Castellano told them.Coonan and Featherstone correctly understood this to
mean that they and their Irish crew from Hell's Kitchen would be a secret hit-squad for
Castellano; especially when non-Italian shooters were needed. Again, this did not go over well
with Dellacroce, who was old-school enough to know that Italian Mafiosi do not associate with
Irish criminals, whom they felt were overly violent and not trustworthy. The man Dellacroce was
grooming for further advancement in his crew, John Gotti, did not like this Irish liaison too much,
either.In 1979, 35-year-old Columbian Gloria Olarte went to work for the Castellanos as a
housemaid. At the time, Paul Castellano was 64-years-old and his wife Nina was a very
attractive 60-years-old. But that didn't stop Paul Castellano from having roving eyes. Soon, he
started an affair with Olarte right in front of his wife's eyes and also in front of his daughter
Connie who was living nearby. Whenever his wife and Connie went out shopping, Castellano
made sure they had enough cash to spend so that they wouldn't return home anytime soon.At
first, Castellano's advances were just petting and simple kissing, and soon Olarte began to
wonder why Big Paul had not consummated their relationship. It seemed that at the time Olarte
made her way into the Castellano household, Castellano, due to a diabetes condition, had not



had an erection in four years. That problem was taken care of when Castellano had “the
operation”: a penile implant that would make him able to have intercourse with his young
housemaid.His affections for Olarte were obvious to the crew members who visited Castellano
for business meetings and were also obvious to his wife. Gambino family members began
talking about Castellano behind his back; about how he was disgracing his wife by prancing his
young housemaid in front of them at their “White House” meetings.The FBI had wanted to plant
a bug in Castellano's house for many years. Through conversations they overhead from bugs
planted in other mob hangouts, the FBI had ascertained that when men came to visit Castellano
to discuss family business, these meetings always took place in a little dining nook in the
kitchen. There is some dispute as to whether Olarte herself, realizing that Castellano's affections
for her were waning, told the FBI where to plant the bug. But on March 17, 1983, while
Castellano was on a Florida vacation with Olarte and his trusted aide Tommy Bilotti, the FBI
decided the time was ripe to plant the bug. The only problem was, Castellano's wife was still on
the premises.When Nina Castellano finally left the house at around 5 p.m., a team of FBI agents
disguised as gardeners, sanitation workers, and telephone installers went to work.The
“gardeners” drugged the Dobermans who were standing guard inside the fence, by throwing
drugs-infested steaks over the fence for the dogs to consume. Then FBI “techies” disabled the
burglar alarm, allowing three more “techies” to pick the door locks and then enter the Castellano
residence. Two Sanitation trucks blocked the entrance to the street, and the FBI agents in the
trucks disguised as sanitation workers were under orders to stop Nina Castellano, by any means
necessary, from returning to the house until the bug was planted and the FBI agents were safely
out of the house.Once inside the house, the agents went directly to the kitchen nook. By the
kitchen table sat a chrome lamp near Castellano's high-backed chair, which he always sat in
during mob meetings. The agents removed the base of the lamp, and replaced it with an
identical base that contained a microphone and a power pack. They placed the lamp back in its
original position and quickly exited the house. Their stay inside the Castellano residence lasted
only 12 minutes. Once safely outside, the FBI “techies” re-activated the burglar alarm, so that
when she returned to her home, Nina Castellano would be none the wiser.This bug became a
treasure trove of information for the FBI.(The FBI was, under law, supposed to stop listening
when the conversations being recorded involved inane personal matters. But that was not
always the case.)Within a few days, the Feds heard Castellano boasting to one of his
associates, “No one comes to Staten Island unless I say so.”For many years, the FBI suspected
that the Gambino Crime Family had their greedy tentacles deep into labor racketeering,
especially in the construction business. Castellano confirmed this fact when he was recorded
saying to one of his captains, “Our job is to run the unions.”However, the most incriminating
conversation was recorded when Castellano was at a sit-down with his chauffeur and right-hand
man Tommy Bilotti, and Gambino “collection agent” Alphonse “Funzi” Mosca. Gloria Olarte could
be heard hovering in the background, certainly listening, and sometimes interjecting innocent
remarks into the conversation. According to the book Mafia Dynasty, by John H. Davis, the



conversation went like this:Castellano: He gotta pay. And he gotta be clued in. Over two, forget
about it. He sits out. That's club. Under a deuce, we talk. Maybe he gets some. But he pays the
two points. First. None of this “you'll have it in a few days” bullshit.Mosca: You want I should talk
to the fat guy? (Genovese Family Boss Fat Tony Salerno)Castellano: Talk to the fuckin’ president
for all I care. Just get me my money.Bilotti: I don't see where this fuckin’ guy should get nothing.
We set it up. We did all the work.Castellano: If you're calling the fat guy, call the Chin (Salerno's
Underboss Vincent “The Chin” Gigante).Gloria: Mister Tommy. You finish all the cookies?Mosca:
So he takes it for six-million-nine. Cody says take it for six-seven-fifty. Something like that. Plus
some jobs.Castellano: Twelve men. Fifteen days.Bilotti: Yeah, twelve. Fifteen.Castellano: And the
money comes up thirty percent. We do things on our own. We gotta think of our own. Tell it to the
fat guy. Tell Chin.Mosca: It might get a little raw.Castellano: It does, it does. What are they going
to do, sue me?The FBI was able to decipher exactly what this conversation meant. The subject
of discussion was the construction of a midtown Manhattan skyscraper. Castellano was
instructing his men to approach Salerno and Gigante to make sure Castellano got his proper cut
of the money being skimmed off the top, and to confirm the number and duration of the no-show
jobs his men would get.The bug in the Castellano residence lasted four months. During this time
Castellano was heard discussing how he was controlling the construction business, the meat
packing business, and the labor unions; specifically the Teamsters, the painters union, and
various unions related to the restaurant business. Castellano let the Feds know he was also
involved in the pornography business, as well as stock frauds, and insurance frauds.These
tapes decisively revealed to the Feds that there were two factions within the Gambino Family,
each of which had no use for the other. Castellano had the support of Bilotti and his cousin
Tommy Gambino, who controlled the garment center in Manhattan. While the other faction was
led by Dellacroce, and Dellacroce's “favorite son” - John Gotti.One of Gotti's underlings was
Angelo “Quack Quack” Ruggiero, a rotund, boisterous man who got his nickname because he
couldn't stop talking; on the phone, or in places that were most likely bugged by the FBI. When
Ruggiero was arrested in a big heroin deal, Castellano was incensed that any of his men would
dare to sell “babania,” which was forbidden in the Gambino Family and supposedly throughout
the American Mafia.Castellano immediately called Gotti on the carpet, and he reamed Gotti a
new one, saying, “Listen Johnny, you got to prove you weren't involved.”Gotti knew this meant if
Ruggiero was indeed guilty of selling dope, and if Gotti knew about Ruggiero's involvement, it
was a death sentence for both men.Soon, Castellano discovered from lawyers involved in the
case that Ruggiero had been caught on secret recordings bragging about several drug deals.
Castellano demanded that Ruggiero turn over the tapes to him, and when Ruggiero refused,
Castellano (on tape) went berserk, threatening to do bad things to both Ruggiero and Gotti. This
is when the FBI decided to lower the boom on “Big Paul.”On March 25, 1985, FBI agents Andris
Kurins and Joseph O'Brien made a trip to Castellano's “White House,” and the told Castellano
he was being arrested on RICO charges (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).
Castellano seemed quite confused when he heard the charges, because he fully didn't



understand the implications of RICO.Under the RICO Act, a person who is a member of an
enterprise and has committed any two of 35 crimes—27 federal crimes and 8 state crimes—
within a 10-year period, can be charged with racketeering. The RICO Act “allows for the leaders
of a crime syndicate (family) to be tried for the crimes which they ordered others to do or
assisted them to do, closing a perceived loophole that allowed someone who told a man to, for
example, commit murder, to be exempt from the trial because they did not actually do it
themselves.”Those found guilty under the RICO Act can be fined up to $25,000 and sentenced
to 20 years in prison per racketeering count.So Castellano, at the moment of his arrest, oblivious
to the fact that his house had been bugged for more than four months, did not realize the scope
of the indictment he was about to face. According to Kurins and O'Brien, Castellano first heard of
the taped conversations recorded in his house on the federal car radio, while the two Feds were
transporting Castellano from the “White House” to the “Big House.”After hearing the news on the
radio, Castellano told the two Feds he suddenly felt ill, and would they please stop the car at a
drug store to buy him some Tums and a candy bar for his diabetes, which was suddenly making
his head swim.However, Castellano was not the only mob bigwig arrested that day.Under the
direction of Rudolph Giuliani, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, as the cuffs
were being put on Castellano, they were simultaneously putting the cuffs on Gambino
Underboss Aniello Dellacroce, Fat Tony Salerno, the head of the Genovese Crime family,
Lucchese boss Tony “Ducks” Corallo, Columbo boss Carmine Persico, and Rusty Rastelli, the
acting boss of the Bonanno Crime Family.Giuliani went so far as to arrest 82-year-old Bonanno
Family patriarch Joseph Bonanno at his home in Tucson, Ariz. It seemed that Giuliani was
astounded and overjoyed after reading Bonanno's recent autobiography “A Man of Honor,” in
which Bonanno admitted things about the “Sacred Society” that no made man had ever dared
utter.In addition to the RICO charges, Giuliani hit Castellano with an additional 51 charges
stemming from the murders and stolen car ring perpetrated by Roy DeMeo's crew. (Rumors
were that before Castellano was arrested on RICO charges, he heard from his law enforcement
moles about the impending DeMeo-related indictments. Feeling that DeMeo, facing life in prison,
was not the type of man to do his time quietly, Castellano ordered the murder of his most
proficient murderer. DeMeo's own crew did the honors; stuffing DeMeo’s frozen body into the
trunk of a car for the police to find.)Through an FBI informant close to John Gotti (code name
Wahoo – later discovered to be longtime Gotti pal Willie Boy Johnson), the Feds found out that
Castellano, because of the internal strife in the Gambino Family, was planning to whack Gotti
and his entire crew. Gotti, cognizant of this fact, started to make plans to do away with
Castellano first. The only person stopping Gotti from doing what he wanted was Gotti's boss
Dellacroce, again an old-schooler, who would never sanction a hit on his own boss. This
obstacle was removed on December 2, 1985, when Dellacroce finally succumbed to the
ravages of cancer.With the coast now clear for him, Gotti sought permission from the other mob
bosses to whack Castellano before Castellano whacked him. Vincent “The Chin” Gigante issued
a firm “No” to Gotti. But the other mob bosses, not liking Castellano too much, shrugged their



shoulders and basically said, “Do what you got to do.”On December 16, 1985, after finishing a
2:30 p.m. appointment in Manhattan with his lawyer James LaRosa, Castellano decided to kill a
little time Christmas shopping with his chauffeur Tommy Bilotti, before they went to their 5 p.m.
appointment at Sparks Steakhouse at 210 East Forty-Fifth Street. At Sparks, Castellano and
Bilotti were supposed to meet with Gotti and three other men. A table for six had already been
reserved for 5 p.m. under the name “Mr. Bell.”What Castellano didn't know was that Gotti had no
plans to show up inside Sparks Steakhouse, but was, in fact, at this time in the passenger’s seat
of a Mercedes driven by Salvatore “Sammy the Bull” Gravano. Gravano had parked the car at the
corner of 46th Street and Third Avenue, where he and Gotti had one eye trained on the entrance
to Sparks and the other eye on Third Avenue, waiting for Castellano's black Lincoln to make its
appearance. On the street surrounding Sparks were anywhere from eight to 10 of Gotti's men;
armed with guns and walkie-talkies, ready to take action.At approximately 5:30 p.m., with
Castellano now fashionably late, Castellano's Lincoln made the turn from Third Avenue onto
46th Street and parked in front of Sparks. As soon as Bilotti exited the driver's side, he was met
by a hail of bullets, allegedly fired by Gotti henchman Tony “Roach” Rampino, rendering Bilotti
quite dead.As Castellano was exiting on the passenger side, he turned toward the street to see
what all the commotion was about. Before Castellano could decipher he was soon to be a dead
man, another Gotti shooter, allegedly John Carneglia, pumped six bullets into Big Paul, thereby
ending the reign of Paul Castellano as the head of the Gambino Crime Family.*****Galante, “Lilo”
Carmine - “The Cigar”He was as vicious a Mafia boss as Vito Genovese, as ambitious as
Genovese, and as deeply involved in the heroin business as Genovese.However, Carmine “The
Cigar” Galante would not die of natural causes as did Genovese (albeit in prison). Instead,
Galante was murdered in one of the most memorable mob hits of all time. After his body was
filled with lead, he lay sprawled on his back in the tiny backyard patio of a Brooklyn restaurant,
his trademark cigar clenched tightly between his teeth.Camillo Galante was born on February
21, 1910, at 27 Stanton Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Because both of his
parents, Vincenzo, a fisherman, and his wife (maiden name Vingenza Russo), had been born in
the seaside village of Castellammarese del Golfo in Sicily, Galante was a pure first generation
Sicilian/American. Galante had two brothers and two sisters, and when he was in grade school,
Galante ditched his given name Camillo, and he insisted he be called Carmine instead. Over the
years it was shortened to “Lilo,” which was the name most of his associates called Galante. At
least to his face.Galante first got into trouble for petty theft from a store counter when he was 14
years old. But since he was a juvenile at the time, an account of this arrest is not in his official
police record.At various times, Galante attended Public High Schools 79 and 120, but he
dropped out of school for good at 15. Galante was in and out of reform school several times, and
he was considered an “incorrigible delinquent.”From 1923 to 1926, Galante was ostensibly
employed at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company at 270 West Broadway. But this was a ruse to
satisfy the law that Galante was gainfully employed, when, in fact, he was engaged in a very
lucrative criminal career.In December 1925, Galante was arrested for assault. However, money



changed hands between Galante's people and crooked policemen, and as a result, Galante was
released without serving any prison time.In December 1926, Galante was arrested again, but
this time he was found guilty of second degree assault and robbery, and sentenced to two-to-
five years in prison. Galante was released from prison in 1930, and in order to satisfy his parole
officer, he got another sham “job” at the O'Brien Fish Company at 105 South Street in the Fulton
Fish Market.It was not Galante's nature to stay on the right side of the law.On March 15, 1930,
five men entered the Martin Weinstein’s shoe factory on the corner of York and Washington
Streets in Brooklyn Heights. On the fifth floor of the building, Mr. Weinstein was in the process of
getting his weekly payroll together, under the protection of police officer Walter De Castillia of
the 84th Precinct.The five men took the elevator to the sixth floor. While one man stood guard at
the elevator, the other four men burst into Mr. Weinstein’s office. They ignored the $7,500 sitting
on the table, and they opened fire on Officer De Castillia, nine years on the force and a married
father of a young girl. Officer De Castillia was hit six times in the chest, and he died instantly.The
four men walked calmly back to the elevator and joined their cohort, who was guarding the
elevator operator, Louis Sella. Sella took the five men to the ground floor. He later told the police
that the men had exited the building, walked calmly to a parked car, got into the car and fled the
scene. When the police arrived minutes later from the station house just two blocks away, the
killers were nowhere to be seen. Sella described the five men as “early to mid-twenties, with
dark skin and dark hair.” Sella said the men were all “very well-dressed.”The police figured that
since no money had been taken, this was a planned hit on Officer De Castillia. On August 30,
1930, Galante, along with Michael Consolo and Angelo Presinzano, were arrested and indicted
for the murder of Officer De Castillia. However, all three men were soon released due to lack of
evidence.On December 25, 1930, four suspicious men were sitting in a green sedan on Briggs
Avenue in Brooklyn. Police Detective Joseph Meenahan just happened to be in the area. He
spotted the men in the sedan, drew his gun, and he approached the sedan cautiously.One of the
men shouted at Meenahan, “Stop right there copper, or we'll burn you.”Before Meenahan could
react, the firing commenced from the green sedan. Meenahan was shot in the leg, and a six-
year-old girl walking nearby with her mother was seriously wounded. The driver of the sedan had
trouble starting the car, so the four men leaped from the sedan and tried to escape on foot.
Three of the men managed to flee the area by jumping on a passing truck. But the fourth man
slipped as he tried to get onto the truck, and he was apprehended by the wounded
Meenahan.That man was Carmine Galante.When Meenahan brought Galante to the station
house, a group of detectives, angry that one of their own had been wounded, started to give
Galante the “police station tune-up.” Despite getting his lumps, Galante refused to give up the
identities of the three men who had escaped.Galante was subsequently tried and convicted as
one of the four men who had robbed the Lieberman Brewery in Brooklyn. On January 8, 1931,
Galante was remanded to Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, New York. He was later transferred to
the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, New York, where he remained until his release
on May 1, 1939.While Galante was in prison, he was given an IQ test that revealed he had an IQ



of only 90, which, even though Galante was well into his 20s, equated to the mental age of a 14-
year-old. It was also noted that Galante was diagnosed as having a “neuropathic psychopathic
personality.” A physical evaluation showed that he had a head injury contracted in a car accident
when Galante was 10-years-old, a fractured ankle when he was 11, and that Galante was
showing the early signs of gonorrhea, probably incurred at one of the many brothels controlled
by the mob.In 1939, after he was released from prison, Galante was again given sham
employment at his old job at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company. In February of 1941, Galante
obtained membership in Local 856 of the Longshoreman’s Union, where he ostensibly worked
as a “stevedore.” However, Galante very rarely showed up for work; one of the perks of being
connected to the Mafia.There is no record of the exact date, but Galante was inducted as a
made member of the Bonanno Crime Family in the early 1940s. Despite the fact his boss was
Joe Bonanno, at the time the youngest Mafia boss in America, Galante, all throughout the
1940s, performed many hits for Vito Genovese.While Genovese was in self-imposed exile in
Italy (he was wanted on a murder charge and flew the coop before he could be arrested),
Genovese became fast pals with Italian fascist dictator Benito Mussolini. Mussolini had a stone
in his shoe in America called Carlo Tresa. Tresa was causing Mussolini much agita by
incessantly writing anti-fascist sentiments in his radical Italian-language newspaper, IL Martello,
which was sold in Italian communities throughout America.Genovese sent word back to America
to Frank Garofalo, underboss to Joseph Bonanno, that Tresa had to go. Garofalo gave the Tresa
contract to Galante, who shadowed Tresa for a few days to determine the best time and place to
whack him.On January 11, 1943, Tresa was walking along Fifth Avenue near 13th Street, when
a black Ford sedan pulled up alongside him. The Ford stopped and Galante jumped out, with a
hot gun in his hand. Galante blasted Tresa several times in the back and in the head, killing the
newspaper editor instantly. Amazingly, Galante was seen by his parole officer fleeing the scene,
but due to the wartime rationing of gasoline, the parole officer was unable to follow the black
Ford containing Galante and the smoking gun.No arrest was ever made in the Tresa slaying.In
1953, Bonanno sent Galante to Montreal, Canada to take control of the Bonanno Family’s
interests north of the border. Besides the very-lucrative Canadian gambling rackets, the
Bonannos were heavy into the importation of heroin, from France into Canada, and then into the
United States – the infamous French Connection.Galante supervised the Canadian drug
operation for three years. But in 1956, the Canadian police caught wind of Galante's
involvement. Not having enough evidence to arrest Galante, they instead deported Galante back
to the United States, classifying Galante as “an undesirable alien.”In 1957, Genovese called for
a big summit of all the top Mafioso in America, to take place at the upstate New York Apalachin
residence of Joseph Barbara, a captain in the Buffalo crime family of Stefano Magaddino. In
preparation for this meeting, on October 19, 1956, several New York crime bigwigs were
summoned to Barbara's home to go over the guidelines of the proposed meeting; the prime
purpose of which was to anoint Genovese as the Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of all
Bosses.”After the meeting ended, Galante, driving back to New York City, was nabbed for



speeding near Birmingham, New York. Because his driver's license had been suspended,
Galante gave the police a phony license. He was immediately arrested and sentenced to 30
days in prison.However, the tentacles of the Mafia also reached right into the police department
in upstate Birmingham. After a few mobbed-up New York City lawyers made the right phone
calls to upstate New York, Galante was released within 48 hours.However, a state policeman,
Sergeant Edgar Roswell, took note of the fact that Galante had admitted to the police that he
had stayed the night before at the Arlington Hotel as a guest of a local businessman named
Joseph Barbara. This prompted Roswell to pay special attention to the Barbara residence in
Apalachin, New York.On November 17, 1957, at the insistence of Don Vito Genovese, Mafia
members from all over America made their way to the Barbara residence. These men included
Sam Giancana from Chicago, Santo Trafficante from Florida, John Scalish from Cleveland, and
Joe Profaci and Tommy Lucchese from New York City. Galante's boss Joe Bonanno decided not
to attend, and he sent Galante instead.Sergeant Roswell took note of the fact that, on the day
before, the nearby Arlington Hotel had been booked to the rafters with suspicious-looking out-of-
towners. Roswell asked the right questions at the hotel, and he was able to confirm that the man
who made the reservations for these men was Joseph Barbara himself. Roswell drove to the
Barbara residence, and he spotted dozens of luxury cars parked outside, some with out-of-town
plates.Roswell called for back-up, and in minutes, dozens of state troopers arrived with guns
drawn. The troopers raided the Barbara residence and chaos ensued.Men wearing expensive
suits, hats, and shoes bolted from the house. Some were immediately arrested, and others
made it to their cars and drove off the property before roadblocks could be put in place by the
police.Several Italian gangsters jumped out of the house windows, and they hightailed it through
the thorny woods. One of these men was Carmine Galante, who hid in a cornfield until the police
had left the Barbara residence. Then Galante made his way back to Barbara's home, and he
made arrangements for safe passage back to New York City.The next day, when the news of the
raid on Barbara's house hit American newspapers blowing the lid off the misguided idea that the
Mafia was a myth, Galante went into the wind, or in mob terms, he “pulled a lamski.”On January
8, 1958, the New York Herald Tribune wrote that Galante had run to Italy to hook up with old pal
Salvatore “Lucky” Luciano, who was in exile in Italy after serving nine years in an American
prison on a trumped-up prostitution charge. Another report said that it was not Luciano Galante
was with, but rather Joe “Adonis” Doto, another mob boss in exile. On January 9, the New York
Journal American said Galante was not in Italy, but in Havana, Cuba, with Meyer Lansky, a
longtime member of the National Crime Commission who had numerous casino interests in
Cuba.In April 1958, it was somehow leaked that Galante was now back in the United States and
living somewhere in the New York area. The local law went to work, and in July, Galante was
arrested by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics while he was driving near Holmdale, New Jersey.
He was charged with taking part in a major heroin deal, one of many drug deals Galante had
been involved with throughout the years. Also arrested in the case were Vito Genovese, John
Ormento, Joe Di Palermo, and Vincent Gigante.Galante, again making use of his cadre of New



York attorneys, was released on $100,000 bail. Galante's lawyers were able to delay further legal
proceedings for almost two years. It wasn't until May 17, 1960, that Galante was formally
indicted, and again released on bail.On January 20, 1961, Galante's trial finally began. The
judge, Thomas F. Murphy, revoked Galante's bail, ordering Galante to be put right into the
slammer.However, Galante's luck held up when, on May 15, a mistrial was declared. It seemed
the foreman of the jury, a poor chap named Harry Appel, a 68-year-old dress manufacturer, had
the misfortune of falling down a flight of stairs in a building on 15th Street in Manhattan. After the
medics arrived and Appel was taken to a nearby hospital, it was determined that Appel had
suffered a broken back. No one had seen Appel fall, nor did the hurt and frightened Appel say
that anyone had pushed him.However, although they had no definite proof, law enforcement
believed that Appel had been pushed by a cohort of Galante's, with a warning not to say
anything to anybody, and they would allow Appel and members of his family to live.Galante, now
feeling alive and chipper, was released from prison, secured by a bond of $135,000.Alas, all
good things must come to an end.In April 1962, Galante's second trial commenced.At the trial,
there was a bit of mayhem in the courtroom, when one of Galante's co-defendants, a nasty
creature named Tony Mirra (who was said to have killed 30-40 people) became so unhinged that
he picked up a chair and flung it at the prosecutor. Luckily for the prosecutor, the chair missed
him and landed in the jury box, forcing the frightened jurors to scatter in all directions. Order was
restored to the court, and the trial proceeded, which was bad news for Galante and for
Mirra.Both men were found guilty, and on July 10, 1962, Galante was sentenced to 30 years in
prison. Mirra also was sent to prison for a very long time. It is not clear if any additional time was
tacked onto Mirra's sentence for the chair-throwing incident.Galante first was sent to Alcatraz
Prison, which was located on an island fortress in San Francisco Bay. He was then moved to the
Lewisburg Penitentiary, in Leavenworth, Kansas, before serving the final years of his prison term
in the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia. Galante was finally released from prison on
January 24, 1974, full of fire and brimstone and ready to get back into business. However,
Galante was to be on parole until 1981, so he had to be careful not to keep a high
profile.Unfortunately, being in the background was not in Galante's makeup.While in prison,
Galante made it known that when he got out he was going to take control of the New York Mafia
by the throat.The accepted head of the five New York City Mafia families at the time was Carlo
Gambino, the head of the Gambino crime family. Gambino was shrewd, and generally quiet and
reserved. Gambino was well-respected for his business acumen and for his ability to keep peace
amongst his own family, as well as the other Mafia families. However, Galante had no use for
Gambino or his method of doing business. Galante told a cohort in jail, that when he hit the
streets again, he would “make Carlo Gambino shit in the middle of Times Square.”By the time of
Galante's release, his boss Joe Bonanno had been forced to “retire” and was living in Tucson,
Ariz. The new Bonanno boss was Rusty Rastelli. But since Rastelli was in the slammer at the
time, Galante took over as the “street boss” of the Bonannos. Still, Rastelli was considered the
boss of the Bonannos, and he was none too happy about how Galante was strutting his stuff on



the streets of New York City.Galante took the unusual step, and not appreciated by other
Bonanno crime family members, of surrounding himself with Sicilian-born Mafioso, like Caesar
Bonventre, Salvatore Catalano, and Baldo Amato. These men were derisively called “zips” by the
American Mafia because of the quick way they zipped through the Italian language. These zips
were heavily involved in the drug trade and in direct competition with those in the Genovese
Crime Family, which was run by Funzi Tieri, every bit as cunning and vicious as Galante.Galante
had a minor setback, when in 1978, he was arrested by the Feds for “associating with known
criminals,” which was a violation of his parole. While Galante stewed in prison, he began
ordering his men to kill mobsters in the Genovese and the Gambino crime families who were
cutting in on Galante's worldwide drug operation. With Carlo Gambino now dead (from natural
causes), Galante figured he had the muscle to push the other crime family bosses into the
background.From prison Galante sent out the message to the other bosses, “Who among you is
going to stand up against me?”On March 1, 1979, Galante was released from prison and
walking on air because he truly believed the other crime bosses were afraid of him. Like Vito
Genovese, Galante envisioned himself as “Boss of All Bosses,” and it was only a matter of time
before the other bosses cowered before Galante and handed him the title.However, Galante
underestimated the might and the will of the other Mafioso bosses in New York City.While
Galante swaggered around the streets of New York City, the other bosses held a meeting in
Boca Raton, Florida, deciding Galante's fate. At this meeting were Funzi Tieri, Jerry Catena,
Paul Castellano, and Florida boss Santo Trafficante. These powerful men voted unanimously, if
mob peace was to exist on the streets of New York City, Galante had to go. Rastelli, who was still
in jail, was consulted. And even the aged Joe Bonanno, living in Arizona, was asked if he had
any reservations at his former close associate being hit. Both Rastelli and Bonanno signed off on
Galante's murder contract and Galante's days were numbered.On July 12, 1979, it was a hot
and sticky summer afternoon, as the 69-year-old Carmine Galante's Lincoln pulled up at 205
Knickerbocker Avenue in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn. For more than 50 years,
Knickerbocker Avenue had been the turf of the Bonanno crime family, and over the years
numerous mob sit-downs had taken place in one of several storefronts on the block.Carmine
Galante stepped out of the Lincoln, and then he waved goodbye to the driver, his nephew James
Galante. Carmine Galante was wearing a white short-sleeved knit shirt, and as was his custom,
he was sucking on a huge Churchill cigar.Galante strutted inside the tiny restaurant, and he was
greeted by Joe Turano, the owner of Joe and Mary’s Restaurant. Galante had made this visit to
meet with Turano and with Leonard “Nardo” Coppola, a close associate of Galante’s, over some
undetermined mob business.At approximately 1:30 p.m., Coppola strolled into the restaurant,
accompanied by zips Baldo Amato and Cesare Bonventre, who were cousins and from the
same village as Galante's parents, Castellammarese del Golfo.By this time, Galante and Turano
had already finished their meal, so while the three newcomers sat inside and ate their lunch,
Galante and Turano slipped outside into the backyard patio, and they sat under a yellow-and-
turquoise checkered umbrella. After Coppola, Bonventre, and Amato finished dining, they joined



the other two men outside. Galante and Turano were smoking cigars and drinking espresso
coffee laced with Anisette (only tourists and non-Italians drink Sambuca).Galante was sitting
with his back to a small garden, while Amato sat to his left and Bonventre to his right. Turano and
Coppola sat on the opposite side of the table, their backs to the door leading to the restaurant.At
approximately 2:40 p.m., a four-door, blue Mercury Montego double-parked in front of Joe and
Mary's Restaurant. The car had been stolen about a month earlier. The driver, wearing a red-
striped ski mask, stepped out of the car and stood guard, holding a .3030 M1 carbine rifle
menacingly in his hands. Three other men, also wearing ski masks, jumped out of the car, and
they jogged into the restaurant. The killers sped past the few startled diners who were still eating
lunch, and they rushed into the patio area.As they entered the patio, one masked man said to
the other, “Get him, Sal!”The gunman called “Sal” began firing a double-barrel shotgun several
times at Galante, propelling Galante, as he was rising from his chair, onto his back. Galante was
hit by 30 pellets, one knocking out his left eye. Galante was probably dead before he hit the
ground, but his cigar was still stuck tightly between his teeth.As Galante was being shot, Joe
Turano yelled, “What are you doing?”The same gunman turned to Turano, and with the shotgun
pressed against Turano's chest, he blasted Turano into eternity.Coppola jumped up from the
table, and either Amato, or Bonventre (it's not clear which one did the shooting) shot Coppola in
the face, then five times in the chest. Coppola landed face down, and the killer with the shotgun
blasted off the back of Coppola's head.The three masked men hurried from the restaurant and
into the waiting getaway car.According to witnesses outside the restaurant, the car sped up
Knickerbocker Avenue to Flushing Avenue, and then disappeared around the corner. Bonventre
and Amato, who were both wearing leather jackets despite the stifling heat, soon followed the
three gunmen out of the restaurant. They calmly walked down the block, got into a blue Lincoln
and then drove away, like they hadn’t a care in the world.Galante’s body was laid out in the
Provenzano-Lanza Funeral Home at 43 Second Avenue on the Lower East Side of Manhattan.
The crowds that usually accompany a Mafia wake of this kind were notably absent.Galante was
buried on July 17 at Saint John’s Cemetery in Queens. With the Feds doing the counting, only
59 people attended Galante's funeral mass and burial. The Feds also reported that not one
Mafia made man was captured on surveillance cameras, either at the wake or at the funeral.One
Fed, commenting at the sparse turnout, said, “Galante was so bad, people didn’t want to see
him, even when he was dead.”Even though the newspapers played up the killing with gruesome
front page photos, the general public seemed impervious to the magnitude of the event. A young
boy strolled up to a police officer standing guard at the wake.“Was he an actor?” the kid asked
the cop.The cop replied, “No, he was a gangster.”*****Greenberg, HarryHe was a mob insider
whom his pal, Louie “Lepke” Buchalter, decided knew too much to live. As a result, Harry “Big
Greenie” Greenberg became the victim of the first mob hit ever in the sunny state of
California.Harry Greenberg, who also went under the names of Harry Schacter and Harry
Schober, grew up on the Lower East Side of Manhattan with Lepke and Lepke's longtime partner
Jacob “Gurrah” Shapiro, who were affectionately known as the “Gorilla Boys,” and then as they



became more prosperous, the “Gold Dust Twins.” Greenberg was tight with the two murderers,
and was their partner in various garment center schemes and swindles. Apparently a few
murders were involved, and while there is no evidence that Greenberg participated in any of
these murders, he definitely knew about the murders and why they had been committed. It’s
possible Greenberg even knew who had committed those murders.Greenberg palled out with
Lepke and Shapiro, and he even spent the better part of his summers with the two gangsters at
the Loch Sheldrake Country Club in the Catskills in upstate New York, owned by a legitimate
businessman named Sam Tannenbaum. Sam Tannenbaum had a teenage son named Allie,
who worked at the hotel, either waiting tables or setting up beach chairs by the lake. Sam had
hoped that Allie would be his heir apparent at the hotel when Sam decided to retire.But Allie felt
he was destined for bigger and better things.At the end of the summer in 1931, Allie
Tannenbaum was strolling down Broadway in Manhattan when he bumped into
Greenberg.Greenberg asked Tannenbaum, “Do you want a job?”“I could use one, if it pays,”
Tannenbaum said.Greenberg smiled. “This one is for Lepke. You know what kind of a job it will
be.”Unwittingly, Greenberg had just helped hire one of his future killers.As time passed,
Tannenbaum rose up the ladder in Lepke's “Murder Incorporated,” a mob subsidiary whose only
purpose was to kill anyone that the top mob bosses in New York City, and later, mob bosses all
over America, said needed to be killed.In 1936, things started to go south for Lepke when
Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, who had already put Lucky Luciano, Lepke's partner in
the National Crime Syndicate, in jail for a 30-year bit, set his sights on Lepke. Dewey went after
Lepke's garment center rackets and Lepke's shakedown “Bakers Union.”However, these
swindles were small potatoes compared to what Dewey really had in mind for Lepke.Convicted
drug dealers always did substantial time in prison, so Dewey convinced the Federal Narcotics
Bureau to build a case against Lepke in a massive drug-smuggling operation. Figuring he was
facing big-time in the slammer, Lepke went on the lam. Lepke was hidden in several Brooklyn
hideouts by his Murder Incorporated co-leader, Albert Anastasia, while Lepke's rackets were
tended to by other Syndicate leaders.While Lepke was in hiding, he started thinking about who
knew enough about his rackets to put him in jail for a very long time; if not right into the electric
chair. Lepke got word to all his killers and anyone in the know to either “Get out of town, or
die.”Lepke's thinking was, if any of his men got arrested, they might squeal on him in order to
work out a better deal for themselves. It turned out that Lepke was right to worry about this, and
that's why in the spring of 1939, Lepke sent word to “Big Greenie” Greenberg to “lam it” out of
town.Greenberg took Lepke's advice to heart. After hastily packing a suitcase, Greenberg
jumped in his car and sped up to Montreal, Canada.While in Montreal, Greenberg started
thinking, “Hey, I'm up here in nowhere Canada, and I can't even earn a decent dime. These guys
better start taking care of me good.”As a result, “Big Greenie” Greenberg did something very
stupid. He sent a letter to Mendy Weiss, who was Lepke's second-in-command in Murder Inc.,
saying, “I hope you guys aren’t forgetting about me. You better not.”Then he asked Weiss for a
reported $5,000 to help him fight the cold weather in Canada.Greenberg waited for a response,



or the money, or for both.When he got neither, he got to thinking again. “Hey maybe, sending
that letter wasn’t such a great idea.”By this time, Weiss, after conferring with Lepke, had already
given the order to Tannenbaum to go up to Canada and erase Big Greenie from Lepke's list of
“people to worry about.” But when Tannenbaum arrived in Montreal, Big Greenie had already
flown the coop and was officially a “lamster,” not only from the law, but from the guys he thought
were his best friends.Greenberg figured he'd hightail it to Detroit, where the Purple Gang,
another subsidiary of the National Crime Syndicate, might be nice enough to stake him a few
bucks and maybe even give Greenberg a safe place to hide. The Purple Gang, run by Sammy
Coen, whose nickname was Sammy Purple, was very nice to Greenberg; too nice Greenberg
thought.While he waited for some stake money, Big Greenie started thinking again. He came to
the conclusion that the Purple Gang was stalling him so that killers from New York City could
travel up there to do the big job on Big Greenie.“They must have checked the New York office,”
Greenberg figured. “The New York boys must have told them, 'Keep him in tow until we get a
couple of the boys up there.' ”Greenberg was right. Tannenbaum and two other gunsels were in
route to Detroit at the precise moment Greenberg decided to take Horace Greeley's advice and
“Go west, young man.”Greenberg went as far west as he could without swimming, and he
stopped in Hollywood, California, the new hometown of Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel, a top boss in
Murder Incorporated and one of the few killers who thoroughly relished doing his job. Siegel had
been sent out to California in 1937 by the National Crime Syndicate to take control of all the
illegal activities in the state, which was considered open territory by the East Coast mob. After
organizing the syndicate's gambling interests, Siegel decided there was big money to be made
by unionizing the Hollywood extras.You could have the biggest movie stars, the best scripts, and
the finest producers and directors, but without extras most movies could never get made. Siegel
unionized the extras, and he collected tidy sums from each and every one of these extras for the
privilege of appearing, if only a few seconds, in a Hollywood production. Showing he was just
one of the guys, Siegel even became a movie extra himself.However, that was chump change
compared to what Siegel really had in mind for his Hollywood pals.Tall and Hollywood-
handsome, Siegel inveigled himself into the upper reaches of the Hollywood elite. He dated
starlets two at a time, and he even had a hot and heavy affair with an Italian Countess. The top
actors and actresses of that time were Siegel's best friends, but they learned fast being chums
with a man known as Bugsy (no one ever called him “Bugsy” to his face) was an easy way to put
a dent in your bank account.Using the same technique he had learned from Lepke with the labor
unions, Siegel approached the biggest stars with his smooth line of patter. He would romance
the female stars, and then scare the hell out of them with his reputation and a few pointed
words.But with male stars, Siegel got straight to the pointWith a notebook and pen in Siegel's
hands, the conversation would go something like this: “Hey look buddy, I'm putting you down for
$10,000 for the extras.”“What kind of deal is this?” the actor would say. “What have I got to do
with the extras?”Siegel would then shake his head like a father disgusted at an ignorant child,
and say, “I don't think you understand. Take your new picture, for example. Everything's ready to



go. But what happens if the extras go out on strike? That means the stagehands go out on strike
too, because they're all union. So there goes your picture.”Without blinking an eye, every
Hollywood star Siegel approached, without exception, paid up, and they paid up good. In 1940,
when the Feds got a warrant for Siegel's thirty-five room Holmby Hill's mansion, they found in an
upstairs safe a detailed accounting of the “loans” Siegel had received from all the top Hollywood
stars. In one year alone, Bugsy Siegel had shaken-down actors and actresses to the tune of
$400,000. And no one dared complain to the cops. These frightened Hollywood suckers even
palled out with Siegel while he was sticking his hands deep into their pockets.So when the word
came from back east that Greenberg was in Hollywood, of course Siegel was given the contract.
Now, usually a man of Siegel's stature would just give out the orders and maybe help with the
planning. But Siegel insisted, against the advice of Lepke, on getting in on the actual Greenberg
murder himself.Bugsy just loved a good killing.“We all begged Bugsy to keep out of the
shooting,” Lepke's pal Doc Stracher said years later. “He was too big a man by this time to
become personally involved. But Bugsy wouldn’t listen. He said Greenberg was a menace to all
of us, and if the cops grabbed him he could tell the whole story of our outfit back to the 1920s.”At
Newark Airport, just before he boarded a flight to Hollywood, Allie Tannenbaum was given a
small doctor's instrument bag by the boss of New Jersey mob himself: Abner “Longie” Zwillman.
Inside this bag were several “clean” guns, which were to be used in the Greenberg Hollywood
hit.In the meantime, Siegel was assembling his “hit team,” which included Whitey Krakow,
Siegel's bother-in-law from New York City. Siegel also enlisted Frankie Carbo, a Lower East Side
thug and Murder Inc. operative who had already been arrested 17 times and charged with five
murders, but none of the charges had resulted in Carbo doing any significant prison time. Carbo
was also a big-time fight promoter and manager, and many of his top-notch fighters were
suspected of not giving their best efforts when their boss and his pals had bet big money on the
other guy.Now came the issue of obtaining a getaway car.Sholem Bernstein, an independent
operator from New York City, just happened to be vacationing in Hollywood when he decided to
visit his old pal, Benny Siegel. Soon, Bernstein would be sorry he ever made that visit.Before
even the small talk began, Siegel got right to the point.“Clip a car,” Siegel barked at Bernstein.
“Leave it in the parking lot down the street.”Bernstein, a veteran of these sorts of things, looked
perplexed. Usually, when he clipped a car, he hid it in a private garage where the police wouldn't
be able to see it.“A parking lot?” Bernstein said.“That's right,” Siegel snapped. “Just do as I
say?”So, Bernstein clipped a car, and he parked it in the open parking lot, just as Siegel had
demanded.Almost immediately, the owner of the stolen car filed a police report. Because they
were on the lookout for the stolen car, the cops spotted the car right out in the open, and they
returned it to its rightful owner.Despite this misfortune, Siegel told Bernstein to steal another car.
Bernstein said he would, and he then told Siegel how he usually operated.“Then you get license
plates off another car that you case to see the owner only uses it once in a while, like a Sunday
driver,” Bernstein said. “By the time the guy finds out, you got the job done, and the cops are
looking for him – why are his plates on a hot car? Then you...”Siegel cut Bernstein off in mid-



sentence. The veins bulging in his neck, Siegel said, “Who the hell are you, coming in and telling
me how to do a job? Out here it goes my way. And don't you forget it.”Even though Bernstein was
in Hollywood on vacation, the mob rules were when a mob boss tells you to do something, you
do it or you're dead. But Bernstein figured, when he was back in New York City and asked to do
a job, the mob bosses, because Bernstein was such a capable freelancer, let him handle things
his own way. Now, since Siegel was dictating terms, Bernstein felt he was under no obligation to
continue with the job.So, Bernstein jumped in his car and headed back to New York City, which
displeased Siegel to no end and caused him to find someone else to pilfer a car for the
Greenberg caper. Fuming, Siegel now wanted Bernstein dead.But more on that later.By this
time, the surveillance on Greenberg's residence at 1804 N. Vista De Mar Drive revealed that
Greenberg was little more than a recluse. He never left home, except for his nightly 15-minute
drive, each way, to get a newspaper in nearby Bel Air.Greenberg told his wife that his little nightly
excursion “Kept him from blowing his top.”On November 22, 1939, Thanksgiving Eve, a gunman
blew Greenburg’s top for him.Just after dark, Tannenbaum picked up the stolen car from the
parking lot. Then he drove Siegel and Carbo to Siegel's home to pick up Siegel's Cadillac, which
was to be used as a crash car in case the cops, or a nosey bystander, decided to chase them
after the deed was done.The two cars, with Carbo in Siegel's car, then drove to a spot several
houses down from Greenberg's residence. They watched, as a few hours later Greenberg
emerged from his house, looked carefully both ways (somehow missing the two cars parked
down the block), got into his car, and sped away. Carbo then emerged from Siegel's car,
slithered down the block and hid in the bushes near Greenberg's house.The Mafia’s Greatest
Hits – Volume 1By Joe BrunoEdited by:Lawrence VenturatoPublished By:Knickerbocker
Publishing Company© 2015, Joe Bruno(jbruno999@aol.com)ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. This
book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties.
Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without express
written permission from the author / publisher.*****Anastasia, Albert – (The Lord High
Executioner)He was a violent killer, and along with Louis “Lepke” Buchalter, the co-head of
Murder Incorporated. The way he lived his life, Albert Anastasia must have thought he was
bulletproof, which he may have been, until he made one trip too many to his barbershop.Albert
Anastasia was born Umberto Anastasio on September 26, 1902 in Calabria, located in the
southern part of Italy. When he was 15, Albert and his brother Tony hopped on an Italian ship
and snuck off illegally onto the docks of Brooklyn, New York. It was said that Albert was so poor,
he arrived in America with no shoes. Albert lived with a relative in Brooklyn until he finally found
work on the Brooklyn docks as a longshoreman, alongside his brother “Tough Tony.”Anastasia
had a violent temper, and it was manifested in 1920 when he was arrested for killing fellow
longshoreman Joe Torino. Anastasia strangled and stabbed Torino to death, over whom had the
right to unload ships with the most precious cargo. Anastasia was tried, convicted, and



sentenced to death in the Sing Sing electric chair. It was at this time that he changed his last
name from Anastasio to Anastasia, he said, “not to sully his family's name.” His brother Tony,
who later ruled the Brooklyn docks, kept the last name of Anastasio.Anastasia spent 18 months
waiting to be executed, when his lawyer somehow obtained a new trial. At Anastasia's second
trial, several witnesses to Torino's murder changed their statements as to who the killer was, and
four more witnesses disappeared from the face of the earth. With no evidence against
Anastasia, the prosecutors had no choice but to drop their case, and Anastasia became a free
man. Anastasia would use this tactic of “eliminating witnesses” several more times throughout
the years to avoid prosecution for murder.Upon his release from prison, Anastasia joined the
gang of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, considered the top Mafioso in America. As a member of
Masseria's crew, Anastasia became tight with fellow mobsters Charles “Lucky” Luciano and
Frank Costello. It became clear during this period that Anastasia was more of a follower than a
leader.In 1930, Luciano formulated a plan to get rid of his boss, Masseria, and then dispose of
Masseria's successor, Salvatore Maranzano. Luciano's ultimate goal was to unite all the crime
families in America: Italian Mafia members, Irish gangsters like Owney Madden, and Jewish
gangsters like Meyer Lansky, into one National Crime Commission.When Luciano told
Anastasia about his plans, Anastasia was ecstatic. He told Luciano, “Charlie, I've been waiting
for this day for at least eight years. You're going to be on top, if I have to kill everyone for you.
With you up there, that's the only way we can have any peace and make real money.”With
Anastasia's help, Luciano did what he set out to do. Anastasia, along with Bugsy Siegel, was
one of the four gunmen, who in 1931, shot Masseria to death in a Coney Island restaurant. With
Masseria out of the way and his successor Salvatore Maranzano also eliminated by Luciano,
Luciano formed the remaining Mafia bosses into five separate crime families. As a reward for his
good work, Luciano made Anastasia the underboss in the family of Vincent Mangano.After
Luciano's takeover, things ran smoothly for the National Crime Commission. The Commission
made bushels of money running illegal liquor during prohibition and from old mob standards like
bookmaking, gambling, hijacking, and the distribution of drugs. Of course, in order to keep the
cash flowing in, sometimes people had to be killed. As a result of Anastasia's loyalty, Luciano,
along with Meyer Lansky, put Anastasia and Louie “Lepke” Buchalter in charge of what the press
called “Murder Incorporated,” or “Murder Inc.”With Anastasia being the exception, Murder Inc.
was comprised of mostly Jewish killers, which included Abe “Kid Twist” Reles, Allie
Tannenbaum, Harry “Pittsburgh Phil” Strauss, and Gurrah Shapiro. It was estimated that under
Anastasia and Buchalter's direction, anywhere from 500-1,000 murders were committed
throughout the country and only a handful were ever solved. While bodies were piling up all over
America, Anastasia was ostensibly working an honest job. The business card he always carried
in his breast pocket said he was a "sales representative" for the Convertible Mattress
Corporation in Brooklyn.In the late 1930's, Murder Inc. dissolved when its top killers were
arrested, tried, and convicted on numerous murder charges. With Reles and Tannenbaum
agreeing to testify in exchange for lighter sentences, several Murder Inc. perpetrators were fried



in the Sing Sing electric chair, including Buchalter, who was the only crime boss ever executed
by the government.Anastasia avoided prosecution for a while, until it was discovered that Reles
was set to testify about Anastasia's and Bugsy Siegel's involvement with Murder Inc. Reles was
under 24-hour police surveillance at the Half Moon Hotel in Coney Island. Police were stationed
inside and outside Reles's room to guard Reles, even when he was sleeping.On the night of
November 12, 1941, Reles was supposedly under police protection and sleeping in his room,
when he inexplicably fell to his death from the 6th-story window. The official report said Reles
died while “attempting to escape.” Years later, Luciano said that Frank Costello, in order to save
Anastasia’s and Siegel's hide, paid the police $50,000 to look the other way while Costello's
men flung Reles out the window. Other stories said that the cops did the flinging of Reles
themselves. Either way, according to District Attorney William O'Dwyer, “His case (against
Anastasia and Siegel) went out the window with Reles.”In 1936, Luciano was arrested, tried, and
convicted on a trumped-up charge of prostitution and given a 30-year prison sentence. Luciano
claimed he had been set up by Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, and there's evidence that
Luciano may have been right. The witnesses against Luciano were all pimps and prostitutes,
who later said they lied on the witness stand rather than being thrown in jail by Dewey.In 1942,
with Luciano languishing in jail, Anastasia, with the help of his brother Tony, devised a scheme to
spring Luciano. It was in the middle of World War II, and the plan Anastasia hatched was based
on the old mob “protection racket.” With Tony controlling the docks, it was quite easy for his men
to sabotage ships on the New York waterfront. And that's exactly what they did.After several
ships were torched and bombed (the most famous being the French Luxury Liner S.S.
Normandie, which was being converted into a troopship when it was sunk in New York Harbor),
Anastasia offered assistance to the United States government, to protect the waterfront from
saboteurs (from themselves, of course). The payback from the government to Luciano was,
when the war ended, Luciano was to be released from prison as payment for waterfront-
protection services he supposedly rendered. In 1946, Luciano was released from prison and
deported to Italy, where he ran his crime family until his death from a heart attack in
1962.Anastasia had worked successfully as Vincent Mangano's underboss for 30 years, when
in 1951, Anastasia suddenly got ambitious. Over the years, Mangano had grown resentful of
Anastasia's closeness to Luciano and Frank Costello. Many times, Anastasia bypassed his boss
Mangano and had, for one reason or another, gone directly to Luciano or Costello. Several
times, Mangano physically attacked Anastasia, which was a foolhardy move, since Anastasia
was younger and stronger, leading to Anastasia beating up his own boss in self-defense.Things
in the Mangano family were not going well for Anastasia, when Anastasia asked permission from
Costello, now the big boss with Luciano in exile in Italy, to whack Mangano. On April 19, 1951,
Mangano's brother Philip was riddled with bullets and dropped in a swamp in Sheepshead Bay.
Later that same day, Vincent Mangano disappeared, and his body was never found. In a few
days, after he was sure Mangano was definitely dead, Costello appointed Anastasia as the head
of the former Mangano crime family, thereby making Anastasia part of the five-man



Commission.Costello had his own personal reasons for wanting Anastasia on the Commission.
After fleeing to Italy because he was being sought on a murder charge, Vito Genovese had
returned to the United States. Genovese was angry because he thought that he and not Costello
should be the head of the Commission. (Before escaping to Italy, Genovese was the
Commission boss. With Genovese out of the country and Luciano still in jail at the time, Luciano
then appointed Costello as top man on the Commission.) Genovese was known as a brutal man,
who killed first and asked questions later. With Anastasia on Costello's side, Costello felt they
had someone just as tough as Genovese who could protect Costello's high ranking.What
Costello did not envision was that Anastasia was a bloodthirsty, homicidal maniac, who would
kill anyone, for any reason, real or imagined. Anastasia's madness manifested itself one day
when he was watching television. On the news, a 24-year-old Brooklyn salesman named Arnold
Schuster was basking in the limelight as the person who was the main witness in the arrest of
legendary bank robber Willie Sutton. Schuster had been riding the subway, when he spotted
Sutton. Schuster followed Sutton after Sutton had left the subway, and he tracked Sutton to a
nearby garage. After Sutton slipped inside the garage, Schuster called the police, and Sutton
was arrested.Seeing Schuster being treated like a hero by the press, Anastasia freaked out.“I
can't stand squealers,” Anastasia told one of his killers, Fredrick J. Tenuto. “Hit that guy!”And
Tenuto did just that, gunning down Schuster on a Brooklyn street not far from where Schuster
lived.Realizing that Tenuto was the only person who knew Anastasia had ordered Schuster's
murder, Anastasia took care of Tenuto himself, filling Tenuto with lead before Tenuto could spill
the beans about Anastasia's orders.However, word was already out that Anastasia, now called
“The Mad Hatter,” had gone overboard and had disobeyed one of the Commission's biggest
rules: “We only kill each other.”As far as Genovese was concerned, Anastasia had made fatal
mistake No. 1. From this point on, Genovese began plotting Anastasia's demise.Besides
Costello, one of Anastasia's closest allies was Jewish mobster Meyer Lansky, who for a while,
turned a deaf ear to Genovese's pleas to kill Anastasia. Lansky was big into the gambling
industry on the island of Cuba. And as all good mob bosses should, Lansky was cutting in the
other Commission bosses for a piece of the pie on what he was making in Cuba.However,
Anastasia wanted more. He approached Lansky about giving him a bigger slice, and when
Lansky refused, Anastasia began plotting to open up his own gambling operation in Cuba.That
was a big miscalculation on Anastasia's part. As Anastasia knew well, Lansky had agreed to the
killing of his childhood friend Bugsy Siegel when it was discovered Siegel had been skimming
off the top at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. Money was sacrosanct to Lansky, and Anastasia
was threatening to take money out of Lansky's pocket.That was fatal mistake No. 2 for
Anastasia.Anastasia's fatal mistake No. 3 materialized when Genovese found out that
Anastasia, in order to induct new made members into his family, was charging proposed
members $50,000 apiece for induction into the their honored society. This was a definite no-no
in the Mafia. Men had waited years, sometimes even decades, to “get their buttons.” In addition,
the rule at the time was that each proposed member had to have been involved in at least one



murder to even be considered for induction. Genovese said Anastasia had devalued the entire
Mafia organization by taking cash payments from men who were not qualified to be inducted into
the “La Cosa Nostra,” as mob informer Joe Valachi later said insiders called their sacred
group.On October 25, 1957, Anastasia's chauffeur parked Anastasia's car in the underground
garage of the Park Sheridan Hotel in midtown Manhattan. Instead of waiting inside the garage
for his boss to return, the chauffeur decided to take a little stroll out of the building. Anastasia
took a little stroll of his own, and he wound up sitting in chair No. 4 in the Park Sheridan Hotel
barbershop. Sitting next to Anastasia in chair No. 5 was his old friend Vincent “Jimmy Jerome”
Squillante. Anastasia sat with his eyes closed, appearing to have nary a care in this world.Soon
he would be right.Suddenly, two men walked into the barbershop. One was carrying a .38-caliber
pistol; the other a .32 caliber pistol. One of the men told barbershop owner Arthur Grasso, “Keep
your mouth shut if you don't want your head blown off.”Then the two men commenced firing. One
bullet lodged in the back of Anastasia's head and two shots hit him in the left hand. Another
bullet hit him in the back and another blasted through the right side of his hip.Anastasia
staggered to his feet, facing the barbershop mirror. Seeing the reflections of his two killers in the
mirror, Anastasia mistakenly lurched towards the mirror. The killers kept firing until their guns
were empty, and Anastasia fell on his back between two barber chairs, quite dead.Squillante
didn't know whether to shit, or go blind. Seeing Anastasia dead on the floor, Squillante
screamed to no one in particular, “Let me out of here!” Then he exited stage right into the lobby
of the Park Sheridan Hotel, and he disappeared.According to manicurist Jean Wineberger, one
shooter was a white male, around 40-years-old, 5-feet-10-inches, with a slight built and a blond
pompadour haircut. The second shooter was also a white male, around 45-years-old, stockily
built and about 5-feet-7. Wineberger thought the shooters looked Italian, but she said they could
have been Jewish too.No one was officially charged with Anastasia's murder, and about a dozen
people over the years have claimed they had been involved in Anastasia's hit. The most likely
scenario was that mob boss Joe Profaci was given the hit by the other Commissioner members.
Profaci subcontracted the actual shooting to his underling, the unpredictable “Crazy” Joe Gallo,
from the Red Hook section of Brooklyn.Gallo was not shy about taking the credit for the
Anastasia hit. Soon after Anastasia was gone, Gallo was talking to crime associate Sidney
Slater. Gallo told Slater that he, Sonny Camerone, Ralph Mafrici, Joe “Joe Jelly” Gioelli, and
Frank “Punchy” Illiano comprised the Anastasia hit-team.The buttons on his shirt bursting with
pride, Gallo told Slater, “You can call the five of us the barbershop quintet.”The most telling
comment about Anastasia's murder was uttered by Anastasia's brother “Tough Tony”
Anastasio.“Tough Tony” told a mob associate, “I ate from the same table as Albert and I came
from the same womb. But I know he killed many men and he deserved to die.”*****Castellano,
Paul (Big Paul)He was one of the most disliked mob bosses ever, with a superiority complex
second to none. However, if Paul Castellano had been street-smart like most Mafia bosses, he
might not have been executed so easily and so publicly.Paul Castellano was born Constantino
Paul Castellano on June 26, 1915, in Brooklyn, New York. Castellano did not like his given first



name, so he insisted that everyone call him Paul instead. Castellano's parents were born in
Sicily, and his father was a butcher, with a little illegal numbers business on the side.
Castellano's father was also an early member of the Mangano Crime Family, which was created
by Salvatore Maranzano after the killing of Joe “The Boss” Masseria, which ended the
Castellammarese War.Castellano dropped out of the school after the eighth grade, and he went
to work in both of his father's businesses. In 1934, when Castellano was only 19-years-old,
Castellano and two of his buddies committed an armed robbery of a local business. However,
things went awry, and when the police arrived at the scene, his two friends had escaped. Big
Paul, as he was called (Castellano was six-foot-three and in his prime weighed over 275
pounds), was caught by the police. But he refused to rat on his colleagues, and as a result, he
was hit with a three-month bit in the slammer. When he returned to the mean streets of Brooklyn,
Castellano's reputation had been enhanced by his refusal to cooperate with the police.In 1937,
at the age of 22, Castellano married his childhood sweetheart Nina Manno, who was the sister-
in-law of Carlo Gambino. They eventually had three sons: Paul, Philip, Joseph, and a daughter
Connie.In 1940, Castellano was inducted as a made member of the Mangano Crime Family, the
same crime family in which his first cousin Carlo Gambino was already a captain. In fact,
Castellano and Gambino were so close, Gambino even married Castellano's sister Catherine
(marrying first cousins was not uncommon amongst the Sicilians).After Mangano was knocked
off in 1951 by his Underboss, Albert Anastasia, Anastasia took control of the Mangano Family,
and he changed the name to the Anastasia Family. Anastasia also bumped up Big Paul to the
rank of captain. In 1957, when Anastasia was killed by rival Vito Genovese, Gambino took over
the Anastasia Family. He changed the name to the Gambino Family, and he inserted his cousin
Paul Castellano as one of his right-hand men.On November 17, 1957, Genovese called for a
huge summit of all the Mafia bigwigs in America scheduled to take place in Apalachin, New
York, at the home of Mafia member Joseph Barbara. There were several items on Genovese's
agenda, the most important of which was to declare himself “Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of All
Bosses.”However, the wily Gambino knew that the local state police would be tipped off to the
meeting, so he stayed away, and instead he sent his cousin Paul to take the heat. When the
state police raided the Barbara residence, dozens of mobsters tried to escape by jumping out of
windows and running through the woods in their expensive suits and patent leather shoes. But
not Castellano. Big Paul surrendered without a fight, and he was sentenced to a year in prison
for refusing to tell the police the purpose of the meeting.After his marriage to Nina, Paul
prospered in the family meat businesses, and by the 1950s, he owned several businesses,
including Blue Ribbon Meats, Ranbar Packing Inc., and The Pride Wholesale Meat and Poultry
Corporation.According to Jonathan Kwitney's book Vicious Circles, “The Castellanos owned
many meat stores and distributorships in Brooklyn and in Manhattan. They had a long record of
welching on debts; of suffering suspicious hijackings, which can lead to insurance claims; of
selling goods that were later found to have been stolen off the docks or trucks, and of cheating
other firms by receiving the assets of companies about to go into bankruptcy



proceedings.”Whereas Castellano gave the airs of a successful businessman, issuing a death
warrant was certainly not beneath his character. Castellano once ordered the death of an
underling, because the man had the audacity to say Castellano looked like chicken magnate
Frank Perdue. (Perdue was famous for his chicken-like face splashed across the screen in his
TV commercials, where he pronounced, “It takes a tough man to make a tender chicken.”)In the
mid 70s, Perdue was having trouble getting his chickens into the New York City weekly
supermarket advertisement circulars. Someone whispered in Perdue's ear, and soon he signed
a distribution deal with Dial Poultry, owned by two of Castellano's sons. From that point on,
Perdue had no trouble advertising and selling his chickens in the New York market.To show he
would not allow anyone in his blood family to be abused in any way, Castellano's son-in-law
Frank Amato disappeared from the face of the earth after Castellano discovered Amato was
beating Castellano's pregnant daughter Connie and cheating on her on the side. As a display of
familial compassion, Castellano did wait for his daughter's divorce to become final before he
gave the order to vaporize Amato.Castellano, with the blessing of his cousin Carlo Gambino,
was also heavy into the shylocking business. Unfortunately, in 1973, one of his street “lenders,”
Arthur “Fat Artie” Beradelli, free on bail while appealing convictions for fraud and selling
counterfeit securities, was pinched by the Feds, again for fraud. The FBI, led by field agents
James Kallstrom and Frank Frattolillio, put the screws to Beradelli, and they convinced him if he
didn't cooperate with the Feds he would spend big time in the slammer. Beradelli, who was
represented by a legal aid attorney, listened to his attorney's advice, and he became a stool-
pigeon.After giving the Feds a list of those in charge of the loansharking enterprise he was
involved with, Beradelli finally agreed to wear a wire. And he did so while speaking with “Little
Paul” Castellano, the younger cousin of Big Paul and one of the chief loansharking operators
who answered to Big Paul.Even though Little Paul was fluently versed in “mob-speak” (a mob
dialect when they speak vaguely about everything and constantly refer to items called “that
thing”), it was obvious from the taped conversations that Beradelli had borrowed large amounts
of money from Little Paul and that Little Paul was to continue to receive his “vig payments,” even
after Beradelli went to prison. Little Paul also made it clear (in mob-speak) that his older cousin
Big Paul was overseeing the entire operation.In March 1975, Beradelli wore a wire while
speaking with Big Paul Castellano. But Big Paul was excellent in mob-speak himself. Even
though everything that was captured on tape was consistent with the notion that Big Paul
Castellano was indeed the big cheese in the loansharking operation, Big Paul said nothing on
tape that could conclusively connect him to any wrongdoings; at least nothing the Feds could
take Big Paul to court with.While Beradelli was wearing a wire and speaking to friends,
Beradelli's wife found out that her husband was also speaking to the Feds. Beradelli's wife was a
Gambino cousin (isn't everyone?), and she immediately berated her husband; calling him a “rat.”
This left Beradelli no choice but to refuse to testify in court against any mob figures that might be
indicted in the loansharking case.Beradelli later said, “If I had gone against her, I would have lost
her and the children forever.”As a result of his failure to see the deal though until the end, instead



of getting no prison time, Beradelli was sentenced to two years in prison on the original fraud
charges. Because he did garner some very important information on the tapes he did make, the
second fraud charge against Beradelli was dropped.On June 30, 1975, the Feds indicted nine
alleged organized crime figures for loansharking. These men included Big Paul Castellano, Little
Paul Castellano, and another cousin Joseph Castellano. Before the trial began, Little Paul
Castellano pleaded guilty. Because he was a relatively small fish in a big pond, Little Paul got
only four months in the slammer and a $5,000 fine. The government tried to force Beradelli to
testify at the trial, which included their intended target, the Big Fish himself: Big Paul Castellano,
but Beradelli refused. Judge Bartels then ordered Beradelli to testify, giving him immunity from
prosecution. Beradelli still refused, and as a result of Beradelli's non-cooperation, all the
defendants walked scot-free, including Big Paul Castellano. Judge Bartels then threw the book
at Beradelli, sentencing him to five years in prison for contempt-of-court.But at least Beradelli
still had his faithful wife and lovely children to visit him in prison.By 1975, Carlo Gambino was
obviously very ill from a severe heart condition. When Gambino died, the favorite on the streets
to take over the Gambino Family was Aniello Dellacroce, a hardened criminal and Gambino's
second-in-command. Dellacroce was a respected man in the mob, and had allegedly taken part
in several “pieces of work,” or murders. And according to Mafia rules, Dellacroce was, in fact,
supposed to be promoted to boss instead of Castellano. Dellacroce had the backing of all the
major Gambino street crews, including Carmine Fatico's men at the Bergin Hunt and Fish Club
in Queens.However, Gambino wanted to keep things in the family, and to the consternation of
many, he anointed Paul Castellano to be his successor as the head of the Gambino Family. As a
result, there was outrage amongst the street soldiers, who saw Castellano as nothing more than
a greedy snob who thought he was stratospherically above the common street soldiers who
were kicking up all the money to the bosses on top. Whereas most captains demanded 10
percent of the street soldier's take, Castellano wanted 15 percent of any schemes his men were
involved with.Things came to a head, when on October 15, 1976, Carlo Gambino finally died
and Castellano was officially inducted as the Gambino boss. Street men, like tough John Gotti,
bristled at the choice and were hardly placated when Dellacroce, as a consolation prize, was
given control of all the lucrative Manhattan Gambino street rackets. Dellacroce, an old school
Mafioso, who went by the credo that a boss’s word should never be challenged, was the only
person who kept his crew from a devastating and bloody mutiny against Castellano and his
allies.Whereby Gambino had lived in an inconspicuous house in Brooklyn, Castellano built
himself a mansion on the trendy Todt Hill on Staten Island. Todt Hill (which in Dutch meant
“Death Hill”) was the highest track of land in the entire borough of Staten Island. The 17-room
house was built with stone and stucco, and was painted entirely white, with two white columns
majestically standing out front, looking suspiciously like the White House in Washington, D.C.
(The Gambino street crews snidely referred to Castellano's home as “The White House.”) The
house was completely surrounded by tall wrought-iron fences and armed with the most
sophisticated burglar alarms. If this wasn't enough to discourage intruders, Castellano had



ferocious Dobermans patrolling inside the perimeter, viciously leaping at the fences if anyone,
including the mailman, came near the house.In late 1978, Castellano further infuriated the men
who were loyal to Dellacroce when he set up a meeting between himself, his top captains, and
the two bosses of the violent Irish “Westies” gang from Manhattan's Hell’s Kitchen: Jimmy
Coonan and Mickey Featherstone. The intermediary who arranged the meeting was Roy
DeMeo, the most proficient killer under the flag of Gambino captain Anthony “Nino” Gaggi.The
meeting took place at Tommaso's, a Bay Ridge eatery frequented by a veritable who's-who of
the mob. When Coonan and Featherstone were escorted by DeMeo into the private back room
of Tommaso's, they could hardly believe their eyes. Seated at a horseshoe-shaped table were
Nino Gaggi, Carmine Lambardozzi, Joseph N. Gallo, Aniello Dellacroce, and Funzi Tieri. Seated
at the head of the table was the sire of the Staten Island “White House”: Big Paul Castellano
himself.At this point, Coonan and Featherstone thought they had a very big problem and were
going to leave the restaurant in body bags. It seemed that just a few weeks earlier, Coonan had
taken part in the murder of Castellano's top bookie/shylock Ruby Stein. Coonan had owed Stein
$70,000 in gambling debts, and Coonan figured it made more economic sense to kill Stein
rather than to pay Stein. So that he did, in a Hell's Kitchen bar, along with a few of Coonan’s
accomplices, all of whom Coonan made shoot Stein as a sign of solidarity after Stein was
already dead. After the deed was done, they cut Stein up into little pieces, and they deposited
Stein's body parts into several garbage bags and threw them into the waters near Ward's
Island.The only problem was, Coonan forgot to slit open Stein's torso to let out all the gases, and
Stein's torso was soon found floating in the waters near Rockaway Beach in Queens.After
Castellano made a few inquiries, he found out the last man Stein had been seen with alive was
Jimmy Coonan.In addition, there was the slight problem of Ruby Stein's little black book, which
contained the names and the exact figures of the money out on the streets owed to Stein, and
thereby owed to Castellano and his captains. Coonan had taken that black book off Stein's dead
body, but at this particular time he didn't know exactly what to do with it. If he commenced
making collections, Castellano would have known for sure who had killed his very valuable asset
– Ruby Stein.According to T.J. English's book – The Westies, Coonan, as a sign of good will,
presented Castellano with a box of the finest Cuban cigars. After Castellano passed the box
around the table so his captains could see the value of the present, the men began eating with a
vengeance; first the salads, then the dishes of seafood with pasta, then some of the best
lasagna known to man. After the last morsel had been devoured, and the men were waiting for
their espresso and Anisette, Tieri whispered something into Castellano's ear.Big Paul cleared
his throat, and then he said directly to Coonan, “Jimmy,” then he hesitated and said, “You don't
mind if I call you Jimmy?”Coonan had a huge frog in his throat. “No, of course not.”Castellano
went into a dissertation as to why Ruby Stein was such a valuable member of his organization
and why Stein’s death was such a terrible blow to all the men seated at this table. Then
Castellano looked right into Coonan's eyes and said, “Jimmy, did you or any of your people have
anything to do with this terrible thing; this murder of our good friend Ruby Stein?”Coonan tried to



look sincere.“No,” he quickly said. “We didn't have nuthin' to do with that.”“Are you sure?”
Castellano said.“Yes sir, without a doubt.”Castellano then got to the meat of the conversation. He
asked Coonan if he knew the whereabouts of Stein's little black book.Coonan said, “I don't even
know what youse are talking about.”Castellano raised his voice just a bit.He said, “That book has
millions of dollars’ worth of loans in it; shylock loans. There are people here who need that
book.”Coonan shrugged, “Wish I could help you, Mr. Castellano. But I don't know nuthin' about
Ruby's death, or no black book.”Coonan then heard from Castellano's lips what he had dreamed
about for years. “Alright Jimmy, this is our position. From now on, you boys are going to be with
us; which means you got to stop acting like cowboys - like wild men. If anybody is to be removed,
you have to clear it with us. Capisch? Everything goes through Nino or Roy. You have our
permission to use our family name in your business dealings on the West Side. But whatever
monies you make, you will cut us in 10 percent.”After dinner, Castellano and his crew took
Coonan and Featherstone to the nearby Vets and Friends Social Club. There Castellano told
them the real reason he wanted their alliance.“If you are ever called to Brooklyn, you come, no
questions asked,” Castellano told them.Coonan and Featherstone correctly understood this to
mean that they and their Irish crew from Hell's Kitchen would be a secret hit-squad for
Castellano; especially when non-Italian shooters were needed. Again, this did not go over well
with Dellacroce, who was old-school enough to know that Italian Mafiosi do not associate with
Irish criminals, whom they felt were overly violent and not trustworthy. The man Dellacroce was
grooming for further advancement in his crew, John Gotti, did not like this Irish liaison too much,
either.In 1979, 35-year-old Columbian Gloria Olarte went to work for the Castellanos as a
housemaid. At the time, Paul Castellano was 64-years-old and his wife Nina was a very
attractive 60-years-old. But that didn't stop Paul Castellano from having roving eyes. Soon, he
started an affair with Olarte right in front of his wife's eyes and also in front of his daughter
Connie who was living nearby. Whenever his wife and Connie went out shopping, Castellano
made sure they had enough cash to spend so that they wouldn't return home anytime soon.At
first, Castellano's advances were just petting and simple kissing, and soon Olarte began to
wonder why Big Paul had not consummated their relationship. It seemed that at the time Olarte
made her way into the Castellano household, Castellano, due to a diabetes condition, had not
had an erection in four years. That problem was taken care of when Castellano had “the
operation”: a penile implant that would make him able to have intercourse with his young
housemaid.His affections for Olarte were obvious to the crew members who visited Castellano
for business meetings and were also obvious to his wife. Gambino family members began
talking about Castellano behind his back; about how he was disgracing his wife by prancing his
young housemaid in front of them at their “White House” meetings.The FBI had wanted to plant
a bug in Castellano's house for many years. Through conversations they overhead from bugs
planted in other mob hangouts, the FBI had ascertained that when men came to visit Castellano
to discuss family business, these meetings always took place in a little dining nook in the
kitchen. There is some dispute as to whether Olarte herself, realizing that Castellano's affections



for her were waning, told the FBI where to plant the bug. But on March 17, 1983, while
Castellano was on a Florida vacation with Olarte and his trusted aide Tommy Bilotti, the FBI
decided the time was ripe to plant the bug. The only problem was, Castellano's wife was still on
the premises.When Nina Castellano finally left the house at around 5 p.m., a team of FBI agents
disguised as gardeners, sanitation workers, and telephone installers went to work.The
“gardeners” drugged the Dobermans who were standing guard inside the fence, by throwing
drugs-infested steaks over the fence for the dogs to consume. Then FBI “techies” disabled the
burglar alarm, allowing three more “techies” to pick the door locks and then enter the Castellano
residence. Two Sanitation trucks blocked the entrance to the street, and the FBI agents in the
trucks disguised as sanitation workers were under orders to stop Nina Castellano, by any means
necessary, from returning to the house until the bug was planted and the FBI agents were safely
out of the house.Once inside the house, the agents went directly to the kitchen nook. By the
kitchen table sat a chrome lamp near Castellano's high-backed chair, which he always sat in
during mob meetings. The agents removed the base of the lamp, and replaced it with an
identical base that contained a microphone and a power pack. They placed the lamp back in its
original position and quickly exited the house. Their stay inside the Castellano residence lasted
only 12 minutes. Once safely outside, the FBI “techies” re-activated the burglar alarm, so that
when she returned to her home, Nina Castellano would be none the wiser.This bug became a
treasure trove of information for the FBI.(The FBI was, under law, supposed to stop listening
when the conversations being recorded involved inane personal matters. But that was not
always the case.)Within a few days, the Feds heard Castellano boasting to one of his
associates, “No one comes to Staten Island unless I say so.”For many years, the FBI suspected
that the Gambino Crime Family had their greedy tentacles deep into labor racketeering,
especially in the construction business. Castellano confirmed this fact when he was recorded
saying to one of his captains, “Our job is to run the unions.”However, the most incriminating
conversation was recorded when Castellano was at a sit-down with his chauffeur and right-hand
man Tommy Bilotti, and Gambino “collection agent” Alphonse “Funzi” Mosca. Gloria Olarte could
be heard hovering in the background, certainly listening, and sometimes interjecting innocent
remarks into the conversation. According to the book Mafia Dynasty, by John H. Davis, the
conversation went like this:Castellano: He gotta pay. And he gotta be clued in. Over two, forget
about it. He sits out. That's club. Under a deuce, we talk. Maybe he gets some. But he pays the
two points. First. None of this “you'll have it in a few days” bullshit.Mosca: You want I should talk
to the fat guy? (Genovese Family Boss Fat Tony Salerno)Castellano: Talk to the fuckin’ president
for all I care. Just get me my money.Bilotti: I don't see where this fuckin’ guy should get nothing.
We set it up. We did all the work.Castellano: If you're calling the fat guy, call the Chin (Salerno's
Underboss Vincent “The Chin” Gigante).Gloria: Mister Tommy. You finish all the cookies?Mosca:
So he takes it for six-million-nine. Cody says take it for six-seven-fifty. Something like that. Plus
some jobs.Castellano: Twelve men. Fifteen days.Bilotti: Yeah, twelve. Fifteen.Castellano: And the
money comes up thirty percent. We do things on our own. We gotta think of our own. Tell it to the



fat guy. Tell Chin.Mosca: It might get a little raw.Castellano: It does, it does. What are they going
to do, sue me?The FBI was able to decipher exactly what this conversation meant. The subject
of discussion was the construction of a midtown Manhattan skyscraper. Castellano was
instructing his men to approach Salerno and Gigante to make sure Castellano got his proper cut
of the money being skimmed off the top, and to confirm the number and duration of the no-show
jobs his men would get.The bug in the Castellano residence lasted four months. During this time
Castellano was heard discussing how he was controlling the construction business, the meat
packing business, and the labor unions; specifically the Teamsters, the painters union, and
various unions related to the restaurant business. Castellano let the Feds know he was also
involved in the pornography business, as well as stock frauds, and insurance frauds.These
tapes decisively revealed to the Feds that there were two factions within the Gambino Family,
each of which had no use for the other. Castellano had the support of Bilotti and his cousin
Tommy Gambino, who controlled the garment center in Manhattan. While the other faction was
led by Dellacroce, and Dellacroce's “favorite son” - John Gotti.One of Gotti's underlings was
Angelo “Quack Quack” Ruggiero, a rotund, boisterous man who got his nickname because he
couldn't stop talking; on the phone, or in places that were most likely bugged by the FBI. When
Ruggiero was arrested in a big heroin deal, Castellano was incensed that any of his men would
dare to sell “babania,” which was forbidden in the Gambino Family and supposedly throughout
the American Mafia.Castellano immediately called Gotti on the carpet, and he reamed Gotti a
new one, saying, “Listen Johnny, you got to prove you weren't involved.”Gotti knew this meant if
Ruggiero was indeed guilty of selling dope, and if Gotti knew about Ruggiero's involvement, it
was a death sentence for both men.Soon, Castellano discovered from lawyers involved in the
case that Ruggiero had been caught on secret recordings bragging about several drug deals.
Castellano demanded that Ruggiero turn over the tapes to him, and when Ruggiero refused,
Castellano (on tape) went berserk, threatening to do bad things to both Ruggiero and Gotti. This
is when the FBI decided to lower the boom on “Big Paul.”On March 25, 1985, FBI agents Andris
Kurins and Joseph O'Brien made a trip to Castellano's “White House,” and the told Castellano
he was being arrested on RICO charges (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).
Castellano seemed quite confused when he heard the charges, because he fully didn't
understand the implications of RICO.Under the RICO Act, a person who is a member of an
enterprise and has committed any two of 35 crimes—27 federal crimes and 8 state crimes—
within a 10-year period, can be charged with racketeering. The RICO Act “allows for the leaders
of a crime syndicate (family) to be tried for the crimes which they ordered others to do or
assisted them to do, closing a perceived loophole that allowed someone who told a man to, for
example, commit murder, to be exempt from the trial because they did not actually do it
themselves.”Those found guilty under the RICO Act can be fined up to $25,000 and sentenced
to 20 years in prison per racketeering count.So Castellano, at the moment of his arrest, oblivious
to the fact that his house had been bugged for more than four months, did not realize the scope
of the indictment he was about to face. According to Kurins and O'Brien, Castellano first heard of



the taped conversations recorded in his house on the federal car radio, while the two Feds were
transporting Castellano from the “White House” to the “Big House.”After hearing the news on the
radio, Castellano told the two Feds he suddenly felt ill, and would they please stop the car at a
drug store to buy him some Tums and a candy bar for his diabetes, which was suddenly making
his head swim.However, Castellano was not the only mob bigwig arrested that day.Under the
direction of Rudolph Giuliani, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, as the cuffs
were being put on Castellano, they were simultaneously putting the cuffs on Gambino
Underboss Aniello Dellacroce, Fat Tony Salerno, the head of the Genovese Crime family,
Lucchese boss Tony “Ducks” Corallo, Columbo boss Carmine Persico, and Rusty Rastelli, the
acting boss of the Bonanno Crime Family.Giuliani went so far as to arrest 82-year-old Bonanno
Family patriarch Joseph Bonanno at his home in Tucson, Ariz. It seemed that Giuliani was
astounded and overjoyed after reading Bonanno's recent autobiography “A Man of Honor,” in
which Bonanno admitted things about the “Sacred Society” that no made man had ever dared
utter.In addition to the RICO charges, Giuliani hit Castellano with an additional 51 charges
stemming from the murders and stolen car ring perpetrated by Roy DeMeo's crew. (Rumors
were that before Castellano was arrested on RICO charges, he heard from his law enforcement
moles about the impending DeMeo-related indictments. Feeling that DeMeo, facing life in prison,
was not the type of man to do his time quietly, Castellano ordered the murder of his most
proficient murderer. DeMeo's own crew did the honors; stuffing DeMeo’s frozen body into the
trunk of a car for the police to find.)Through an FBI informant close to John Gotti (code name
Wahoo – later discovered to be longtime Gotti pal Willie Boy Johnson), the Feds found out that
Castellano, because of the internal strife in the Gambino Family, was planning to whack Gotti
and his entire crew. Gotti, cognizant of this fact, started to make plans to do away with
Castellano first. The only person stopping Gotti from doing what he wanted was Gotti's boss
Dellacroce, again an old-schooler, who would never sanction a hit on his own boss. This
obstacle was removed on December 2, 1985, when Dellacroce finally succumbed to the
ravages of cancer.With the coast now clear for him, Gotti sought permission from the other mob
bosses to whack Castellano before Castellano whacked him. Vincent “The Chin” Gigante issued
a firm “No” to Gotti. But the other mob bosses, not liking Castellano too much, shrugged their
shoulders and basically said, “Do what you got to do.”On December 16, 1985, after finishing a
2:30 p.m. appointment in Manhattan with his lawyer James LaRosa, Castellano decided to kill a
little time Christmas shopping with his chauffeur Tommy Bilotti, before they went to their 5 p.m.
appointment at Sparks Steakhouse at 210 East Forty-Fifth Street. At Sparks, Castellano and
Bilotti were supposed to meet with Gotti and three other men. A table for six had already been
reserved for 5 p.m. under the name “Mr. Bell.”What Castellano didn't know was that Gotti had no
plans to show up inside Sparks Steakhouse, but was, in fact, at this time in the passenger’s seat
of a Mercedes driven by Salvatore “Sammy the Bull” Gravano. Gravano had parked the car at the
corner of 46th Street and Third Avenue, where he and Gotti had one eye trained on the entrance
to Sparks and the other eye on Third Avenue, waiting for Castellano's black Lincoln to make its



appearance. On the street surrounding Sparks were anywhere from eight to 10 of Gotti's men;
armed with guns and walkie-talkies, ready to take action.At approximately 5:30 p.m., with
Castellano now fashionably late, Castellano's Lincoln made the turn from Third Avenue onto
46th Street and parked in front of Sparks. As soon as Bilotti exited the driver's side, he was met
by a hail of bullets, allegedly fired by Gotti henchman Tony “Roach” Rampino, rendering Bilotti
quite dead.As Castellano was exiting on the passenger side, he turned toward the street to see
what all the commotion was about. Before Castellano could decipher he was soon to be a dead
man, another Gotti shooter, allegedly John Carneglia, pumped six bullets into Big Paul, thereby
ending the reign of Paul Castellano as the head of the Gambino Crime Family.*****Galante, “Lilo”
Carmine - “The Cigar”He was as vicious a Mafia boss as Vito Genovese, as ambitious as
Genovese, and as deeply involved in the heroin business as Genovese.However, Carmine “The
Cigar” Galante would not die of natural causes as did Genovese (albeit in prison). Instead,
Galante was murdered in one of the most memorable mob hits of all time. After his body was
filled with lead, he lay sprawled on his back in the tiny backyard patio of a Brooklyn restaurant,
his trademark cigar clenched tightly between his teeth.Camillo Galante was born on February
21, 1910, at 27 Stanton Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Because both of his
parents, Vincenzo, a fisherman, and his wife (maiden name Vingenza Russo), had been born in
the seaside village of Castellammarese del Golfo in Sicily, Galante was a pure first generation
Sicilian/American. Galante had two brothers and two sisters, and when he was in grade school,
Galante ditched his given name Camillo, and he insisted he be called Carmine instead. Over the
years it was shortened to “Lilo,” which was the name most of his associates called Galante. At
least to his face.Galante first got into trouble for petty theft from a store counter when he was 14
years old. But since he was a juvenile at the time, an account of this arrest is not in his official
police record.At various times, Galante attended Public High Schools 79 and 120, but he
dropped out of school for good at 15. Galante was in and out of reform school several times, and
he was considered an “incorrigible delinquent.”From 1923 to 1926, Galante was ostensibly
employed at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company at 270 West Broadway. But this was a ruse to
satisfy the law that Galante was gainfully employed, when, in fact, he was engaged in a very
lucrative criminal career.In December 1925, Galante was arrested for assault. However, money
changed hands between Galante's people and crooked policemen, and as a result, Galante was
released without serving any prison time.In December 1926, Galante was arrested again, but
this time he was found guilty of second degree assault and robbery, and sentenced to two-to-
five years in prison. Galante was released from prison in 1930, and in order to satisfy his parole
officer, he got another sham “job” at the O'Brien Fish Company at 105 South Street in the Fulton
Fish Market.It was not Galante's nature to stay on the right side of the law.On March 15, 1930,
five men entered the Martin Weinstein’s shoe factory on the corner of York and Washington
Streets in Brooklyn Heights. On the fifth floor of the building, Mr. Weinstein was in the process of
getting his weekly payroll together, under the protection of police officer Walter De Castillia of
the 84th Precinct.The five men took the elevator to the sixth floor. While one man stood guard at



the elevator, the other four men burst into Mr. Weinstein’s office. They ignored the $7,500 sitting
on the table, and they opened fire on Officer De Castillia, nine years on the force and a married
father of a young girl. Officer De Castillia was hit six times in the chest, and he died instantly.The
four men walked calmly back to the elevator and joined their cohort, who was guarding the
elevator operator, Louis Sella. Sella took the five men to the ground floor. He later told the police
that the men had exited the building, walked calmly to a parked car, got into the car and fled the
scene. When the police arrived minutes later from the station house just two blocks away, the
killers were nowhere to be seen. Sella described the five men as “early to mid-twenties, with
dark skin and dark hair.” Sella said the men were all “very well-dressed.”The police figured that
since no money had been taken, this was a planned hit on Officer De Castillia. On August 30,
1930, Galante, along with Michael Consolo and Angelo Presinzano, were arrested and indicted
for the murder of Officer De Castillia. However, all three men were soon released due to lack of
evidence.On December 25, 1930, four suspicious men were sitting in a green sedan on Briggs
Avenue in Brooklyn. Police Detective Joseph Meenahan just happened to be in the area. He
spotted the men in the sedan, drew his gun, and he approached the sedan cautiously.One of the
men shouted at Meenahan, “Stop right there copper, or we'll burn you.”Before Meenahan could
react, the firing commenced from the green sedan. Meenahan was shot in the leg, and a six-
year-old girl walking nearby with her mother was seriously wounded. The driver of the sedan had
trouble starting the car, so the four men leaped from the sedan and tried to escape on foot.
Three of the men managed to flee the area by jumping on a passing truck. But the fourth man
slipped as he tried to get onto the truck, and he was apprehended by the wounded
Meenahan.That man was Carmine Galante.When Meenahan brought Galante to the station
house, a group of detectives, angry that one of their own had been wounded, started to give
Galante the “police station tune-up.” Despite getting his lumps, Galante refused to give up the
identities of the three men who had escaped.Galante was subsequently tried and convicted as
one of the four men who had robbed the Lieberman Brewery in Brooklyn. On January 8, 1931,
Galante was remanded to Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, New York. He was later transferred to
the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, New York, where he remained until his release
on May 1, 1939.While Galante was in prison, he was given an IQ test that revealed he had an IQ
of only 90, which, even though Galante was well into his 20s, equated to the mental age of a 14-
year-old. It was also noted that Galante was diagnosed as having a “neuropathic psychopathic
personality.” A physical evaluation showed that he had a head injury contracted in a car accident
when Galante was 10-years-old, a fractured ankle when he was 11, and that Galante was
showing the early signs of gonorrhea, probably incurred at one of the many brothels controlled
by the mob.In 1939, after he was released from prison, Galante was again given sham
employment at his old job at the Lubin Artificial Flower Company. In February of 1941, Galante
obtained membership in Local 856 of the Longshoreman’s Union, where he ostensibly worked
as a “stevedore.” However, Galante very rarely showed up for work; one of the perks of being
connected to the Mafia.There is no record of the exact date, but Galante was inducted as a



made member of the Bonanno Crime Family in the early 1940s. Despite the fact his boss was
Joe Bonanno, at the time the youngest Mafia boss in America, Galante, all throughout the
1940s, performed many hits for Vito Genovese.While Genovese was in self-imposed exile in
Italy (he was wanted on a murder charge and flew the coop before he could be arrested),
Genovese became fast pals with Italian fascist dictator Benito Mussolini. Mussolini had a stone
in his shoe in America called Carlo Tresa. Tresa was causing Mussolini much agita by
incessantly writing anti-fascist sentiments in his radical Italian-language newspaper, IL Martello,
which was sold in Italian communities throughout America.Genovese sent word back to America
to Frank Garofalo, underboss to Joseph Bonanno, that Tresa had to go. Garofalo gave the Tresa
contract to Galante, who shadowed Tresa for a few days to determine the best time and place to
whack him.On January 11, 1943, Tresa was walking along Fifth Avenue near 13th Street, when
a black Ford sedan pulled up alongside him. The Ford stopped and Galante jumped out, with a
hot gun in his hand. Galante blasted Tresa several times in the back and in the head, killing the
newspaper editor instantly. Amazingly, Galante was seen by his parole officer fleeing the scene,
but due to the wartime rationing of gasoline, the parole officer was unable to follow the black
Ford containing Galante and the smoking gun.No arrest was ever made in the Tresa slaying.In
1953, Bonanno sent Galante to Montreal, Canada to take control of the Bonanno Family’s
interests north of the border. Besides the very-lucrative Canadian gambling rackets, the
Bonannos were heavy into the importation of heroin, from France into Canada, and then into the
United States – the infamous French Connection.Galante supervised the Canadian drug
operation for three years. But in 1956, the Canadian police caught wind of Galante's
involvement. Not having enough evidence to arrest Galante, they instead deported Galante back
to the United States, classifying Galante as “an undesirable alien.”In 1957, Genovese called for
a big summit of all the top Mafioso in America, to take place at the upstate New York Apalachin
residence of Joseph Barbara, a captain in the Buffalo crime family of Stefano Magaddino. In
preparation for this meeting, on October 19, 1956, several New York crime bigwigs were
summoned to Barbara's home to go over the guidelines of the proposed meeting; the prime
purpose of which was to anoint Genovese as the Capo di Tutti Capi,” or “Boss of all
Bosses.”After the meeting ended, Galante, driving back to New York City, was nabbed for
speeding near Birmingham, New York. Because his driver's license had been suspended,
Galante gave the police a phony license. He was immediately arrested and sentenced to 30
days in prison.However, the tentacles of the Mafia also reached right into the police department
in upstate Birmingham. After a few mobbed-up New York City lawyers made the right phone
calls to upstate New York, Galante was released within 48 hours.However, a state policeman,
Sergeant Edgar Roswell, took note of the fact that Galante had admitted to the police that he
had stayed the night before at the Arlington Hotel as a guest of a local businessman named
Joseph Barbara. This prompted Roswell to pay special attention to the Barbara residence in
Apalachin, New York.On November 17, 1957, at the insistence of Don Vito Genovese, Mafia
members from all over America made their way to the Barbara residence. These men included



Sam Giancana from Chicago, Santo Trafficante from Florida, John Scalish from Cleveland, and
Joe Profaci and Tommy Lucchese from New York City. Galante's boss Joe Bonanno decided not
to attend, and he sent Galante instead.Sergeant Roswell took note of the fact that, on the day
before, the nearby Arlington Hotel had been booked to the rafters with suspicious-looking out-of-
towners. Roswell asked the right questions at the hotel, and he was able to confirm that the man
who made the reservations for these men was Joseph Barbara himself. Roswell drove to the
Barbara residence, and he spotted dozens of luxury cars parked outside, some with out-of-town
plates.Roswell called for back-up, and in minutes, dozens of state troopers arrived with guns
drawn. The troopers raided the Barbara residence and chaos ensued.Men wearing expensive
suits, hats, and shoes bolted from the house. Some were immediately arrested, and others
made it to their cars and drove off the property before roadblocks could be put in place by the
police.Several Italian gangsters jumped out of the house windows, and they hightailed it through
the thorny woods. One of these men was Carmine Galante, who hid in a cornfield until the police
had left the Barbara residence. Then Galante made his way back to Barbara's home, and he
made arrangements for safe passage back to New York City.The next day, when the news of the
raid on Barbara's house hit American newspapers blowing the lid off the misguided idea that the
Mafia was a myth, Galante went into the wind, or in mob terms, he “pulled a lamski.”On January
8, 1958, the New York Herald Tribune wrote that Galante had run to Italy to hook up with old pal
Salvatore “Lucky” Luciano, who was in exile in Italy after serving nine years in an American
prison on a trumped-up prostitution charge. Another report said that it was not Luciano Galante
was with, but rather Joe “Adonis” Doto, another mob boss in exile. On January 9, the New York
Journal American said Galante was not in Italy, but in Havana, Cuba, with Meyer Lansky, a
longtime member of the National Crime Commission who had numerous casino interests in
Cuba.In April 1958, it was somehow leaked that Galante was now back in the United States and
living somewhere in the New York area. The local law went to work, and in July, Galante was
arrested by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics while he was driving near Holmdale, New Jersey.
He was charged with taking part in a major heroin deal, one of many drug deals Galante had
been involved with throughout the years. Also arrested in the case were Vito Genovese, John
Ormento, Joe Di Palermo, and Vincent Gigante.Galante, again making use of his cadre of New
York attorneys, was released on $100,000 bail. Galante's lawyers were able to delay further legal
proceedings for almost two years. It wasn't until May 17, 1960, that Galante was formally
indicted, and again released on bail.On January 20, 1961, Galante's trial finally began. The
judge, Thomas F. Murphy, revoked Galante's bail, ordering Galante to be put right into the
slammer.However, Galante's luck held up when, on May 15, a mistrial was declared. It seemed
the foreman of the jury, a poor chap named Harry Appel, a 68-year-old dress manufacturer, had
the misfortune of falling down a flight of stairs in a building on 15th Street in Manhattan. After the
medics arrived and Appel was taken to a nearby hospital, it was determined that Appel had
suffered a broken back. No one had seen Appel fall, nor did the hurt and frightened Appel say
that anyone had pushed him.However, although they had no definite proof, law enforcement



believed that Appel had been pushed by a cohort of Galante's, with a warning not to say
anything to anybody, and they would allow Appel and members of his family to live.Galante, now
feeling alive and chipper, was released from prison, secured by a bond of $135,000.Alas, all
good things must come to an end.In April 1962, Galante's second trial commenced.At the trial,
there was a bit of mayhem in the courtroom, when one of Galante's co-defendants, a nasty
creature named Tony Mirra (who was said to have killed 30-40 people) became so unhinged that
he picked up a chair and flung it at the prosecutor. Luckily for the prosecutor, the chair missed
him and landed in the jury box, forcing the frightened jurors to scatter in all directions. Order was
restored to the court, and the trial proceeded, which was bad news for Galante and for
Mirra.Both men were found guilty, and on July 10, 1962, Galante was sentenced to 30 years in
prison. Mirra also was sent to prison for a very long time. It is not clear if any additional time was
tacked onto Mirra's sentence for the chair-throwing incident.Galante first was sent to Alcatraz
Prison, which was located on an island fortress in San Francisco Bay. He was then moved to the
Lewisburg Penitentiary, in Leavenworth, Kansas, before serving the final years of his prison term
in the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia. Galante was finally released from prison on
January 24, 1974, full of fire and brimstone and ready to get back into business. However,
Galante was to be on parole until 1981, so he had to be careful not to keep a high
profile.Unfortunately, being in the background was not in Galante's makeup.While in prison,
Galante made it known that when he got out he was going to take control of the New York Mafia
by the throat.The accepted head of the five New York City Mafia families at the time was Carlo
Gambino, the head of the Gambino crime family. Gambino was shrewd, and generally quiet and
reserved. Gambino was well-respected for his business acumen and for his ability to keep peace
amongst his own family, as well as the other Mafia families. However, Galante had no use for
Gambino or his method of doing business. Galante told a cohort in jail, that when he hit the
streets again, he would “make Carlo Gambino shit in the middle of Times Square.”By the time of
Galante's release, his boss Joe Bonanno had been forced to “retire” and was living in Tucson,
Ariz. The new Bonanno boss was Rusty Rastelli. But since Rastelli was in the slammer at the
time, Galante took over as the “street boss” of the Bonannos. Still, Rastelli was considered the
boss of the Bonannos, and he was none too happy about how Galante was strutting his stuff on
the streets of New York City.Galante took the unusual step, and not appreciated by other
Bonanno crime family members, of surrounding himself with Sicilian-born Mafioso, like Caesar
Bonventre, Salvatore Catalano, and Baldo Amato. These men were derisively called “zips” by the
American Mafia because of the quick way they zipped through the Italian language. These zips
were heavily involved in the drug trade and in direct competition with those in the Genovese
Crime Family, which was run by Funzi Tieri, every bit as cunning and vicious as Galante.Galante
had a minor setback, when in 1978, he was arrested by the Feds for “associating with known
criminals,” which was a violation of his parole. While Galante stewed in prison, he began
ordering his men to kill mobsters in the Genovese and the Gambino crime families who were
cutting in on Galante's worldwide drug operation. With Carlo Gambino now dead (from natural



causes), Galante figured he had the muscle to push the other crime family bosses into the
background.From prison Galante sent out the message to the other bosses, “Who among you is
going to stand up against me?”On March 1, 1979, Galante was released from prison and
walking on air because he truly believed the other crime bosses were afraid of him. Like Vito
Genovese, Galante envisioned himself as “Boss of All Bosses,” and it was only a matter of time
before the other bosses cowered before Galante and handed him the title.However, Galante
underestimated the might and the will of the other Mafioso bosses in New York City.While
Galante swaggered around the streets of New York City, the other bosses held a meeting in
Boca Raton, Florida, deciding Galante's fate. At this meeting were Funzi Tieri, Jerry Catena,
Paul Castellano, and Florida boss Santo Trafficante. These powerful men voted unanimously, if
mob peace was to exist on the streets of New York City, Galante had to go. Rastelli, who was still
in jail, was consulted. And even the aged Joe Bonanno, living in Arizona, was asked if he had
any reservations at his former close associate being hit. Both Rastelli and Bonanno signed off on
Galante's murder contract and Galante's days were numbered.On July 12, 1979, it was a hot
and sticky summer afternoon, as the 69-year-old Carmine Galante's Lincoln pulled up at 205
Knickerbocker Avenue in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn. For more than 50 years,
Knickerbocker Avenue had been the turf of the Bonanno crime family, and over the years
numerous mob sit-downs had taken place in one of several storefronts on the block.Carmine
Galante stepped out of the Lincoln, and then he waved goodbye to the driver, his nephew James
Galante. Carmine Galante was wearing a white short-sleeved knit shirt, and as was his custom,
he was sucking on a huge Churchill cigar.Galante strutted inside the tiny restaurant, and he was
greeted by Joe Turano, the owner of Joe and Mary’s Restaurant. Galante had made this visit to
meet with Turano and with Leonard “Nardo” Coppola, a close associate of Galante’s, over some
undetermined mob business.At approximately 1:30 p.m., Coppola strolled into the restaurant,
accompanied by zips Baldo Amato and Cesare Bonventre, who were cousins and from the
same village as Galante's parents, Castellammarese del Golfo.By this time, Galante and Turano
had already finished their meal, so while the three newcomers sat inside and ate their lunch,
Galante and Turano slipped outside into the backyard patio, and they sat under a yellow-and-
turquoise checkered umbrella. After Coppola, Bonventre, and Amato finished dining, they joined
the other two men outside. Galante and Turano were smoking cigars and drinking espresso
coffee laced with Anisette (only tourists and non-Italians drink Sambuca).Galante was sitting
with his back to a small garden, while Amato sat to his left and Bonventre to his right. Turano and
Coppola sat on the opposite side of the table, their backs to the door leading to the restaurant.At
approximately 2:40 p.m., a four-door, blue Mercury Montego double-parked in front of Joe and
Mary's Restaurant. The car had been stolen about a month earlier. The driver, wearing a red-
striped ski mask, stepped out of the car and stood guard, holding a .3030 M1 carbine rifle
menacingly in his hands. Three other men, also wearing ski masks, jumped out of the car, and
they jogged into the restaurant. The killers sped past the few startled diners who were still eating
lunch, and they rushed into the patio area.As they entered the patio, one masked man said to



the other, “Get him, Sal!”The gunman called “Sal” began firing a double-barrel shotgun several
times at Galante, propelling Galante, as he was rising from his chair, onto his back. Galante was
hit by 30 pellets, one knocking out his left eye. Galante was probably dead before he hit the
ground, but his cigar was still stuck tightly between his teeth.As Galante was being shot, Joe
Turano yelled, “What are you doing?”The same gunman turned to Turano, and with the shotgun
pressed against Turano's chest, he blasted Turano into eternity.Coppola jumped up from the
table, and either Amato, or Bonventre (it's not clear which one did the shooting) shot Coppola in
the face, then five times in the chest. Coppola landed face down, and the killer with the shotgun
blasted off the back of Coppola's head.The three masked men hurried from the restaurant and
into the waiting getaway car.According to witnesses outside the restaurant, the car sped up
Knickerbocker Avenue to Flushing Avenue, and then disappeared around the corner. Bonventre
and Amato, who were both wearing leather jackets despite the stifling heat, soon followed the
three gunmen out of the restaurant. They calmly walked down the block, got into a blue Lincoln
and then drove away, like they hadn’t a care in the world.Galante’s body was laid out in the
Provenzano-Lanza Funeral Home at 43 Second Avenue on the Lower East Side of Manhattan.
The crowds that usually accompany a Mafia wake of this kind were notably absent.Galante was
buried on July 17 at Saint John’s Cemetery in Queens. With the Feds doing the counting, only
59 people attended Galante's funeral mass and burial. The Feds also reported that not one
Mafia made man was captured on surveillance cameras, either at the wake or at the funeral.One
Fed, commenting at the sparse turnout, said, “Galante was so bad, people didn’t want to see
him, even when he was dead.”Even though the newspapers played up the killing with gruesome
front page photos, the general public seemed impervious to the magnitude of the event. A young
boy strolled up to a police officer standing guard at the wake.“Was he an actor?” the kid asked
the cop.The cop replied, “No, he was a gangster.”*****Greenberg, HarryHe was a mob insider
whom his pal, Louie “Lepke” Buchalter, decided knew too much to live. As a result, Harry “Big
Greenie” Greenberg became the victim of the first mob hit ever in the sunny state of
California.Harry Greenberg, who also went under the names of Harry Schacter and Harry
Schober, grew up on the Lower East Side of Manhattan with Lepke and Lepke's longtime partner
Jacob “Gurrah” Shapiro, who were affectionately known as the “Gorilla Boys,” and then as they
became more prosperous, the “Gold Dust Twins.” Greenberg was tight with the two murderers,
and was their partner in various garment center schemes and swindles. Apparently a few
murders were involved, and while there is no evidence that Greenberg participated in any of
these murders, he definitely knew about the murders and why they had been committed. It’s
possible Greenberg even knew who had committed those murders.Greenberg palled out with
Lepke and Shapiro, and he even spent the better part of his summers with the two gangsters at
the Loch Sheldrake Country Club in the Catskills in upstate New York, owned by a legitimate
businessman named Sam Tannenbaum. Sam Tannenbaum had a teenage son named Allie,
who worked at the hotel, either waiting tables or setting up beach chairs by the lake. Sam had
hoped that Allie would be his heir apparent at the hotel when Sam decided to retire.But Allie felt



he was destined for bigger and better things.At the end of the summer in 1931, Allie
Tannenbaum was strolling down Broadway in Manhattan when he bumped into
Greenberg.Greenberg asked Tannenbaum, “Do you want a job?”“I could use one, if it pays,”
Tannenbaum said.Greenberg smiled. “This one is for Lepke. You know what kind of a job it will
be.”Unwittingly, Greenberg had just helped hire one of his future killers.As time passed,
Tannenbaum rose up the ladder in Lepke's “Murder Incorporated,” a mob subsidiary whose only
purpose was to kill anyone that the top mob bosses in New York City, and later, mob bosses all
over America, said needed to be killed.In 1936, things started to go south for Lepke when
Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey, who had already put Lucky Luciano, Lepke's partner in
the National Crime Syndicate, in jail for a 30-year bit, set his sights on Lepke. Dewey went after
Lepke's garment center rackets and Lepke's shakedown “Bakers Union.”However, these
swindles were small potatoes compared to what Dewey really had in mind for Lepke.Convicted
drug dealers always did substantial time in prison, so Dewey convinced the Federal Narcotics
Bureau to build a case against Lepke in a massive drug-smuggling operation. Figuring he was
facing big-time in the slammer, Lepke went on the lam. Lepke was hidden in several Brooklyn
hideouts by his Murder Incorporated co-leader, Albert Anastasia, while Lepke's rackets were
tended to by other Syndicate leaders.While Lepke was in hiding, he started thinking about who
knew enough about his rackets to put him in jail for a very long time; if not right into the electric
chair. Lepke got word to all his killers and anyone in the know to either “Get out of town, or
die.”Lepke's thinking was, if any of his men got arrested, they might squeal on him in order to
work out a better deal for themselves. It turned out that Lepke was right to worry about this, and
that's why in the spring of 1939, Lepke sent word to “Big Greenie” Greenberg to “lam it” out of
town.Greenberg took Lepke's advice to heart. After hastily packing a suitcase, Greenberg
jumped in his car and sped up to Montreal, Canada.While in Montreal, Greenberg started
thinking, “Hey, I'm up here in nowhere Canada, and I can't even earn a decent dime. These guys
better start taking care of me good.”As a result, “Big Greenie” Greenberg did something very
stupid. He sent a letter to Mendy Weiss, who was Lepke's second-in-command in Murder Inc.,
saying, “I hope you guys aren’t forgetting about me. You better not.”Then he asked Weiss for a
reported $5,000 to help him fight the cold weather in Canada.Greenberg waited for a response,
or the money, or for both.When he got neither, he got to thinking again. “Hey maybe, sending
that letter wasn’t such a great idea.”By this time, Weiss, after conferring with Lepke, had already
given the order to Tannenbaum to go up to Canada and erase Big Greenie from Lepke's list of
“people to worry about.” But when Tannenbaum arrived in Montreal, Big Greenie had already
flown the coop and was officially a “lamster,” not only from the law, but from the guys he thought
were his best friends.Greenberg figured he'd hightail it to Detroit, where the Purple Gang,
another subsidiary of the National Crime Syndicate, might be nice enough to stake him a few
bucks and maybe even give Greenberg a safe place to hide. The Purple Gang, run by Sammy
Coen, whose nickname was Sammy Purple, was very nice to Greenberg; too nice Greenberg
thought.While he waited for some stake money, Big Greenie started thinking again. He came to



the conclusion that the Purple Gang was stalling him so that killers from New York City could
travel up there to do the big job on Big Greenie.“They must have checked the New York office,”
Greenberg figured. “The New York boys must have told them, 'Keep him in tow until we get a
couple of the boys up there.' ”Greenberg was right. Tannenbaum and two other gunsels were in
route to Detroit at the precise moment Greenberg decided to take Horace Greeley's advice and
“Go west, young man.”Greenberg went as far west as he could without swimming, and he
stopped in Hollywood, California, the new hometown of Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel, a top boss in
Murder Incorporated and one of the few killers who thoroughly relished doing his job. Siegel had
been sent out to California in 1937 by the National Crime Syndicate to take control of all the
illegal activities in the state, which was considered open territory by the East Coast mob. After
organizing the syndicate's gambling interests, Siegel decided there was big money to be made
by unionizing the Hollywood extras.You could have the biggest movie stars, the best scripts, and
the finest producers and directors, but without extras most movies could never get made. Siegel
unionized the extras, and he collected tidy sums from each and every one of these extras for the
privilege of appearing, if only a few seconds, in a Hollywood production. Showing he was just
one of the guys, Siegel even became a movie extra himself.However, that was chump change
compared to what Siegel really had in mind for his Hollywood pals.Tall and Hollywood-
handsome, Siegel inveigled himself into the upper reaches of the Hollywood elite. He dated
starlets two at a time, and he even had a hot and heavy affair with an Italian Countess. The top
actors and actresses of that time were Siegel's best friends, but they learned fast being chums
with a man known as Bugsy (no one ever called him “Bugsy” to his face) was an easy way to put
a dent in your bank account.Using the same technique he had learned from Lepke with the labor
unions, Siegel approached the biggest stars with his smooth line of patter. He would romance
the female stars, and then scare the hell out of them with his reputation and a few pointed
words.But with male stars, Siegel got straight to the pointWith a notebook and pen in Siegel's
hands, the conversation would go something like this: “Hey look buddy, I'm putting you down for
$10,000 for the extras.”“What kind of deal is this?” the actor would say. “What have I got to do
with the extras?”Siegel would then shake his head like a father disgusted at an ignorant child,
and say, “I don't think you understand. Take your new picture, for example. Everything's ready to
go. But what happens if the extras go out on strike? That means the stagehands go out on strike
too, because they're all union. So there goes your picture.”Without blinking an eye, every
Hollywood star Siegel approached, without exception, paid up, and they paid up good. In 1940,
when the Feds got a warrant for Siegel's thirty-five room Holmby Hill's mansion, they found in an
upstairs safe a detailed accounting of the “loans” Siegel had received from all the top Hollywood
stars. In one year alone, Bugsy Siegel had shaken-down actors and actresses to the tune of
$400,000. And no one dared complain to the cops. These frightened Hollywood suckers even
palled out with Siegel while he was sticking his hands deep into their pockets.So when the word
came from back east that Greenberg was in Hollywood, of course Siegel was given the contract.
Now, usually a man of Siegel's stature would just give out the orders and maybe help with the



planning. But Siegel insisted, against the advice of Lepke, on getting in on the actual Greenberg
murder himself.Bugsy just loved a good killing.“We all begged Bugsy to keep out of the
shooting,” Lepke's pal Doc Stracher said years later. “He was too big a man by this time to
become personally involved. But Bugsy wouldn’t listen. He said Greenberg was a menace to all
of us, and if the cops grabbed him he could tell the whole story of our outfit back to the 1920s.”At
Newark Airport, just before he boarded a flight to Hollywood, Allie Tannenbaum was given a
small doctor's instrument bag by the boss of New Jersey mob himself: Abner “Longie” Zwillman.
Inside this bag were several “clean” guns, which were to be used in the Greenberg Hollywood
hit.In the meantime, Siegel was assembling his “hit team,” which included Whitey Krakow,
Siegel's bother-in-law from New York City. Siegel also enlisted Frankie Carbo, a Lower East Side
thug and Murder Inc. operative who had already been arrested 17 times and charged with five
murders, but none of the charges had resulted in Carbo doing any significant prison time. Carbo
was also a big-time fight promoter and manager, and many of his top-notch fighters were
suspected of not giving their best efforts when their boss and his pals had bet big money on the
other guy.Now came the issue of obtaining a getaway car.Sholem Bernstein, an independent
operator from New York City, just happened to be vacationing in Hollywood when he decided to
visit his old pal, Benny Siegel. Soon, Bernstein would be sorry he ever made that visit.Before
even the small talk began, Siegel got right to the point.“Clip a car,” Siegel barked at Bernstein.
“Leave it in the parking lot down the street.”Bernstein, a veteran of these sorts of things, looked
perplexed. Usually, when he clipped a car, he hid it in a private garage where the police wouldn't
be able to see it.“A parking lot?” Bernstein said.“That's right,” Siegel snapped. “Just do as I
say?”So, Bernstein clipped a car, and he parked it in the open parking lot, just as Siegel had
demanded.Almost immediately, the owner of the stolen car filed a police report. Because they
were on the lookout for the stolen car, the cops spotted the car right out in the open, and they
returned it to its rightful owner.Despite this misfortune, Siegel told Bernstein to steal another car.
Bernstein said he would, and he then told Siegel how he usually operated.“Then you get license
plates off another car that you case to see the owner only uses it once in a while, like a Sunday
driver,” Bernstein said. “By the time the guy finds out, you got the job done, and the cops are
looking for him – why are his plates on a hot car? Then you...”Siegel cut Bernstein off in mid-
sentence. The veins bulging in his neck, Siegel said, “Who the hell are you, coming in and telling
me how to do a job? Out here it goes my way. And don't you forget it.”Even though Bernstein was
in Hollywood on vacation, the mob rules were when a mob boss tells you to do something, you
do it or you're dead. But Bernstein figured, when he was back in New York City and asked to do
a job, the mob bosses, because Bernstein was such a capable freelancer, let him handle things
his own way. Now, since Siegel was dictating terms, Bernstein felt he was under no obligation to
continue with the job.So, Bernstein jumped in his car and headed back to New York City, which
displeased Siegel to no end and caused him to find someone else to pilfer a car for the
Greenberg caper. Fuming, Siegel now wanted Bernstein dead.But more on that later.By this
time, the surveillance on Greenberg's residence at 1804 N. Vista De Mar Drive revealed that



Greenberg was little more than a recluse. He never left home, except for his nightly 15-minute
drive, each way, to get a newspaper in nearby Bel Air.Greenberg told his wife that his little nightly
excursion “Kept him from blowing his top.”On November 22, 1939, Thanksgiving Eve, a gunman
blew Greenburg’s top for him.Just after dark, Tannenbaum picked up the stolen car from the
parking lot. Then he drove Siegel and Carbo to Siegel's home to pick up Siegel's Cadillac, which
was to be used as a crash car in case the cops, or a nosey bystander, decided to chase them
after the deed was done.The two cars, with Carbo in Siegel's car, then drove to a spot several
houses down from Greenberg's residence. They watched, as a few hours later Greenberg
emerged from his house, looked carefully both ways (somehow missing the two cars parked
down the block), got into his car, and sped away. Carbo then emerged from Siegel's car,
slithered down the block and hid in the bushes near Greenberg's house.
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